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This   thesis  presents  a  comprehensive,  whole­system energy analysis  of  ÉcoTerra
using measured data. ÉcoTerra is a low­energy, near net­zero energy, solar house. It was
constructed as part of the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation's EQuilibrium™
Sustainable  Housing  Demonstration   Initiative,   and   incorporates   a   building­integrated
photovoltaic/thermal   roof   coupled  with   a   ventilated   concrete   slab.  The   roof   collects
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bears   some   responsibility   for   overall   energy   use  (Alley   et   al.,   2007).   In   Canada,
residential  buildings,   their   systems  and  occupants  account   for  approximately 17% of
overall energy consumed (Statistics Canada, 2008).
Most of this energy comes from fossil fuels, which are responsible for significant
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homes   that   combine   resource­   and   energy­efficient   technologies   with
renewable energy technologies in order to reduce their environmental impact.





The main goals  of  the EQuilibrium™ program are best  stated by CMHC in this
excerpt from their website (CMHC, 2010):
The goals of the EQuilibrium™ housing initiative are to:
1. Develop   a   clear   vision   and   approach   to   develop   and   promote   low­
environmental impact healthy housing across Canada.




achieve   market   acceptance   of   EQuilibrium™   houses   and   sustainable
communities; and
4. Enhance   Canada's   domestic   and   international   leadership   and   business
opportunities   in   sustainable   housing   design,   construction   services   and
technologies.
Applicants to the competition were evaluated based on a set of requirements that
were designed  around  the  five core  principles  guiding  the  program: occupant  health,









With  ÉcoTerra,   team  members   aimed   to  demonstrate   that   such   homes   are  viable   in
Canada and sought to use integration to help reduce costs, as building components can be
combined   to   fulfill  multiple  purposes.   Integration  can   also   lead   to   reductions   in   the
materials and labour required for construction (Chen et al., 2010a).
One of   the  most   important   first  steps   in   the  design  of  ÉcoTerra  was   the  design
charrette. A charrette is an intense brainstorming and design meeting that brings together
all of the parties involved in the project so that they can create the basic design. Three
main   groups  were   present   at   the   charrette   for   ÉcoTerra:   the   engineering   team,   the
architectural   team   and   the   builder   team.   The   engineering   team,   from   Concordia



















The   building   envelope  was   an   important   part   of   the   energy   efficiency.   It   was
designed to have low air leakage, high insulating value and optimized windows. Energy




The supply side was examined concurrently and designed to fit   the needs of  the
house.  Electricity and  heated  air  are  provided  during sunny periods  by  the  building­
integrated   photovoltaic/thermal   system   that  makes   up   ÉcoTerra's   roof.   The   primary
heating system was chosen to be a ground­source heat pump.
1.4 Net­Zero Energy






































The  integrated nature  of   this  system means   that   the  surface on which  the PV is
installed serves a dual purpose – it is an energy collector (for PV and heat) and it is also






heated  air   can  be  used   to  preheat   the  domestic  hot  water  using  an  air­to­water  heat
exchanger, dry clothes, heat the ventilated concrete slab (VCS) or any combination of
these applications.
There   are   several   sub­systems   integrated   into   the   BIPV/T   system.   The   21
photovoltaic panels are Uni­Solar PVL­136 amorphous silicon and are located on the
roof.  Each panel  has a   rated capacity of 136 W for  a  total  capacity of  2.8  kW. The
electricity they produce is used on­site if there is appropriate demand, or exported to the
electrical   grid   otherwise.  The   direct   current   produced   by   the  panels   is   converted   to
alternating   current   by   the   Fronius   IG  3000   inverter.  Table   1.1  lists   some   important







































also has corrugated metal  decking embedded at   its  bottom which forms air  channels.


































• Chapter   6   –   Reaching   Net­Zero:   Provides   a   series   of   recommendations   for
ÉcoTerra and future net­zero homes in order to reach net­zero energy.
• Chapter 7 – Conclusions: Summarizes the results of the work of this thesis.





of   net­zero   energy   and   low­energy   houses.  The   various   definitions   for   net­zero   are














utilization  while  at   the   same  time not  overheating  during   the  warm months  (Chiras,
2002). The envelope design is crucial for this. The first step is to minimize the heating














































not qualify as net­zero  if   it   is  a   typical,   inefficient,  poorly  insulated building, with a
proportionally large PV array to make up for its deficiencies. This means that net­zero
buildings are not  just  net­zero energy, they are also high­performance, energy efficient
buildings.   Indoor   air   quality   is   also   a   factor.  High­performance   buildings   should   be






This   leads   to   a   broad   requirement   for   net­zero   buildings.  They  must  meet   the






agreed   understanding   on   NZEBs   [net­zero   energy   buildings]   based   on   a   common
methodology” (IEA­SHC Task 40, 2010).
2.3 Building Energy Classification Systems









building with  similar  characteristics,  but  with  standard  occupancy,   internal   loads  and
18
occupant­based   loads   such  as   lighting and appliances.  The  EGH formula  is  given   in
Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3  (Candanedo et al., 2007).
EGH=100−20⋅Estimated Annual Energy ConsumptionReference Annual EnergyConsumption    (2.1)
Estimated Annual EnergyConsumption=Modeled by HOT2000   (2.2)
Reference Annual EnergyConsumption=Sum of Reference Benchmarks   (2.3)















monitored.  Only   a   few  authors,   such   as  Summerfield   et   al.   (2007)  and  Norton   and
19
Christensen (2008),  discuss  monitoring systems  in detail.  The work by  Dhople et  al.
(2010)  includes  highly detailed  descriptions  of   the  wiring  and  electrical   setup  of   the
monitoring system for their Solar Decathlon house.
Commonly monitored  values   include  air   temperatures   in  various   rooms;  outdoor



































Most   sources   focused   on   the   performance   of   specific   systems,   such   as   the
photovoltaic, heating or domestic hot water systems, and none of them tried to interrelate
the performance of the various systems or building components.









ÉcoTerra's  building­integrated photovoltaic   thermal  system has  several   innovative
features, but the idea of combining electricity and heat production is found in various
buildings and even commercially available products.




















































A significant  amount  of  work  has  been  done  over   the  last  50 years   in   terms  of








These   efforts   demonstrate   that   low­energy   homes   are   most   successful   if   they   are
24








Several  of  the works reviewed mentioned  integrated design and construction,  but
only (Norton and Christensen, 2008) made an effort to follow through with this approach
into the monitoring and analysis phase. This review, therefore, shows that there is great












ÉcoTerra's  control   system was designed   to  provide   the  basic   supervisory control




























































helps  to stabilize the  temperature  of   the house and stores  energy from the sun when





























the setpoint.   If,  after  30 minutes,   the heating setpoint  has  still  not  been reached,   the
auxiliary heating   (2  electric  coils   in  parallel)  may be  permitted   to  operate   if   certain
emergency conditions are triggered. Such conditions include a difference of more than 4
°C  between   the   setpoint   and   reference   temperatures.   Several   other   operating  modes





















legibility  of   the   code  decreased.  Documents  on   specific   aspects  of   the   project  were
created along the way, but no single document was created that described the entire state
of   the   control   system,   the   sequence   of   operations,   or   the   various   changes   made
throughout the control system's history. 







eventual   temporary   solution   provided   adequate   comfort,   but  without   full   control   of
setpoints and schedules.











examined   the   new   controls   documentation   and   contributed   comments.   When   the
complete picture of the control system emerged, two conclusions became apparent. First,
several changes needed to be made to how the system was controlled, above and beyond
the issues with heating or cooling.  Second,  the level  of effort  required to modify the
control system's code in its existing state was greater than that required to replace it.
The Concordia University team (the author of this thesis, fellow students and Dr.
Athienitis)   used   these   comments   to   propose   a   revision   to   the   existing   (Version  1.0)
controls to be referred to as Version 2.0. The revisions were incorporated into the v1.0




some analyses.  The heating and cooling system performance data,  specifically,   is  not










written by  the author  of   this   thesis,  can be  found  in  Appendix D ­  Detailed Control
Sequences.  Most   of   the   existing   control   sequence  was   kept   intact,   however,   some
significant   changes  were   also  made.  As  part  of   the  new controls   installation,   it  was
decided that changes to the controls code would be made by Régulvar only, so that they
would always be aware of  the history of   the code.  The author of   this  thesis was the
technical  contact  for   the changes described here and documented them in the control
sequence.   The   author   also   answered   questions   and   coordinated  with   Régulvar   and
Alouette Homes.
One  major   change  was   the   removal   of  proportional­integral   (PI)   control   for   the
thermostat   setpoint   control.  The  heat  pump  is  now controlled  with   a   simple   stepped
on/off approach using specified dead­bands. It was felt that with the house having such

















bathroom   or   kitchen   overrides   are   activated.   Second,   the   high­speed  mode   can   be


































was also added  to  allow the occupants   the option  to  manually override   the awnings'
position.
37
Changes were made to the control  of  the auxiliary electric heater   inside the heat











which allows warm air  rising from the house to  reach  the attic  via   the  BIPV/T duct
system. This issue is being corrected as of the writing of this thesis.
The BIPV/T system is able to provide warm air  to  the dryer  to offset   its  energy
consumption. However, for practical reasons encountered during construction, the duct














This   section   describes   the   available,   measured   data,   how   it   was   gathered,   the
problems encountered and the corrections made. Sources of error are also discussed. As







its   design   –   The   Solar   Buildings   Research   Network   (SBRN)   based   at   Concordia
University, HydroQuébec and CMHC. The BIPV/T system and room air temperatures are
monitored by SBRN in order to judge the energy performance of the BIPV/T system and










The SBRN and Fronius  data  is   logged by a  laptop computer.  HydroQuébec monitors
power, current and temperature values for major equipment. Their data is sampled every
20 seconds and recorded as two­minute averages  (Chen, 2009). CMHC collects some


















































continuous  data   stream  (as  opposed   to  discrete  events),   it  was   filled   in  using   linear
interpolation. This creates obvious disjoints in a few cases, but those data fields are not





Other  data   fields,   such   as   the  heat   pump  power   consumption,   are   composed  of











Another   significant   issue  is   related  to   the   fact   that   there  are   three  different  data





using   data   from   a   single   source   as   all   data   from   a   given   source   is   assumed   to   be









have  resulted   in  discontinuities  between days of  data.  Fortunately,   the  only data   that






data   is   assumed   to   be   the   “correct”   time,   as   all   SBRN   data   uses   a   time­stamp
synchronized via Internet time server.
The pressure drop across the roof manifold and the operation of the BIPV/T fan were
the  two data columns used to  synchronize SBRN and HydroQuébec data.  These two
values are directly linked by cause and effect because the pressure drop varies very little
other   than   when   the   fan   is   in   operation.   If   the   two   data   sources   were   perfectly
synchronized, one would expect the pressure drop to change immediately or within only a


























































Another   data   quality   issue   was   discovered   in   late   June   of   2010.   The   raw
HydroQuébec data is sampled every 20 seconds and recorded as two­minute averages,
but when data was retrieved from the database,   it  appeared to have been recorded at








correlations   used   for   the   BIPV/T   fan   flow   rate,   the   heat   pump   air­flow   rates,   the
47














Each mode directs  the air  along a different  path through the duct  system resulting in
different  pressure  losses.  The  modes are  described   in  general   in  Section  3  ­  Control
System and in more detail in Appendix D ­ Detailed Control Sequences. The correlations
are listed below as Equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. 
DHW Mode:   Q˙=97.131⋅I 1.337   (4.1)
Slab Mode:   Q˙=96.195⋅I 1.0979   (4.2)
Slab and DHW:   Q˙=101.11⋅I 1.0849   (4.3)
48
Where  Q˙  is the volumetric flow rate of air through the system in cubic feet per minute
and  I   is the BIPV/T fan current in amps. The R2 values for each are 0.995, 0.997 and
























several   positions.   The   four   primary   operating   modes   were   tested   and   individual
correlations   developed   for   each,   but   determining  which  mode   is   being   used   can   be
problematic.   The   amperage   of   the  DHW preheat   tank   circulation   pump   is   used   to
determine system operating mode. The timestamps on the data relating to the circulation


































thesis   by   using   only   genuine,   non­interpolated   data   when   necessary   and   then   re­
interpolating to the common one­minute interval.
51














































describes   a  generalized   approach   to   error  propagation  and  provides   an   equation   that
represents the overall absolute error of a calculation. This equation is seen in Equation
4.4, where    f   is the overall, absolute error associated with the function   f ,   n   is the
number of variables in the equation and  x i  is a given variable in the function.
 f =±∑i=1
n
∂ f∂ x i 
2






Various   lessons   can   be   learned   from   the   issues   encountered   during   the   data








it  be  wiped clean of  all   inessential  software   to  minimize any  interference  during  the
monitoring period.
It is also recommended that, during the planning stages of future monitoring systems,
















































5.2   shows  a   comparison  between  ÉcoTerra’s  annual  energy consumption  and   that  of
typical single­family detached homes in Canada (NRCan, 2008a) (NRCan, 2008b).
Figure 5.2: Comparison of ÉcoTerra with typical Canadian homes















heating  loads.  The  energy use from April   through August   is   relatively constant.  This


















































PV Exported ­ Calculated Author
PV Consumed in House ­ Calculated Author
Net Metered Power ­ Monitored HydroQuébec




Heat Pump Auxiliary Electric Heat 9.6 kW Calculated Author
Supplementary Garage Heater 5.0 kW Calculated Author
60
While many of the large loads are monitored, calculations had to be performed to
estimate   the   consumption   of   certain   equipment.   The   heat   pump,   for   example,   is














































is   done   by   simply   subtracting   them   from   the   net   metered   data.   The   photovoltaic
generation is considered negative, so it is added to the net data. This is not as simple as it
seems, however. The data used for this analysis is interpolated to a common interval of



































assuming   that   the   entire   energy   consumed   by   the  monitoring   system  was   delivered
















The  garage   heater   accounts   for   significant   energy   use   and   no   pattern  matching
algorithm could be perfect. Fourier analysis was investigated as an alternate method to
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factors   affect   the   cycles   per   day   such   as   outdoor   temperature,   solar   radiation   and
occupant use patterns in the garage where the heater is located. The conclusion is that the
pattern  matching   algorithm (discussed   in  Section  5.2.1  ­  Load   Identification),  which
matches the shape of the peaks, is the better solution for filtering the garage heater.
 A Fourier analysis of the domestic hot water loads was performed as well. Even on a
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operate   continuously   (24/7)   in   order   to   reduce   stratification   in   the   house.   The


























and   two­stage   auxiliary electric  heating  coil   (9.6  kW).  The   fan  can  operate  at   three
speeds: recirculation mode (355 L/s), low speed (495 L/s) and high speed (590 L/s). The






were   calculated   for   each   period.   This   required   the   determination   of   the   balance
temperatures for the building – that is, the outdoor temperature above which no heating is
required and below which no cooling is required. 
The  balance   temperature  was  derived  using  the  daily heating  load and   the  daily
average  outdoor  air   temperatures.  The  heating  load  was  calculated by examining  the
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COP= Energy Deliverd to Space
Energy to Power Heatpump   (5.1)
COP= Envirronmental EnergyEnergy to Power Heatpump










Energy=Mass Flow Rate⋅Specific Heat⋅Difference in Temperature⋅Time
(5.3)
The difference in temperature used was the measured difference across the supply
and   return  ducts  of   the  heat  pump,  and   the  mass   flow rate  was  calculated  using an
approximate air flow of the heat  pump. The density of the air was calculated at each
interval using the average temperatures for that moment. The airflow of the heat pump is





at  a  given power consumption.  The energy to power the heat  pump is measured and
includes the compressor, brine pump and fan.






the temperatures  being  the measured difference between  the supply and return of  the
76
ground loop. The mass flow rate is calculated from the measured volumetric flow rate.




























Energy Consumed by HP (kWh) 2,010.73 175.66 126.18 33.23 19.03
Energy Provided  by HP (kWh) 7,459.81 634.13 476.96 129.60 74.79
COP of HP (ground side) 3.71 3.61 3.78 3.90 3.93
COP of HP (air side) 3.85 3.84 4.19 3.73 3.67
HDD in Period (Base 12.93 °C) 2,150.04 157.88 169.49 88.68 16.95
HDD in Period (Base 18 °C) 2,951.36 193.37 204.98 124.17 52.44
Average Ground Temp (°C) 4.43 3.94 4.09 4.93 5.93
Average Outdoor Air Temp (°C) 1.88 ­9.62 ­11.28 0.26 10.51
kWh / Day Input 11.11 25.09 18.03 4.75 2.72
kWh / HDD (Base 12.93 °C) 0.94 1.11 0.74 0.37 1.12


















Figure   5.14   shows   a   trend   of   room   air   and   supply   air   temperatures.   The   air
temperatures from the different zones in the house approach each other overnight due to
the mixing effect of the heat pump fan.

























Simulations   were   performed   in  Doiron   et   al.,   (2011)  to   determine   if   similar
destratification   could   be   achieved  with   less   fan   energy   consumption.  An   estimated
savings of 722 kWh was reported. A balance can be achieved, but more work is necessary
to balance energy consumption vs. comfort  (Doiron et al., 2011).  Table 5.4  shows the
stratification between floors for six representative days in 2010 – three sunny and three
cloudy. The fan runs in recirculation mode (approximately 355 L/s) whenever there is no













with  these occurrences   is  approximately 104 kWh. This  consumption  is  unnecessary,
therefore, it is recommended that the control sequence be adjusted to reduce the auxiliary





































































BIPV/T Air After Roof
BIPV/T Air Entering HX
Inlet Air to BIPV/T
Figure 5.19: Sample air temperatures for BIPV/T system
Another interesting effect can be observed from the same graph (Figure 5.19). The















Table   5.5  summarizes   the   range   of   temperatures   for   the   examined   period.  The








Temperature Difference Maximum (°C) Minimum (°C) Mean (°C)
Across roof 27.6 ­ 18.30
Between inlet and ambient 14.20 ­2.80 4.40
Between roof manifold and basement 10.30 ­16.60 3.20
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After RoofOutdoor Air Temperature
BIPV/T Air After Roof
BIPV/T Air Entering HX
Inlet Air to BIPV/T
Figure 5.20: Gain in temperature between roof and basement
The slab and domestic hot water preheat tank are charged using the roof so their












































slab   itself,   which   are   measured.   The   airflow   was   estimated   using   the   previously
mentioned amperage­flow rate correlations (Equations  4.1,  4.2  and  4.3). For each data
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The   temperatures   in   the   tank   and   of   the   desuperheater   flow   are  monitored   by
HydroQuébec, but only while the heat pump is on. SBRN monitors these values as well,
but the SBRN thermocouples were malfunctioning until April 17, 2010. Until this date,



















totalling values in  the appropriate data column. The amount of PV generation that   is



























































to  be  96.3%.  The   long   range   efficiency  was   also   calculated   for   the   same  period  of
analysis as the energy consumption data. This efficiency was calculated to be 95.4%.
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(up  to  7.5  on  the day shown).  This  shows  potential   for   improving performance with
optimization of the controls.







































The dryer  was  tested  in  solar­only mode,  but  could easily  function with   the sun
providing a boost to the existing electric heating coil. The dryer was found to remove
approximately 0.8 kg/hour of water from the clothes. Actual performance will vary with












to  the energy consumed by the solar­air  mode.  The  standard CSA load and moisture
conditions were applied to a theoretical load of laundry dried using BIPV/T­heated air
only and being dried at the rate measured during the experiment (0.8 kg/hour).




























The  previous   sections   showed  a  detailed  breakdown  of   the  whole­house   energy
consumption, collection and production at ÉcoTerra. To put these values in context, they




















Heating 2,366 2,534 7.1% 7.1%
Cooling 0 124 ­ ­
Subtotal 2,366 2,658 12.3% 12.3%
Domestic Hot Water
Subtotal 3,276 1,578 ­51.8% ­51.8%
HRV / Air Cleaner
HRV 635 593 ­6.6% ­6.6%
Air Cleaner 0 429 100.0% ­
Subtotal 635 1,022 61.0% ­6.6%
Appliances/Lighting/Plug
Load
Subtotal 3,993 4,715 18.1% 18.1%
Other Loads
Garage Heater 0 763 ­ ­
Auxiliary Elec Heater in
HP
0 104 ­ ­
BIPV/T Fan/Pump 0 142 ­ ­
Controls 0 294 ­ ­
Heat Pump Recirc and
Misc
0 1,612 ­ ­
Subtotal 0 2,915 ­ ­
Gross Consumption
Total 10,270 12,888 25.5% 13.9%
PV Generation
Total ­3,465 ­2,570 ­25.8% ­25.8%
Net Consumption











the modelled value.  This   is  due   to  several   factors.  One  is   that   there was no cooling









system,  nor   the  BIPV/T  thermal   energy  collection   system.  Neither   can   it  model   the
energy   supplied   by   the   heat   pump's   desuperheater.  All   of   these   sources   provided
significant energy to the hot water system and therefore offset the domestic hot water
loads.


















The   electricity   generated   by   the   house's   photovoltaic   system   was   lower   than
expected, due to the higher than expected snow accumulation. The roof angle contributes
to this greatly. At 30° slope, the snow seems to shed less easily. A better angle would be
40° or  greater  (Athienitis,  2007),  but   this was not practical  due  to restrictions of  the
prefabrication process.
5.7 Demand Reduction













































The following figures  show the differences  between  demand curves   for  different
times of year. The three graphs down the left­hand column of Figure 5.32 are from sunny
days and the three on the right­hand column are for cloudy days. The top, middle and
bottom rows are for winter,  shoulder season, and summer days,  respectively.  There is
little difference between cloudy days – they all have minimal energy production, so their
demand curves are unaffected. The sunny days all show a noticeable effect in that their
energy   consumption   is   reduced   during   the   day   due   to  PV generation.  The   negative
consumption indicates exportation of electricity to the grid. The sunny days all show a
107








































































Prefabricated   homes   have   a   reputation   for   high   quality   due   to   their   controlled
manufacturing conditions. This is true of ÉcoTerra as well. Something that is clear from
various previous studies is that high performance, low­energy buildings must also be high
quality buildings  (Torcellini  et   al.,   2006).  Furthermore,   it   is  becoming  clear   that   the
attention to detail is critical to low­energy and net­zero energy houses. As with other high
performance   buildings,   industry   best­practices   and   building   codes   for   houses   are


















(1.16   in.  Water).   If   a  complete   redesign  was  performed  on   the  duct   system and   the
amount  of  ductwork was  reduced   in  key areas,   the  pressure   losses  would be   further











The BIPV/T fan,   for  example,   is  screwed directly  to   the basement   floor   joist,  which
causes its vibration to be transmitted to the living space under some conditions.
















The   design   process,   discussed   briefly   in  Section  1.3,  was   also   an   advantage   to
ÉcoTerra. This integrated design process used an interdisciplinary approach, which took
advantage   of   the   skills   and   experience   of   the   various   parties   involved.   The












































































Such  situations  become more   common as   the  complexity of  a   system  increases.
Other factors contribute as well, such as the arrival or departure of team members. Even
with   good  documentation   and   communication   between   incoming   and   outgoing   team
members, complex systems can be difficult to fully grasp.

















sloped  at   this  optimal  angle.  The  difference   in   slope  alone  would  increase  electrical
performance   by   only   1.4%.  However,   if   the   potential   increase   in   roof   area   is   also













relatively   unchanged   in   the   summer.   For   example,   increasing   the   slope   of   the   roof
increases the fraction of loads met by its thermal output for March and November by
60% and 90%, respectively.  As well  as   increasing  the slope,   the addition of  a  solar­
assisted   heat   pump   should   be   considered,   as   was   done   for   the  Alstonvale   House




and   surface,   has  been   shown   to   shed   snow effectively  (Athienitis,   2007).  As  of   the
writing of this thesis, CMHC is negotiating an arrangement with the owners that would
























home’s   energy   consumption.   If   the   occupants   are   provided  with   comprehensive   and










tools.  The  geometry  for   the  model  was  derived   from  the   architectural   drawings   and
119
manually   input   using   SketchUp/OpenStudio  (US  Department   of  Energy,   2009).  The
house was modelled as four conditioned zones, in an attempt to properly characterize any
discomfort resulting from stratification. In addition, a zone was assigned to each of the





of   the   heat   pump   distribution   fan.   The   fan   is   currently   operated   in   a   low­speed,
recirculation mode whenever   there   is  no heating or  cooling  requirement.  Simulations
were run to determine the potential benefit from reducing the fan run time (when heating

































with   the   outdoors.   The   standardized  measurement   uses   a   blower­door   tester   and   a
pressure differential of 50 Pa. This can be approximately converted to air changes under
natural outdoor conditions by dividing by 20  (Sherman, 1987). This value was used to




This   procedure  was   repeated   for   the   proposed   case   of   0.5  ACH  and   the   two  were
compared.   It   is  estimated   that  129.7 kWh would  be  saved  annually  if  ÉcoTerra's  air
leakage was reduce to the same level as that of Riverdale.































energy   previous   calculated   because   it   is   additional   collection   from   times   other   than
normal operation. This gives a total of 293.7 kWh – 38.5% of the consumption of the
garage heater.
Using   the   BIPV/T   air   to   heat   the   garage   has   the   potential   to   reduce   energy
consumption, but it also has disadvantages, at least at ÉcoTerra. Drawing air through the
duct system to the garage would mean drawing cool air through the center of the house.
































is  only 5.5% of  the BIPV/T runtime, but   it  does not account for   the times when the





























































would have a positive effect  on  this   issue.  More  research  is  needed  in  this  area and
special attention should be paid to this topic in future projects.
Maximizing   the   use   of   available   solar   energy   is   important   if   future   low­energy
houses are to reach net­zero energy consumption. The maximum energy that could be
collected from ÉcoTerra's BIPV/T roof was examined in order to give perspective to the





and properties.  The  model  was applied for   the  twelve  months  of  available data.  The
model shows that had ÉcoTerra's BIPV/T system run whenever the outlet temperature
was at least 20 °C, it could have collected approximately 3,259 kWh. Compare this with


























Heating 2,534 1,912 ­24.6% Fewer air changes, better
windows, more BIPV/T slab
charging,
Cooling 124 0 ­100.0% Better blind controls
Subtotal 2,658 1,912 ­28.1%
Domestic Hot Water
Subtotal 1,578 845 ­46.5% More BIPV/T preheat
charging
HRV / Air Cleaner
HRV 593 534 ­10.0% Better control
Air Cleaner 429 0 ­100.0% Eliminate air cleaner
Subtotal 1,022 534 ­47.8%
Appliances/Lighting/Plug Load
Subtotal 4,715 4,008 ­15.0% Provide more and better
occupant feedback
Other Loads
Garage Heater 763 88 ­88.5% Better control, BIPV/T heat
Auxiliary Elec Heater in HP 104 52 ­50.0% Better control
BIPV/T Fan/Pump 142 237 67.0% Increased BIPV/T usage
Controls 294 294 ­ ­
Heat Pump Recirc and Misc 1,611 889 ­44.8% Reduced heatpump circulation
mode runtime
Subtotal 2,914 1,560 ­46.5%
Gross Consumption
Total 12,887 8,858 ­31.3%
PV Generation
Upper, BIPV/T section ­2,570 ­5,315 106.8% Double efficiency, less snow
(greater angle), greater roof
area, but glazing section.








measures   such   as   varying   wall   insulation,   trying   different   window   coatings,   and
optimizing controls are areas worthy of further research, but additional on­site generation
is required, unless significant progress is made in these areas. There is additional space








The   overall   energy   use   and   end­use   breakdown  were   analyzed   and   discussed.  Also






12,888 kWh in the analyzed year  and produced 2,570 kWh,  for  a  net  annual  energy
consumption of 10,318 kWh. This means the house's energy density is only 18.1% of the

















several   problems,   however,   including   a   loose   wire   in   the   control   panel   and   a
mispositioned valve. These issues were corrected so that future performance is expected
to be better, especially if the control sequence is optimized.
The   photovoltaic   panels   collected   significant   energy,   though   not   as   much   as


























a  positive   impact  on   instantaneous  demand,   there   is   little  benefit   in   terms  of  billed













Several   lessons   were   learned   from   the   commercial   building   industry,   such   as
applying best­practices in duct design, duct sealing, vibration isolation, duct transitions,
and the coordination of changes on­site
Occupant  comfort  was confirmed  to  be an   important   issue.  Most  occupants of  a
home will not compromise their comfort for the sake of energy consumption. Overall, the
owners of ÉcoTerra report a comfortable first year in the house. 
Even with  the relatively simple principles applied,  the complexity of  houses like
ÉcoTerra can lead to problems. This should be taken into account when planning and
designing future low­energy buildings. 





The   potential   energy   performance   of   the   house   was   examined   and   the   energy
consumption   could   be   reduced   by   approximately   25%  with   some   relatively   simple
measures.  These   savings   result   from   changes   to   the   control   system,   some   occupant
feedback, and taking into account some corrections made such as the mispositioned valve
and the loose wire. Some improvements were considered for the building envelope as






Several  scenarios were examined, and it   is  estimated that  up to a third of the garage
heater   energy   could   be   offset   by   the  BIPV/T   system.  However,   this  would   require
additional ductwork and wiring, and changing the controls of the BIPV/T system.
Several   factors   reduced   the  effectiveness  of   the  BIPV/T  system.  The  heat  pump
desuperheater   provided   significant   energy   to   the   preheat   tank,   but   this   sometimes
prevented solar energy from being stored. The outdoor air temperatures also prevented
the slab from being charged as much as it could be. These issues require further study,

















• Consider   not   only   energy   stored,   but   how   useful   that   energy   is   and   any




this  meant   lower   collection   efficiency,   it  would   increase   the   amount  of   solar
energy being used and therefore reduce overall energy use by the house.


















This  thesis focuses on a near­net­zero energy house  in  a cold climate  (Montreal,
Canada). Many aspects of passive solar design can be adapted to other climates, but the
priorities  may   be   different,   therefore,   not   all   findings   are   directly   applicable   in   all
climates. Some aspects of non­residential buildings are related, but this work focuses on
residential buildings. 
The energy collected and generated was examined, but   the manner  in which  this
energy was used  was  outside  the  scope  of   this   thesis.  A number  of   important   issues
should be considered, such as the efficiency of transferring energy from one location to
another and losses during storage.
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# -*- coding: ASCII -*-
"""
Performs analysis of EcoTerra energy data and returns energy consumption 
generation, storage and performance results
Written as part of a MASc Thesis by Matt Doiron (Dec 2010)
#===============================================================================
# Query required for this file:
#===============================================================================
SELECT
data_date_time, pressurer_drop_across_manifold, ventilated_slab_outlet_air, 
ventilated_slab_inlet_air, bipvt_inlet_air_t7, bipvt_inlet_air_t8,
outlet_air_t28, outlet_air_t25, outlet_air_t24, outlet_air_t34, 
outlet_air_t10, outlet_air_t11, outlet_air_t19, outlet_air_t31, 
outlet_air_t22, outlet_air_t30, cavity_air_t2, bipvt_exhaust, 
bipvt_air_after_manifold, desuperheater, hx_air_in, hx_air_out, 
hx_water_to_reservoir, reservoir_water_to_hx, T_SUC, T_DISC, T_LIQUI, TR_OUT, 
BT_IN, BT_OUT, TE_PT, TS_PT, TA_RET, TR_TOIL, TE_HRV, TS_HRV, TAE_AW, TAS_AW, 
TOE_AW, TOS_AW, TE_HP, TS_HP, TOE_DR, TOS_DR, TE_DHW, TS_DHW, P_S, P_D, C_HRV, 
C_F1, C_P1, B_FR, W_HOUSE, W_HP, W_DHW, hq_genuine, supply_air_temperature, 
outdoor_temperature, horizontal_global_solar_irradiance, 
pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance, south_facade_global_solar_irradiance, 
irradiance, ac_power, anemometre, a1_soil_under_insulation, 
a2_soil_under_insulation, a3_soil_under_insulation, b1_soil_under_insulation, 
b2_soil_under_insulation, b3_soil_under_insulation, c1_soil_under_insulation, 
c2_soil_under_insulation, c3_soil_under_insulation, a1_air_flow, a2_air_flow, 
a3_air_flow, b1_air_flow, b2_air_flow, b3_air_flow, c1_air_flow, c2_air_flow, 
c3_air_flow, b2_top, a3_middle, b2_middle, c1_middle, a2_bottom, 
south_bedroom, gflr_slab_center_top, family_room, kitchen_top, north_bedroom, 
dinning_room, bsmt_north_room, bsmt_s_center_ceiling, bflr_hall_wall, 
bsmt_south_room, temperature_ext
WHERE






- Slab enery storage calcs do not check for "dryer-only" conditions. This case
    never happend in 2010, but might in the future! 
- Months with missing data from ALL sources (produces gaps in data)
    - Jan 25, 13:51 to 14:33
    - Apr 27, 22:13 to Apr 28 01:45
    - Apr 28, 05:48 to 09:45
    - May 18, 15:51 to 19:00
- All future occurances of garage heat should be filtered out automatically.
- Future occurances of auxiliary heat pump heat will NOT be filtered out. They
    must be idenditifed visually and added to the list of aux heater events.
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    This is found in the filterPower module.
- Air temps at inlet and outlet of slab are interpolated to fill in gaps. This
    is not a problem for this data since the fan is never on during any
    of these gaps. This is important to know for the future though.
- The filterpower module uses an unsynched OAT to check for garage heater! Not
    a large error since OAT doesn't change really quickly, but need to remember.
- gross consumption difference is relatively small (always less than 1%), but
    why does it happen? It's related to the calculation of the lighting and
    appliance loads. More is filtered out than required. Not a big deal since
    this number is not used directly. The lighting and appliance loads used
    are calculated using their definition - they are the remaining consumption
    after other loads are taken into account. The calculated appliance loads
    (from filterPower module) are used only to help find the garage and aux
    heater events.
- The script will explode if there are NaN values at the start or end points!
- Due to the definition of net-zero, this analysis uses a diff definition of
    net and gross. Net is usually gross - used, but here it is gross -
    generated. Also, gross is usually total consumed, but here it is net plus
    generated.
- Sync doesn't work if there is no change in the delta pressure. This could
    happen if the fan runs for the entire specified time period (pressure is
    then constant). Probably nothing that can be done with this. There is no
    info about how much out of sync things are in these cases.
- For conductance and NTU calcs see old version of analysis8 from Nov 11, 2010
- Date format required yyyy-mm-dd h:mm:ss.0
    
"""
def main():
    print '=== Analysis in progress ==='
    
    #===========================================================================
    # Import globally-used modules
    #===========================================================================
    
    import datetime as dt
    startTime = dt.datetime.now()
    import numpy as np
    import getData8 as gd
    import filterPower8 as fp
    import scikits.timeseries as ts
    import sympy as sp
        
    # Reload my custom modules to be sure any changes are taken into account
    reload(gd)
    reload(fp)
    
    #===========================================================================
    # Global settings 
    #===========================================================================
    
    # Specify the period over which the analysis will be performed
    startDate = ts.Date('T', '2010-9-1 00:00:00')
    endDate = ts.Date('T', '2010-9-30 23:59:59')
    
    # Specify the file from which the data will be read
    fileName = 'data/Final/ET Sep, 2010.tsv'
    
    # Determine whether or not to perform the synchronization corrections
    syncFlag = True
    
    # Sets if hourly/daily/weekly/monthly values are to be exported to csv files
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    exportBreakdownFlag = False
    
    # Set to true if you want to save the calculation results to a file
    saveCalcResultsFlag = True
    
    # Set to true if you want to plot graphs as defined in the makePlots file
    makePlotsFlag = False
    
    # Set to true to save the synchronized, cleaned data
    saveSynchedDataFlag = False
    
    # Stop after saving the synchronized data to file
    noCalcsFlag = False
    
    #===========================================================================
    # Get Data required for calculations
    #===========================================================================
    
    # Call getData module to read and process data from the specified file
    myData, myDataSync, nanStats = gd.getData(fileName, syncFlag, startDate, endDate)
    if nanStats == False:
        print 'Missing data file: ' + fileName
        return
        
    #===========================================================================
    # Save synchronized data to a file for use outside the script
    #===========================================================================
    
    if saveSynchedDataFlag == True and syncFlag == True:
        testResultsFile = open('Results/Saved Synched Data '+startDate.strftime("%Y-%m-%d
%H-%M")+ ' to ' + endDate.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H-%M") + '.csv', 'w')
        headers = 'data_date_time, C_F1, C_P1, TOS_AW, TOE_AW, ac_power, W_HP, W_DHW,
TAS_AW, TAE_AW\n'
        testResultsFile.write(headers)
        arrayToWrite = np.column_stack([ myData.dates, myDataSync['C_F1'], 
                                         myDataSync['C_P1'], myDataSync['TOS_AW'], 
                                         myDataSync['TOE_AW'], myDataSync['ac_power'],
                                         myDataSync['W_HP'], myDataSync['W_DHW'], 
                                         myDataSync['TAS_AW'], myDataSync['TAE_AW'] ])
        np.savetxt(testResultsFile, arrayToWrite, fmt='%f', delimiter=',')
        testResultsFile.close()
    
    #===========================================================================
    # Exit the program if the noCalcsFlag is set to True
    #===========================================================================
    
    if noCalcsFlag == True:
        print '=== noCalcs flag is True, skipping calculations ==='
        return
    
    #===========================================================================
    # Define some variables and constants
    #===========================================================================
    
    dataLength = len(myData)   # number of data points
    t = 1.0 / 60.0             # time between data point in hours (1/60 = 1 min)
    qDHW = 0.0                 # energy stored in DHW tank (kWh)
    qDHW2 = 0.0                # energy stored in DHW tank (kWh)
    qDHW3 = 0.0                # energy stored in DHW tank (kWh)
    qSlab = 0.0                # energy stored in slab (kWh)
    qSlabLoss = 0.0            # energy lost from slab to ground
    qBIPVT = 0.0               # energy collected by BIPVT system
    qHPWater = 0.0             # energy from water loop
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    qHPAir = 0.0               # energy from air system
    qDSH = 0.0                 # energy from desuperheater
    garageAirFanEnergy = 0.0   # energy BIPV/T fan would use to supply garage heat
    garageAirFanEnergy2 = 0.0   # energy BIPV/T fan would use to supply garage heat
    garageAirEnergy = 0.0      # energy available from BIPV/T for garage heating
    garageAirEnergy2 = 0.0     # energy available from BIPV/T for garage heating
    gpm_to_m3s = 0.0000630902  # convert USgpm to m3/sec
    hpFan = 0.200              # estimated load of heat pump fan in recirc mode (kW)
    controls = 0.0336          # estimated load of controls (kW)
    alarmPower = 0.0072        # alarm sys consumption (kW)
    monitoring = 0.21283       # estimated load of monitoring (kW)
    airCleaner = 0.049         # measured air cleaner consumption (kW)
    pf = 0.85                  # power factor
    lineVoltage = 115.0        # voltage of grid
    cfm_to_m3s = 0.0004719474  # Conversion from cfm to m3/s
    dshFlow = 0.4 * 38.0 / 12.0 * gpm_to_m3s # 0.4 gpm per ton capacity of hp
    rIns = 1.32275             # RSI of insulation under slab (m2K/W) R7.5
    chanArea = 0.007714        # m2 for each channel
    numChans = 19.0            # number of channels in VCS
    percentWaterWeight = 0.75  # percent of water by weight
    percentMethWeight = 0.25   # percent of methanol by weight
    cpAir = 1.005              # Constant for Cp of air
    effHXList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    garageAirList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    garageAirList2 = np.zeros(dataLength)
    qSlabLossList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    stratification = np.zeros(dataLength)
    copBIPVTList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    hpCopWaterList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    hpCopAirList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    qHPWaterList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    qHPAirList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    qDSHList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    cfmList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    qSlabList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    hxRateList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    errorListSlab = np.zeros(dataLength)
    errorListDHW = np.zeros(dataLength)
    errorListDSH = np.zeros(dataLength)
    lostSolar = np.zeros(dataLength)
    lostSolar2 = np.zeros(dataLength)
    qInfExistingList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    qInfProposedList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    qWindowsExistingList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    qWindowsProposedList = np.zeros(dataLength)
    
    #===========================================================================
    # Define Misc Correlations
    #===========================================================================
    
    # Correlation for air/water HX water flow through P1 (m3/s)
    p1Flow = lambda cfm: 0.0075 * cfm * gpm_to_m3s
    
    # Correlation for density of air (kg/m3)
    rhoAir = lambda temp: 0.000009 * pow(temp, 2.0) - 0.0044 * temp + 1.291
    
    # Correlation for density of water (kg/m3)
    rhoWater = lambda temp: -0.0041 * pow(temp, 2.0) - 0.0432 * temp + 1000.6
    
    # Correlation for density of methanol (kg/m3)
    rhoMeth = lambda temp: -0.8914 * temp + 808.83
    
    # Correlation for Cp of water (kJ/kgC)
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    cpWater = lambda temp: -0.0000003 * pow(temp, 3) + 0.00005 * pow(temp, 2) - 0.0024 *
temp + 4.2133
    
    # Correlation for Cp of methanol (kJ/kgC)
    cpMeth = lambda temp: 0.0034 * temp + 1.3704
    
    # Correlation for convection heat transfer coefficient in VCS (W/m2K)
    hVCS = lambda vel: 3.94 * vel + 5.45
    
    # Correlation for heat pump air flow rate (inputs kW, outputs cfm)
    hpCFM = lambda kW: -247.837 * pow(kW, 2) + 1354.826 * kW - 533.059
    
    # Accepts the amps as input and returns cfm for the specified operating mode
    def getCFM(amps, mode):
        '''Returns the cfm of the BIPV/T system for a given amps and mode'''
    
        # Correlations for DHW-only, slab-only and combo modes. These are from
        # Xiang's work. I curve-fitted his numbers to a power function.
        if mode == 'DHW':
            return 97.131 * pow(amps, 1.3375)
        elif mode == 'Slab':
            return 96.195 * pow(amps, 1.0979)
        elif mode == 'Both':
            return 101.11 * pow(amps, 1.0849)
            
    # Function to determine if the slab is in heating mode
    def slabDemand(index):
        slabInlet = myData['ventilated_slab_inlet_air'][i]
        hxOutlet = myData['hx_air_out'][i]
        if np.abs(hxOutlet - slabInlet) <= 3.0:
            return True
        else:
            return False
    
    #===========================================================================
    # Prepare for error propagation calculations
    #===========================================================================
    
    # Define the vars as sympy symbols for formulas that will do error propagation
    cfm_sp = sp.Symbol('cfm_sp')
    flow_sp = sp.Symbol('flow_sp')
    convert_sp = sp.Symbol('convert_sp')
    rho_sp = sp.Symbol('rho_sp')
    Cp_sp = sp.Symbol('Cp_sp')
    dT_sp = sp.Symbol('dT_sp')
    t_sp = sp.Symbol('t_sp')
    
    # Simple error propagation for summation or subtraction (quadrature addition)
    eSum = lambda x: np.sqrt(np.sum([var**2 for var in x]))
    
    # Generalized error propagation solution for any number of variables. Returns
    # absolute error.
    def eProp(func, variables):
        eFunc = sp.sqrt( sum([sp.diff(func,x)**2 * dx**2 for x, dx, val in variables]) )
        err = eFunc.subs([(x,val) for x,dx,val in variables])
        return err    
        
    #===========================================================================
    # Begin Calculations
    #===========================================================================
    
    print '   Calculating energy stored...'
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    # Calculate energy stored in slab and DHW for each row (if applicable)
    for i, row in enumerate(myDataSync):
    
        #===========================================================================
        # Examine BIPV/T Performance
        #===========================================================================
    
        # Reset values for this loop
        qS, qD, qD2, qD3, qdsh = 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
    
        # Use only those value where the fan is on to examine BIPV/T performance
        if row['C_F1'] > 0.0:
    
            # Determine operating mode based on state of pump P1
            if row['C_P1'] > 0.0:
                # Find cfm of fan in this mode
                cfm = getCFM(row['C_F1'], 'Both')
                cfmList[i] = cfm
                    
                # Find energy stored in DHW preheat tank (using SBRN air data)
                avgTemp = (myData['hx_air_in'][i] + myData['hx_air_out'][i]) / 2.0
                m = cfm * cfm_to_m3s * rhoAir(avgTemp) # (kg/s)
                deltaTdhw = myData['hx_air_in'][i] - myData['hx_air_out'][i]
                qD = m * cpAir * deltaTdhw * t
                qDHW += qD
    
                # Find energy stored in DHW preheat tank (using HQ water data)
                avgTemp2 = (row['TOS_AW'] + row['TOE_AW']) / 2.0
                m2 = p1Flow(cfm) * rhoWater(avgTemp2)   # (kg/s)
                deltaTdhw2 = row['TOS_AW'] - row['TOE_AW']
                qD2 = m2 * cpWater(avgTemp2) * deltaTdhw2 * t
                qDHW2 += qD2
                if qD2 >= 0.0:
                    hxRateList[i] = qD2 / t
                else:
                    effHXList[i] = 0.0
                
                # Find energy stored in DHW preheat tank (using SBRN water data)
                avgTemp3 = ( (myData['hx_water_to_reservoir'][i] + 
                              myData['reservoir_water_to_hx'][i]) / 2.0 )
                m3 = p1Flow(cfm) * rhoWater(avgTemp3)  #(kg/s)
                deltaTdhw3 = (myData['hx_water_to_reservoir'][i] -
                              myData['reservoir_water_to_hx'][i])
                if -50.0 < deltaTdhw3 < 50.0:
                    qD3 = m3 * cpWater(avgTemp3) * deltaTdhw3 * t
                    qDHW3 += qD3
                    
                # Find absolute error of calc to store energy in the preheat tank
                # Store the variables in an array with their uncertainties
                variablesDHW = [(flow_sp, 0.0, p1Flow(cfm)), 
                             (rho_sp, 0.002 * rhoWater(avgTemp2), rhoWater(avgTemp2)),
                             (Cp_sp, 0.019 * cpWater(avgTemp2), cpWater(avgTemp2)), 
                             (dT_sp, eSum([0.5, 0.5]), deltaTdhw2), 
                             (t_sp, 0.05, t)]
                # Define the equation on which to perform error propagation
                Q_sp_dhw = flow_sp * rho_sp * Cp_sp * dT_sp * t_sp
                # Pass the function, its variables and their uncertanties to the
                # error propagation solver and store the resulting absolute error
                errorListDHW[i] = eProp(Q_sp_dhw, variablesDHW)
                
                # Check if there is demand for slab heating (only care about times
                # when there is actually demand for heating) (could be DHW only)
                if slabDemand(i) == True:
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                    # Find energy stored in slab (kWh)
                    avgTempSlab = ( (myData['ventilated_slab_inlet_air'][i] +
                                     myData['ventilated_slab_outlet_air'][i]) / 2.0 )
                    deltaTslab = ( myData['ventilated_slab_inlet_air'][i] -
                                   myData['ventilated_slab_outlet_air'][i] )
                    mSlab = cfm * cfm_to_m3s * rhoAir(avgTempSlab)
                    qS = mSlab * cpAir * deltaTslab * t
                    qSlab += qS
                    qSlabList[i] = qS
                
                    # Find absolute error of calc to store energy in slab
                    # Store the variables in an array with their uncertainties
                    variablesSlab = [(cfm_sp, 0.2 * cfm, cfm), 
                                 (convert_sp, 0.0, cfm_to_m3s),
                                 (rho_sp, 0.001 * rhoAir(avgTempSlab),
rhoAir(avgTempSlab)),
                                 (Cp_sp, 0.0, cpAir), 
                                 (dT_sp, eSum([0.5, 0.5]), deltaTslab), 
                                 (t_sp, 0.05, t)]
                    # Define the equation on which to perform error propagation
                    Q_sp_slab = cfm_sp * convert_sp * rho_sp * Cp_sp * dT_sp * t_sp
                    # Pass the function, its variables and their uncertanties to the
                    # error propagation solver and store the resulting absolute error
                    errorListSlab[i] = eProp(Q_sp_slab, variablesSlab)
                    
                    # Check temperature of air left-over for use in the garage
                    garageInletTemp = myData['ventilated_slab_outlet_air'][i] - 1.0
                else:
                    # Check temperature of air left-over for use in the garage
                    garageInletTemp = myData['hx_air_out'][i] - 5.0 # 5 for losses
                    
                # Check temperature of air left-over for use in the garage
                if garageInletTemp > 15.0 and myData['outdoor_temperature'][i] < 15.0:
                    m = cfm * cfm_to_m3s * rhoAir(garageInletTemp) # (kg/s)
                    deltaTgar = garageInletTemp - 15.0
                    qAarAir = m * cpAir * deltaTgar * t                
                    garageAirEnergy += qAarAir
                    garageAirList[i] = qAarAir
                    garageAirFanEnergy += row['C_F1'] * lineVoltage * pf
                
                # Calculate effectiveness of the air-water heat exchanger
                avgTempAir = (row['TAE_AW'] + row['TAS_AW']) / 2.0
                avgTempWater = (row['TOE_AW'] + row['TOS_AW']) / 2.0
                mAir = cfm * cfm_to_m3s * rhoAir(avgTempAir) # (kg/s)
                mWater = p1Flow(cfm) * rhoWater(avgTempWater) # (kg/s)
                mCpMin = np.min([mAir * cpAir, mWater * cpWater(avgTempWater)])
                effHX  =  (mWater  *  cpWater(avgTempWater)  *  (row['TOE_AW']  -
row['TOS_AW'])) / (mCpMin * (row['TOE_AW'] - row['TAE_AW']))
                if effHX <= 1.0 and effHX >= 0.0:
                    effHXList[i] = effHX
                else:
                    effHXList[i] = 0.0
                    
            # Pump is not on, so only slab mode. Guaranteed slab mode, so no need
            # to check for demand unless dryer was on, but for this data that
            # never happens
            else:
                # Find cfm of fan in this mode
                cfm = getCFM(row['C_F1'], 'Slab')
                cfmList[i] = cfm
                
                # Find energy stored in slab (kWh)
                avgTempSlab = ( (myData['ventilated_slab_inlet_air'][i] +
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                                 myData['ventilated_slab_outlet_air'][i]) / 2.0 )
                deltaTslab = ( myData['ventilated_slab_inlet_air'][i] -
                           myData['ventilated_slab_outlet_air'][i] )
                mSlab = cfm * cfm_to_m3s * rhoAir(avgTempSlab)
                qS = mSlab * cpAir * deltaTslab * t
                qSlab += qS
                qSlabList[i] = qS
                
                # Find absolute error of calc to store energy in slab
                # Store the variables in an array with their uncertainties
                variablesSlab = [(cfm_sp, 0.2 * cfm, cfm), 
                             (convert_sp, 0.0, cfm_to_m3s),
                             (rho_sp, 0.001 * rhoAir(avgTempSlab), rhoAir(avgTempSlab)),
                             (Cp_sp, 0.0, cpAir), 
                             (dT_sp, eSum([0.5, 0.5]), deltaTslab), 
                             (t_sp, 0.05, t)]
                # Define the equation on which to perform error propagation
                Q_sp_slab = cfm_sp * convert_sp * rho_sp * Cp_sp * dT_sp * t_sp
                # Pass the function, its variables and their uncertanties to the
                # error propagation solver and store the resulting absolute error
                errorListSlab[i] = eProp(Q_sp_slab, variablesSlab)
                
                # Check temperature of air left-over for use in the garage
                garageInletTemp = myData['ventilated_slab_outlet_air'][i]
                if garageInletTemp > 15.0 and myData['outdoor_temperature'][i] < 15.0:
                    m = cfm * cfm_to_m3s * rhoAir(garageInletTemp) # (kg/s)
                    deltaTgar = garageInletTemp - 15.0
                    qAarAir = m * cpAir * deltaTgar * t                
                    garageAirEnergy += qAarAir
                    garageAirList[i] = qAarAir
                    garageAirFanEnergy += row['C_F1'] * lineVoltage * pf
    
            # Calculate COP of the BIPV/T system for this row
            energyStoredRow = qD2 + qS
            energyConsumedRow = (row['C_F1'] + row['C_P1']) * lineVoltage * pf * t /
1000.0
            if energyConsumedRow > 0.0 and energyStoredRow > 0.0:
                copRow = energyStoredRow/energyConsumedRow
                copBIPVTList[i] = copRow
            else:
                copBIPVTList[i] = 0.0
    
            # Calculate energy lost from air to ground as it goes through VCS
            avgAirTemp = ( (myData['a1_air_flow'][i] +
                myData['a2_air_flow'][i] + myData['a3_air_flow'][i] +
                myData['b1_air_flow'][i] + myData['b2_air_flow'][i] +
                myData['b3_air_flow'][i] + myData['c1_air_flow'][i] +
                myData['c2_air_flow'][i] + myData['c3_air_flow'][i] ) / 9.0 )
            avgGrndTemp = ( (myData['a1_soil_under_insulation'][i] +
                myData['a2_soil_under_insulation'][i]  +
myData['a3_soil_under_insulation'][i] +
                myData['b1_soil_under_insulation'][i]  +
myData['b2_soil_under_insulation'][i] +
                myData['b3_soil_under_insulation'][i]  +
myData['c1_soil_under_insulation'][i] +
                myData['c2_soil_under_insulation'][i]  +
myData['c3_soil_under_insulation'][i]) / 9.0 )
            avgDeltaT = avgAirTemp - avgGrndTemp
            airVel = cfm * cfm_to_m3s / numChans / chanArea
            uVal = 1.0 / (1/rIns + hVCS(airVel))
            areaOfLoss = 19.0 * 0.114 * 10.3378  # m2 19 channels
            airLoss = uVal * areaOfLoss * avgDeltaT * t / 1000.0
            qSlabLoss += airLoss
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            qSlabLossList[i] = qSlabLoss
            qSlab -= airLoss
    
            # Find energy transfered to the air in the roof cavity (kWh)
            avgInlet = ( myData['bipvt_inlet_air_t7'][i] +
                         myData['bipvt_inlet_air_t8'][i] ) / 2.0
            #avgOutlet = myData['bipvt_air_after_manifold'][i]
            avgOutlet = (myData['outlet_air_t28'][i] + myData['outlet_air_t25'][i] +
                    myData['outlet_air_t24'][i] + myData['outlet_air_t34'][i] +
                    myData['outlet_air_t10'][i] + myData['outlet_air_t11'][i] +
                    myData['outlet_air_t19'][i] + myData['outlet_air_t31'][i] +
                    myData['outlet_air_t22'][i] + myData['outlet_air_t30'][i] ) / 10.0
            m = cfm * cfm_to_m3s * rhoAir(avgOutlet)
            deltaT = avgOutlet - avgInlet
            qRowBIPVT =  m * cpAir * deltaT * t
            qBIPVT += qRowBIPVT
    
        #===========================================================================
        # Estimate lost and potential performance
        #===========================================================================
    
        # Check for times when the system is running, but pht is unable to
        # accept the energy (lost solar energy)
        if row['C_F1'] > 0.0 and row['C_P1'] <= 0.0 and myData['reservoir_water_to_hx']
[i] > myData['hx_air_in'][i]:
            lostSolar[i] = myData['hx_air_in'][i]
        
        # Check for times when the roof has reasonable energy but the system
        # is not running (lost solar energy)
        if row['C_P1'] <= 0.0 and (myData['cavity_air_t2'][i] - 10.0) >= 25.0:
            lostSolar2[i] = myData['bipvt_air_after_manifold'][i]
                
        # Check for energy that could be used for the roof, but isn't already
        # taken into account during system operation. Use cfm from last
        # operation of BIPV/T
        garageInletTemp2 = myData['cavity_air_t2'][i] - 10.0 # 10 for losses
        if row['C_F1'] <= 0.0 and row['C_P1'] <= 0.0 and garageInletTemp2 > 15.0 and
myData['outdoor_temperature'][i] < 15.0:              
            m = 200.0 * cfm_to_m3s * rhoAir(garageInletTemp2) # (kg/s)
            deltaTgar2 = garageInletTemp2 - 15.0
            qAarAir2 = m * cpAir * deltaTgar2 * t                
            garageAirEnergy2 += qAarAir2
            garageAirList2[i] = qAarAir2
            garageAirFanEnergy2 += 3.5 * lineVoltage * pf
    
        #===========================================================================
        # Examine heat pump performance for each row in myData
        #===========================================================================
        
        if myData['W_HP'][i] > 0.0:
            # Average temp of ground loop
            avgTemp = np.mean([myData['BT_IN'][i], myData['BT_OUT'][i]])
    
            # Calculate percent methanol by volume for current conditions
            volWater = percentWaterWeight / rhoWater(avgTemp)
            volMeth = percentMethWeight / rhoMeth(avgTemp)
            percentMeth = volMeth / (volWater + volMeth)
            percentWater = 1.0 - percentMeth
            rhoMix  =  (percentMeth   *  rhoMeth(avgTemp))  +  (percentWater  *
rhoWater(avgTemp))
    
            # Find energy removed from ground loop water (kWh)
            mWater = myData['B_FR'][i] * gpm_to_m3s * rhoMix
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            deltaTWater = myData['BT_IN'][i] - myData['BT_OUT'][i]
            Cp_water_meth  =  (percentMeth  *  cpMeth(avgTemp))  +  (percentWater  *
cpWater(avgTemp))
            qWater = mWater * Cp_water_meth * deltaTWater * t
            qHPWater += qWater
            qHPWaterList[i] = qWater
    
            # Find energy added to air by heat pump (kWh)
            avgTemp = np.mean([myData['TS_HP'][i], myData['TE_HP'][i]])
            mAir = hpCFM(myData['W_HP'][i]) * cfm_to_m3s * rhoAir(avgTemp)
            deltaTAir = myData['TS_HP'][i] - myData['TE_HP'][i]
            qAir = mAir * cpAir * deltaTAir * t
            qHPAir += qAir
            qHPAirList[i] = qAir
    
            # Calculate COP of heatpump for this row (using water and air balances)
            heatPumpEnergyRow = myData['W_HP'][i] * t
            hpCopWaterList[i] = (qWater + heatPumpEnergyRow) / heatPumpEnergyRow
            hpCopAirList[i] = qAir / heatPumpEnergyRow
            
            # If BIPV/T fan and pump are OFF calculate desuperheater contribution
            if myData['C_P1'][i] == 0.0 and myData['C_F1'][i] == 0.0:
                # Calculate energy contributed by DSH.
                deltaDSH = myData['TE_PT'][i] - myData['TS_PT'][i]
                avgTempDSH = (myData['TE_PT'][i] + myData['TS_PT'][i]) / 2.0
                qdsh = dshFlow * rhoWater(avgTempDSH) * cpWater(avgTempDSH) * deltaDSH *
t
                qDSH += qdsh
                qDSHList[i] = qdsh
                
                # Find absolute error of calc to find energy contributed by dsh
                # Store the variables in an array with their uncertainties
                variablesDSH = [(flow_sp, 0.1 * dshFlow, dshFlow), 
                             (rho_sp,  0.002  *  rhoWater(avgTempDSH),
rhoWater(avgTempDSH)),
                             (Cp_sp, 0.019 * cpWater(avgTempDSH), cpWater(avgTempDSH)), 
                             (dT_sp, eSum([0.5, 0.5]), deltaDSH), 
                             (t_sp, 0.05, t)]
                # Define the equation on which to perform error propagation
                Q_sp_DSH = flow_sp * rho_sp * Cp_sp * dT_sp * t_sp
                # Pass the function, its variables and their uncertanties to the
                # error propagation solver and store the resulting absolute error
                errorListDSH[i] = eProp(Q_sp_DSH, variablesDSH)
    
        # Calculate the difference in temperatures between basement and 2nd floor
        stratification[i] = myData['bflr_hall_wall'][i] - myData['bsmt_south_room'][i]
        
        #===========================================================================
        # Savings due to changed air infiltration
        #===========================================================================
        # Measured air infiltration was 0.85 @ 50 Pa
        # Riverdale's is 0.5 at 50 Pa so reduce it to this
        # from Sherman 1987, simply divide by 20 to get actual ACH (estimated)
        houseVol = 609.1 # m3
        achExisting = 0.85 / 20.0 # ACHnat
        achProposed = 0.5 / 20.0 # ACHnat
        infiltExisting = achExisting * houseVol / 3600.0  # m3/s
        infiltProposed = achProposed * houseVol / 3600.0  # m3/s
        deltaTinf = myData['dinning_room'][i] - myData['outdoor_temperature'][i]
        infTempAvg = (myData['dinning_room'][i] + myData['outdoor_temperature'][i])/2.0
        
        # Energy required to heat this air
        qInfExisting = infiltExisting * rhoAir(infTempAvg) * cpAir * deltaTinf * t
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        qInfProposed = infiltProposed * rhoAir(infTempAvg) * cpAir * deltaTinf * t
        if deltaTinf > 0.0:
            qInfExistingList[i] = qInfExisting
            qInfProposedList[i] = qInfProposed
        
        #===========================================================================
        # Savings due to changed window R values
        #===========================================================================
    
        rExisting = 0.85 # RSI of windows (m2K/W) R4.8
        rProposed = 1.2 # RSI of windows (m2K/W) R7.3
        areaWindows = 33.4 # m2
        deltaTwindows = myData['dinning_room'][i] - myData['outdoor_temperature'][i]
        rFilmIn = 1 / 8.3
        rFilmOut = 1 / 34.0
        uTotalExisting = 1 / (rExisting + rFilmIn + rFilmOut)
        uTotalProposed = 1 / (rProposed + rFilmIn + rFilmOut)
        
        # Energy required to heat space due to windows
        qWindowExisting = uTotalExisting * areaWindows * deltaTwindows * t / 1000.0
        qWindowProposed = uTotalProposed * areaWindows * deltaTwindows * t / 1000.0
        if deltaTwindows > 0.0:
            qWindowsExistingList[i] = qWindowExisting
            qWindowsProposedList[i] = qWindowProposed
               
    #===========================================================================
    # Demand analysis
    #===========================================================================
    
    print '   Finding peak demand...'
    
    # find peak and instantaneous demand without solar contribution
    maxSustainedDemandPV = 0.0
    houseNet = myData['W_HOUSE']
    for i in range(len(houseNet)-14):
        n = houseNet[i]
        n1 = houseNet[i+1]
        n2 = houseNet[i+2]
        n3 = houseNet[i+3]
        n4 = houseNet[i+4]
        n5 = houseNet[i+5]
        n6 = houseNet[i+6]
        n7 = houseNet[i+7]
        n8 = houseNet[i+8]
        n9 = houseNet[i+9]
        n10 = houseNet[i+10]
        n11 = houseNet[i+11]
        n12 = houseNet[i+12]
        n13 = houseNet[i+13]
        n14 = houseNet[i+14]
        
        if ( n1 > n and n2 > n and n3 > n and n4 > n and n5 > n and n6 > n and
             n7 > n  and n8 > n and n9 > n and n10 > n and n11 > n and n12 > n and
             n13 > n and n14 > n and n > maxSustainedDemandPV ):
            maxSustainedDemandPV = n
    maxInstantDemandPV = np.max(houseNet)
    
    # find peak and instantaneous demand WITH solar contribution
    maxSustainedDemandNoPV = 0.0
    houseGross = myData['W_HOUSE'] + myDataSync['ac_power'] / 1000.0
    for i in range(len(houseGross)-14):
        n = houseGross[i]
        n1 = houseGross[i+1]
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        n2 = houseGross[i+2]
        n3 = houseGross[i+3]
        n4 = houseGross[i+4]
        n5 = houseGross[i+5]
        n6 = houseGross[i+6]
        n7 = houseGross[i+7]
        n8 = houseGross[i+8]
        n9 = houseGross[i+9]
        n10 = houseGross[i+10]
        n11 = houseGross[i+11]
        n12 = houseGross[i+12]
        n13 = houseGross[i+13]
        n14 = houseGross[i+14]
        
        if ( n1 > n and n2 > n and n3 > n and n4 > n and n5 > n and n6 > n and
             n7 > n  and n8 > n and n9 > n and n10 > n and n11 > n and n12 > n and
             n13 > n and n14 > n and n > maxSustainedDemandNoPV ):
            maxSustainedDemandNoPV = n
    maxInstantDemandNoPV = np.max(houseGross)
    
    # savings for period
    saveDem15 = maxSustainedDemandNoPV - maxSustainedDemandPV
    saveDemInst = maxInstantDemandNoPV - maxInstantDemandPV
    
    #===========================================================================
    # Other energy analysis
    #===========================================================================
    
    print '   Performing other energy usage calculations...'
    
    # Find energy used by pump P1 (kWh)
    energyP1 = np.sum(myData['C_P1']) * lineVoltage * pf * t / 1000.0
    
    # Find energy used by fan F1 (kWh)
    energyF1 = np.sum(myData['C_F1']) * lineVoltage * pf * t / 1000.0
    
    # Retrieve the filtered power data
    filtered, garHeaterPower, auxHeaterPower = fp.filterPower(myData, 
                                        myDataSync['ac_power'], startDate, endDate)
    
    # Garage and aux heater energy consumption
    auxHeaterEnergy = np.sum(auxHeaterPower) * t
    garHeaterEnergy = np.sum(garHeaterPower) * t
    
    # Thermal efficiency for the period during operation
    roofArea = 10.42353 * 5.156251 # roof area over air channels (m2)
    irradiance = myData['pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance'].data
    fanAmpsSync = myDataSync['C_F1']
    irradianceFanOn = irradiance[fanAmpsSync > 0.0]
    solarThermalPotential = np.sum(irradianceFanOn) * roofArea * 0.96 * t / 1000.0
    if solarThermalPotential > 0.0:
        effThermal = qBIPVT/solarThermalPotential
    else:
        effThermal = 0.0
    
    # PV generation for the period (kWh)
    pvEnergy = np.sum(myData['ac_power']) * t / 1000.0
    
    # Calculate exported pv electricity (kWh)
    pvExportPower = np.zeros(dataLength)
    for i, var in enumerate(myData['W_HOUSE']):
        if var < 0.0:
            pvExportPower[i] = abs(myData['W_HOUSE'][i])
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    pvExport = np.sum(pvExportPower) * t
    
    # Electrical efficiency for the period
    pvArea = 5.486 * 0.394 * 21.0      # pv panel area (m2)
    solarPVPotential = np.sum(irradiance) * pvArea * 0.96 * t / 1000.0
    effElec = pvEnergy / solarPVPotential
    effElecRated = (136.0 * 21.0) / pvArea / 1000.0
    
    # Find the average inlet and outlet temps
    avgInlet = (myData['bipvt_inlet_air_t7'] + myData['bipvt_inlet_air_t8']) / 2.0
    #avgOutlet = myData['bipvt_air_after_manifold']
    avgOutlet = (myData['outlet_air_t28'] + myData['outlet_air_t25'] +
                myData['outlet_air_t24'] + myData['outlet_air_t34'] +
                myData['outlet_air_t10'] + myData['outlet_air_t11'] +
                myData['outlet_air_t19'] + myData['outlet_air_t31'] +
                myData['outlet_air_t22'] + myData['outlet_air_t30'] ) / 10.0
    
    # Correct synced fan by a few minutes more to be sure the initial cold blast
    # of air that happens when the fan turns on is ignored
    offsetFan = np.roll(fanAmpsSync, 5)
    
    # Find maximum temperature rise across roof
    diff = avgOutlet - avgInlet
    deltaFanOn = diff[offsetFan > 0.0]
    if len(deltaFanOn) > 0.0:
        maxDtRoof = np.max(deltaFanOn)
        meanDtRoof = np.mean(deltaFanOn)
        minDtRoof = np.min(deltaFanOn)
    else:
        maxDtRoof, meanDtRoof, minDtRoof = 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
    
    # Find maximum difference between inlet and ambient air temps
    diffAmb = avgInlet - myData['outdoor_temperature']
    deltaFanOnAmb = diffAmb[offsetFan > 0.0]
    if len(deltaFanOnAmb) > 0.0:
        maxDTAmb = np.max(deltaFanOnAmb)
        meanDTAmb = np.mean(deltaFanOnAmb)
        minDTAmb = np.min(deltaFanOnAmb)
    else:
        maxDTAmb, meanDTAmb, minDTAmb = 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
    
    # Find maximum difference between air at manifold and air reaching basement
    diffInt = avgOutlet - myData['hx_air_in']
    deltaFanOnInt = diffInt[offsetFan > 0.0]
    if len(deltaFanOnInt) > 0.0:
        maxDTbsmnt = np.max(deltaFanOnInt)
        meanDTbsmnt = np.mean(deltaFanOnInt)
        minDTbsmnt = np.min(deltaFanOnInt)
    else:
        maxDTbsmnt, meanDTbsmnt, minDTbsmnt = 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
    
    # Total kWh of negative usage (bad, should be low). Results from errors in
    # sync of data and estimates of baseloads.
    negLoad = np.sum(filtered[filtered < 0.0]) * t
    negLoadPercent = (negLoad / (np.sum(filtered) * t)) * 100.0
    
    # Calculate other energy consumptions
    hrvPower = np.zeros(dataLength)
    for i, var in enumerate(myData['C_HRV']):
        if var > 0.0:
            hrvPower[i] = (myData['C_HRV'][i] * lineVoltage * pf) / 1000.0 + airCleaner
    hrvEnergy = np.sum(hrvPower) * t
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    # Calculate equipment power / energy
    equipmentPower = np.zeros(dataLength)
    for i, var in enumerate(myData['W_HP']):
        if var <= 0.0:
            equipmentPower[i] = hpFan + alarmPower
    equipEnergy = np.sum(equipmentPower) * t
    
    monitoringEnergy = dataLength * monitoring * t
    dhwEnergy = np.sum(myData['W_DHW']) * t
    controlsEnergy = dataLength * controls * t
    avgRad  =  np.mean(myData['pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance']
[myData['pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance']>0.0])
    avgOAT = np.mean(myData['outdoor_temperature'])
    
    # Ground loop temps
    grndTemps = myData['BT_IN'][myData['W_HP'] > 0]
    if len(grndTemps) > 0:
        groundLoopAvg = np.mean(grndTemps)
        groundLoopMin = np.min(grndTemps)
        groundLoopMax = np.max(grndTemps)
    else:
        groundLoopAvg = 0.0
        groundLoopMin = 0.0
        groundLoopMax = 0.0
    
    # Adjusted heat pump energy
    hpAdjusted = np.zeros(dataLength)
    for i, var in enumerate(myData['W_HP']):
        if var > 0.0:
            if myData['outdoor_temperature'][i] >= 15.0:
                hpAdjusted[i] = var - monitoring/hpCopWaterList[i]
            else:
                hpAdjusted[i] = var + monitoring/hpCopWaterList[i]
    hpEnergy = np.sum(hpAdjusted) * t
    
    # Portion of heatpump energy due to monitoring
    hpFromMonitoring = (np.sum(hpAdjusted) - np.sum(myData['W_HP'])) * t
    
    # Check for zero value of heat pump
    if hpEnergy > 0.0:
        qDSHPercent = qDSH / hpEnergy
        copHPWater = (qHPWater + hpEnergy) / hpEnergy
        copHPAir = qHPAir / hpEnergy
    else:
        qDSHPercent = 0.0
        copHPWater = 0.0
        copHPAir = 0.0
    
    # There are gaps in the data so the filtered data does not include some parts
    avgLightAppl = np.mean(filtered)
    avgHRV = np.mean(myData['C_HRV'][myData['C_HRV'] > 0.0]) * lineVoltage * pf / 1000.0
    gapEnergy = ( len(myData['W_HOUSE'][myData['W_HOUSE'] == 0.0]) * (airCleaner +
                  hpFan + controls + alarmPower + avgHRV + avgLightAppl) * t )
    
    # Actual net and gross consumptions (adjusting for and removing monitoring)
    energyNet  =  (np.sum(myData['W_HOUSE'])  *  t)  +  gapEnergy  -  monitoringEnergy  +
hpFromMonitoring
    energyGrossActual = energyNet + pvEnergy
    
    # Lighting and appliance loads are simply what's left-over after other loads
    # are removed.
    lightAppl= ( energyGrossActual - hrvEnergy - equipEnergy - hpEnergy - 
                 dhwEnergy - auxHeaterEnergy - garHeaterEnergy - energyF1 -
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                 energyP1 - gapEnergy - controlsEnergy )
                 
    # Net pv production (portion used)
    pvEnergyNet = pvEnergy - pvExport   
    
    # Calculated gross consumption
    calcLightAppl = np.sum(filtered) * t
    energyGrossCalc = ( hrvEnergy + equipEnergy + calcLightAppl + hpEnergy + 
                        dhwEnergy + auxHeaterEnergy + garHeaterEnergy +
                        energyF1 + energyP1 + gapEnergy + controlsEnergy )
    
    diffPercent = ((energyGrossCalc / energyGrossActual) - 1.0) * 100.0
    if energyF1 + energyP1 > 0.0:
        bipvtCOP = (qSlab + qDHW2) / (energyF1 + energyP1)
    else:
        bipvtCOP = 0.0
        
    # sum lost solar
    lostSolarTime = len(lostSolar[lostSolar > 0.0]) * t
    lostSolarTime2 = len(lostSolar2[lostSolar2 > 0.0]) * t
    
    # Calculate savings for window and infiltration calcs
    if copHPWater > 0.0:
        # find total energy required for infiltration loads
        qInfExisting = np.sum(qInfExistingList) / copHPWater
        qInfProposed = np.sum(qInfProposedList) / copHPWater
        qInfSavings = qInfExisting - qInfProposed
        # find total energy required for window loads
        qWindowExisting = np.sum(qWindowsExistingList) / copHPWater
        qWindowProposed = np.sum(qWindowsProposedList) / copHPWater
        qWindowsSavings = qWindowExisting - qWindowProposed
    else:
        qWindowExisting, qWindowProposed, qWindowsSavings = 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
        qInfExisting, qInfProposed, qInfSavings = 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
            
    #===========================================================================
    # Perform error propagation analysis
    #===========================================================================
    
    # Find absolute error from sum of all other slab error calculations
    errorSlab = eSum(errorListSlab)
    errorDHW = eSum(errorListDHW)
    errorDSH = eSum(errorListDSH)
                
    print '=== Analysis complete ==='
    
    #===========================================================================
    #  Collect and print the results
    #===========================================================================
    
    results = '------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\n EcoTerra Energy Analysis for the period of:'
    results  +=  '\n  '  +  startDate.strftime("%Y-%m-%d  %H:%M:%S")+  '  to  '  +
endDate.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S")
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\n       syncFlag: ' + np.str(syncFlag)
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\n BIPV/T Performance:'
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\nThrml Energy Collected at Roof: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(qBIPVT)
    results  +=  '\n       Thermal  Energy  Available:  {0:>7.2f}
kWh'.format(solarThermalPotential)
    results += '\n            Thermal Efficiency: {0:>7.2f} %'.format(effThermal * 100.0)
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    results += '\n                 PV Generation: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(pvEnergy)
    results += '\n      Solar Electric Available: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(solarPVPotential)
    results += '\n         Electrical Eff (Calc): {0:>7.2f} %'.format(effElec * 100.0)
    results += '\n        Electrical Eff (Rated): {0:>7.2f} %'.format(effElecRated *
100.0)
    results += '\n          Max dT (across roof): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(maxDtRoof)
    results += '\n         Mean dT (across roof): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(meanDtRoof)
    results += '\n          Min dT (across roof): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(minDtRoof)
    results += '\n          Max dT (inlet & amb): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(maxDTAmb)
    results += '\n         Mean dT (inlet & amb): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(meanDTAmb)
    results += '\n          Min dT (inlet & amb): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(minDTAmb)
    results += '\n         Max dT (roof & bsmnt): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(maxDTbsmnt)
    results += '\n        Mean dT (roof & bsmnt): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(meanDTbsmnt)
    results += '\n         Min dT (roof & bsmnt): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(minDTbsmnt)
    results += '\n      Energy Collected / Spent: {0:>7.2f}'.format(bipvtCOP)
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\n Heat Pump Performance:'
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\n              COP (water side): {0:>7.2f}'.format(copHPWater)
    results += '\n                COP (air side): {0:>7.2f}'.format(copHPAir)
    results += '\n        Ground Loop Temp (avg): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(groundLoopAvg)
    results += '\n        Ground Loop Temp (min): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(groundLoopMin)
    results += '\n        Ground Loop Temp (max): {0:>7.2f} C'.format(groundLoopMax)
    results += '\n           Avg Solar Radiation: {0:>7.2f} W/m2'.format(avgRad)
    results += '\n              Avg Outdoor Temp: {0:>7.2f} C'.format(avgOAT)
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\n Energy Collected:'
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results  +=  '\n            DHW  (HQ  Water  Data):  {0:>7.2f}  +/-  {1:>3.2f}
kWh'.format(qDHW2,errorDHW)
    results += '\n           DHW (SBRN Air Data): {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(qDHW)
    results += '\n         DHW (SBRN Water Data): {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(qDHW3)
    results  +=  '\n                 Stored  in Slab:  {0:>7.2f}  +/-  {1:>3.2f}
kWh'.format(qSlab,errorSlab)
    results += '\n              Losses to Ground: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(qSlabLoss)
    results += '\n                 PV Generation: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(pvEnergy)
    results += '\n                     PV Export: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(pvExport)
    results  +=  '\n          Desuperheater  Contrib:  {0:>7.2f}  +/-  {1:>3.2f}
kWh'.format(qDSH,errorDSH)
    results += '\n         Desuperheater % of HP: {0:>7.2f} %'.format(qDSHPercent *
100.0)
    results += '\n     Avail for garage (sys on): {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(garageAirEnergy)
    results += '\n    Avail for garage (sys off): {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(garageAirEnergy2)
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\n Energy Results:'
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\n         Lighting / Appliances: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(lightAppl)
    results += '\n                     Heat Pump: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(hpEnergy)
    results += '\n            HP from Monitoring: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(hpFromMonitoring)
    results += '\n                           DHW: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(dhwEnergy)
    results += '\n             BIPV / T Fan (F1): {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(energyF1)
    results += '\n              DHW HX Pump (P1): {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(energyP1)
    results += '\n             HRV / Air Cleaner: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(hrvEnergy)
    results += '\n                   Aux HP Heat: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(auxHeaterEnergy)
    results += '\n                   Garage Heat: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(garHeaterEnergy)
    results += '\n                     Equipment: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(equipEnergy)
    results += '\n                      Controls: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(controlsEnergy)
    results += '\n                    Monitoring: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(monitoringEnergy)
    results += '\n                       PV Used: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(pvEnergyNet)
    results += '\n                  PV Generated: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(pvEnergy)
    results += '\n           Data Gap Correction: {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(gapEnergy)
    results += '\n         Net Consumption (NZB): {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(energyNet)
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    results  +=  '\n        Gross  Consumption  (NZB):  {0:>7.2f}
kWh'.format(energyGrossActual)
    results  +=  '\n           Demand  w/PV  (15  Min):  {0:>7.2f}
kW'.format(maxSustainedDemandPV)
    results  +=  '\n          Demand  w/PV  (Instant):  {0:>7.2f}
kW'.format(maxInstantDemandPV)
    results  +=  '\n         Demand  w/o  PV  (15  Min):  {0:>7.2f}
kW'.format(maxSustainedDemandNoPV)
    results  +=  '\n        Demand  w/o  PV  (Instant):  {0:>7.2f}
kW'.format(maxInstantDemandNoPV)
    results += '\n      Demand Savings (Instant): {0:>7.2f} kW'.format(saveDemInst)
    results += '\n       Demand Savings (15 min): {0:>7.2f} kW'.format(saveDem15)
    results += '\n  Lost solar DHW time (sys on): {0:>7.2f} hours'.format(lostSolarTime)
    results += '\n     Lost solar time (sys off): {0:>7.2f} hours'.format(lostSolarTime2)
    results += '\n Infilt. savings (0.85 to 0.5): {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(qInfSavings)
    results += '\n Windows savings (0.85 to 1.2): {0:>7.2f} kWh'.format(qWindowsSavings)
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\n Internal Checks:'
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    results += '\n               Gross Cons Diff: {0:>7.2f} %'.format(diffPercent)
    results += '\n     Negative Generation (bad): {0:>7.2f} %'.format(negLoadPercent)
    results += '\n                        NaN HQ: {0:>7.2f} %'.format(nanStats[0])
    results += '\n                      NaN SBRN: {0:>7.2f} %'.format(nanStats[1])
    results += '\n                       NaN Inv: {0:>7.2f} %'.format(nanStats[2])
    results += '\n------------------------------------------------'
    print results
    
    #===========================================================================
    # Plot some graphs
    #===========================================================================
    
    if makePlotsFlag == True:
        # import the plotting module (stores all the plot code)
        import makePlots as mp
        reload(mp)
        
        # calle the makePlot method to make all the plots
        mp.makePlots(myData,  myDataSync,  garHeaterPower,  auxHeaterPower,  filtered,
effHXList, hxRateList, copBIPVTList)
    #===========================================================================
    # Save results to a file
    #===========================================================================
    
    if saveCalcResultsFlag == True:
        resultsName = 'Results - '+startDate.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H-%M")+ ' to ' +
endDate.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H-%M") + '.txt'
        resultsFile = open('Results/'+resultsName, 'w')
        resultsFile.write(results)
        resultsFile.close()
    #===========================================================================
    # Exporting end-use values to files
    #===========================================================================
    
    if exportBreakdownFlag == True:
        import exportData8 as ed
        reload(ed)
        interpError = (lightAppl - np.sum(filtered)/60.0) / (dataLength * t)
        filteredAdjusted = filtered + interpError
        gapError = gapEnergy / (len(filtered) * t)
        equipPowerAdjusted = equipmentPower + gapError 
        dataEndUse = np.column_stack([filteredAdjusted * t,
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                                    hpAdjusted * t,
                                    myData.data['W_DHW'] * t,
                                    myData.data['C_F1'] * lineVoltage * pf * t / 1000.0,
                                    myData.data['C_P1'] * lineVoltage * pf * t / 1000.0,
                                    hrvPower * t,
                                    equipPowerAdjusted * t,
                                    myDataSync['ac_power'] * t / 1000.0,
                                    pvExportPower * t,
                                    garHeaterPower * t,
                                    auxHeaterPower * t,
                                    np.zeros(dataLength) + controls * t,
                                    np.zeros(dataLength) + monitoring * t])
        ed.exportData(dataEndUse, myData.dates)
        
    #===========================================================================
    # All done! Return to end script
    #===========================================================================
    endTime = dt.datetime.now()
    runTime = endTime - startTime
    print 'Script runtime: {0:>7.2f} minutes'.format(runTime.seconds/60.0)
    return
    
# Don't touch this. It is responsible for executing the program if run from
# the command line





# -*- coding: ASCII -*-
"""
Function used to get data from the data file and to clean it (of NaNs)
The function will also sync certain columns if requested using syncFlag
Written as part of a MASc Thesis by Matt Doiron (Dec 2010)
"""
def getData(fileName, syncFlag, startDate, endDate):
    ''' Imports data from the specified data file and syncs it '''
    # Import libraries
    import numpy as np
    import scikits.timeseries as ts
    import os.path
    # Functions to perform on each input
    lamDate = lambda str: ts.Date('T', str)
    
    # Import data from data file into a timeseries object
    print '-> Reading data file...'
    if os.path.isfile(fileName):
        dataAll = ts.tsfromtxt(fileName, delimiter='\t', freq='T', dtype=None, 
                          datecols=(0), dateconverter=lamDate, names=True)
        datesUnfilled = len(dataAll)
    else:
        return False, False, False
    # Construct a list of default values for any missing rows
    fillVal = [np.nan for i in range(len(dataAll[0]))]
    
    # Fill any missing rows with nan's
    print '   Filling in missing dates...'
    dataAll = dataAll.fill_missing_dates().filled(fill_value=fillVal)
    datesFilled = len(dataAll)
    print '   Dates from data file filled: '+ np.str(datesFilled-datesUnfilled)
    
    # Select only the date between the start and end date
    print '   Selecting only specified period...'
    data  =  ts.adjust_endpoints(dataAll,  start_date=startDate,  end_date=endDate,
copy=True)
        
    # If synchronization is requested, do it
    syncPointsFan = []
    syncPointsPress = []
    if syncFlag == True:
        print '   Synchronizing data...'
        # Locate the points where the pressure difference across the manifold
        # spikes. This indicates when the fan turns on. Save these points
        # in a list.
        temp = -1000
        deltaP = data['pressurer_drop_across_manifold']
        for i in range(len(deltaP)-3):
            n = deltaP[i]
            n1 = deltaP[i+1]
            n2 = deltaP[i+2]
            n3 = deltaP[i+3]
            if n < 7.0 and n1 < 7.0 and n2 - n1 > 2.0 and n3 - n2 > 2.0:
                if i - temp > 800:
                    syncPointsPress.append(i)
                    temp = i
        # Locate the points where the fan power jumps from nan to a positive
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        # number. This indicates when the fan turns on. Save these points
        # in a list.
        temp = -1000
        fanAmps = data['C_F1']
        for i in range(len(fanAmps)-2):
            n = fanAmps[i]
            n1 = fanAmps[i+1]
            n2 = fanAmps[i+2]
            if n1 > 0.0 and np.isnan(n) and n2 > 1.0 and i - temp > 500:
                syncPointsFan.append(i)
                temp = i
        
        # Check to be sure there are any events to sync, otherwise return
        if len(syncPointsFan) > 0 and len(syncPointsPress) > 0:
                    
            # The number of syncs to be done will be the max of the fan or pressure
            # events
            syncLength = max(len(syncPointsPress), len(syncPointsFan))
            
            # Find the shortest list. It will get extra items and be used
            # to detect the end of the available sync points.
            if len(syncPointsPress) > len(syncPointsFan):
                shortSync = syncPointsFan
                longSync = syncPointsPress
            else:
                shortSync = syncPointsPress
                longSync = syncPointsFan
            
            # The difference between the fan start time and the pressure spike
            # is the number of minutes by whiche the data is out of sync. Save 
            # these points in a list.
            syncOffset = []
            for i in range(syncLength):
                if i < len(shortSync):
                    difference = syncPointsFan[i] - syncPointsPress[i] - 1
                    if difference > 120 or difference < -120:
                        shortSync.insert(i, longSync[i])
                        syncOffset.append(syncOffset[i-1])
                    else:
                        syncOffset.append(difference)
                else:
                    for j in range(syncLength-len(shortSync)-1):
                        syncOffset.append(syncOffset[i-1])
                        
            # Extract the parts of the imported data that need to be resynched
            dataPart = np.column_stack([data.data['C_F1'], data.data['C_P1'], 
                                    data.data['TOS_AW'], data.data['TOE_AW'], 
                                    data.data['ac_power'], data.data['W_HP'],
                                    data.data['W_DHW'], data.data['TAS_AW'], 
                                    data.data['TAE_AW']])
    
            # For each offset, shift the fan and pump data by that amount
            # using the corresponding index
    
            # Add the first part to the reconstructed list (the part before
            # the first out-of-sync event. Assume it's out of sync by the same
            # amount as the first sync point.
            dateOfSync = data.dates[longSync[0]]#
            startSliceDate = ts.Date(freq='T', year=dateOfSync.year, 
                                     month=dateOfSync.month, day=dateOfSync.day, 
                                     hour=0, minute=0, second=0)
            if startSliceDate > startDate:
                startSlice = data.date_to_index(startSliceDate)
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                mySlice = dataPart[ 0 : startSlice ]
                synched = np.roll(mySlice, -syncOffset[0], axis=0)
    
                # Correct ac_power - it will be compared in the opposite direction
                synched[:, 4] = np.roll(synched[:, 4], 2*syncOffset[0], axis=0)
    
                # Save the results for later
                synchedData = synched
            else:
                synchedData = []
    
            # Loop through all the events and re-synch them based on their
            # offset, then add the newly-synched portion onto the
            # reconstructed list.
            for i in range(len(syncOffset)-1):
#                print "sync event index: " + np.str(i)
                date = data.dates[longSync[i]]#
                dateNext = data.dates[longSync[i+1]]#
                startSliceDate = ts.Date(freq='T', year=date.year, month=date.month,
                                         day=date.day, hour=0, minute=0, second=0)
                endSliceDate = ts.Date(freq='T', year=dateNext.year, 
                                       month=dateNext.month, day=dateNext.day, 
                                       hour=0, minute=0, second=0)
                startSlice = data.date_to_index(startSliceDate)
                endSlice = data.date_to_index(endSliceDate)
                mySlice = dataPart[ startSlice : endSlice ]
                if len(mySlice) != 0:
                    synched = np.roll(mySlice, -syncOffset[i], axis=0)
    
                    # Correct ac_power - it will be compared in the opposite direction
                    synched[:, 4] = np.roll(synched[:, 4], 2*syncOffset[i], axis=0)
    
                    # Stack the results
                    if len(synchedData) > 0:
                        synchedData = np.vstack([synchedData, synched])
                    else:
                        synchedData = synched
    
            # The last event is not part of loop, so do it here. Assume its offset
            # by the same amount as the last event.
            date = data.dates[longSync[-1]]#
            endSliceDate = ts.Date(freq='T', year=date.year, month=date.month, 
                                   day=date.day, hour=0, minute=0, second=0)
            endSlice = data.date_to_index(endSliceDate)
            mySlice = dataPart[ endSlice : , ]
            synched = np.roll(mySlice, -syncOffset[-1], axis=0)
    
            # Correct ac_power - it will be compared in the opposite direction
            synched[:, 4] = np.roll(synched[:, 4],
                                    2*syncOffset[len(syncOffset)-1], axis=0)
            
            # Stack the results
            if len(synchedData) is 0:
                synchedData = synched
            else:
                synchedData = np.vstack([synchedData, synched])
    
            # Make the synched data into a tabular array (like genfromtxt gives)
            namesList = ['C_F1', 'C_P1', 'TOS_AW', 'TOE_AW', 'ac_power', 'W_HP',
                         'W_DHW', 'TAS_AW', 'TAE_AW']
            dataSync = np.rec.fromarrays( synchedData.transpose(),
                                          names = namesList )
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            # Strip NaN values (replace them with zeroes)
            for field in namesList:
                dataSync[field][np.isnan(dataSync[field])] = 0.0
        else:
            dataSync = data.data
    else:
        dataSync = data.data
    try:
        assert(len(data) == len(dataSync))
    except AssertionError:
        print "Something went wrong with the synchronization process."
        print "the synchronized data is too short!"
    # Record some data quality stats
    print '   Recording data quality statistics...'
    tot = len(data) + 0.0
    nanHQ = len(data.data['W_HOUSE'][np.isnan(data.data['W_HOUSE'])]) / tot * 100.0
    nanSBRN  =  len(data.data['outdoor_temperature']
[np.isnan(data.data['outdoor_temperature'])]) / tot * 100.0
    nanInv = len(data.data['ac_power'][np.isnan(data.data['ac_power'])]) / tot * 100.0
    nanStats = [nanHQ, nanSBRN, nanInv]
    # For those fields which are not made up of discreet events, use
    # linear interpolation to fill in NaN values. This introduces some error,
    # but it's better than leaving them empty (even more error).
    fieldList = ['ventilated_slab_outlet_air','ventilated_slab_inlet_air',
                 'bipvt_inlet_air_t7', 'bipvt_inlet_air_t8', 'bipvt_exhaust',
                 'bipvt_air_after_manifold', 'desuperheater', 'hx_air_in',
                 'hx_air_out', 'hx_water_to_reservoir',
                 'reservoir_water_to_hx', 'TA_RET', 'TR_TOIL', 'TE_HRV',
                 'TS_HRV', 'TOE_DR', 'TOS_DR', 'TE_DHW', 
                 'TS_DHW', 'C_HRV', 'supply_air_temperature', 
                 'outdoor_temperature', 'anemometre', 'a1_soil_under_insulation',
                 'a2_soil_under_insulation', 'a3_soil_under_insulation',
                 'b1_soil_under_insulation', 'b2_soil_under_insulation', 
                 'b3_soil_under_insulation', 'c1_soil_under_insulation', 
                 'c2_soil_under_insulation', 'c3_soil_under_insulation',
                 'a1_air_flow', 'a2_air_flow', 'a3_air_flow', 'b1_air_flow', 
                 'b2_air_flow', 'b3_air_flow', 'c1_air_flow', 'c2_air_flow', 
                 'c3_air_flow', 'b2_top', 'a3_middle', 'b2_middle', 'c1_middle',
                 'a2_bottom', 'south_bedroom', 'cavity_air_t2',
                 'gflr_slab_center_top', 'family_room', 'kitchen_top',
                 'north_bedroom', 'dinning_room', 'bsmt_north_room', 
                 'bsmt_s_center_ceiling', 'bflr_hall_wall', 'bsmt_south_room',
                 'outlet_air_t28', 'outlet_air_t25', 'outlet_air_t24', 
                 'outlet_air_t34', 'outlet_air_t10', 'outlet_air_t11', 
                 'outlet_air_t19', 'outlet_air_t31', 'outlet_air_t22', 
                 'outlet_air_t30']
    print '   Filling missing data from other data sources...'
    # Filled/corrected temperature (fill missing SBRN data with inveter data)
    for i, row in enumerate(data['outdoor_temperature']):
        if np.isnan(row):
            data['outdoor_temperature'][i] = data['temperature_ext'][i]
    
    # Filled/corrected temperature (fill missing SBRN data with inveter data)
    for i, row in enumerate(data['pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance']):
        if np.isnan(row):
            data['pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance'][i] = data['irradiance'][i]
    # Cycle through each field
    print '   Interpolating to fill missing data...'
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    for field in fieldList:
        print field
        # find the gaps in the specified field
        toLinear = np.where(np.isnan(data.data[field]) == True)[0]
#        toLinear = toLin
        
        # Interpolate only if there are gaps to fill in
        if len(toLinear) > 0:
            
            # set the initial start point
            startPoint = toLinear[0] - 1
            
            # cycle through all rows that had NaN data
            for i in range(len(toLinear)-1):
                
                # if there is more than 1 min diff, it's a new gap
                if toLinear[i+1] - toLinear[i] > 1 or i == len(toLinear)-2:
                    
                    # Choose the end point
                    if i == len(toLinear)-2:
                        if np.isnan(data.data[field][-1]):
                            endPoint = toLinear[i] - 1
                        else:
                            endPoint = toLinear[-1]# + 1
                    else:
                        endPoint = toLinear[i] + 1
                    
                    print data[field][startPoint]
                    print data[field][endPoint]
                    
                    # Find the equation of a line to use here for linear interpolation
                    slope = ( (data[field][startPoint] - data[field][endPoint]) /
                          (startPoint - endPoint) )
                    yint = data[field][startPoint] - slope * startPoint
                    fillVal = lambda x: slope * x + yint                  
                                        
                    # Replace values by linear interpolation
                    for j in range(startPoint, endPoint+1):
                        #print 'fillVal: ' + np.str(fillVal(j))
                        if np.isnan(fillVal(j)) == True:
                            data[field][j] = data[field][startPoint]
                        else:
                            data[field][j] = fillVal(j)
                    # Reset the start point for the next interval
                    startPoint = toLinear[i+1] - 1
    # Strip NaN values in non continuous data fields (replace them with zeros)
    print '   Filling remaining missing data with zeros...'
    fieldList2 = ['pressurer_drop_across_manifold', 'T_SUC', 'T_DISC',
                  'T_LIQUI', 'TR_OUT', 'BT_IN', 'BT_OUT', 'TE_PT', 'TS_PT',
                  'TAE_AW', 'TAS_AW', 'TOE_AW', 'TOS_AW', 'TE_HP', 'TS_HP',
                  'P_S', 'P_D', 'C_F1', 'C_P1', 'B_FR', 'W_HOUSE', 'W_HP', 
                  'W_DHW', 'hq_genuine', 'horizontal_global_solar_irradiance',
                  'pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance',
                  'south_facade_global_solar_irradiance', 'irradiance',
                  'ac_power']
    for field in fieldList2:
        data.data[field][np.isnan(data.data[field])] = 0
    # Return the results
    print '-> Returning data for calculations...'
    return data, dataSync, nanStats
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# -*- coding: ASCII -*-
"""
Filters out known loads then locates the garage heater and auxiliary heater
events. These events are then also filtered out. Returns filtered power,
garage heater power and aux heater power all in 2 minute intervals (genuine
HQ data only)
Written as part of a MASc Thesis by Matt Doiron (Dec 2010)
"""
def filterPower(myData, pvSynched, startDate, endDate):
    '''Locates garage and aux heater events. Filters them and know loads'''
    
    print '-> Getting filtered power data...'
    
     # Import libraries
    import numpy as np
    import scikits.timeseries as ts
    # Important variables
    pf = 0.85             # assumed constant power factor
    lineVoltage = 115.0   # assumed constant line voltage (V)
    controls = 0.0336     # estimated load of controls (kW)
    monitoring = 0.21283  # estimated load of monitoring (kW)
    hpFan = 0.200         # estimated load of heat pump fan in recirc mode (kW)
    airCleaner = 0.049    # measured air cleaner consumption (kW)
#    invPower = 0.007      # inverter draw during operation (kW)
    alarmPower = 0.0072   # alarm sys consumption (kW)
    # Create temporary variables the same length as myData for filling later
    filtered_temp = np.zeros(len(myData))
    garHeaterPower_temp = np.zeros(len(myData))
    auxHeaterPower_temp = np.zeros(len(myData))
    
    # Grab genuine data only
    print '   Grabbing genuine data only (2 min intervals)...'
    genuineMask = np.where(myData['hq_genuine'].data==1)[0]
    pvSynched = pvSynched[myData['hq_genuine'].data==1]
    myData = myData[myData['hq_genuine'].data==1]
    #===============================================================================
    # Filter known values out of the net power
    #===============================================================================
    print '   Filtering known loads from power data...'
    # Mark zeros with high values to make them easy to find later
    myData['W_HOUSE'][myData['W_HOUSE'] == 0.0] = 1000.0    
    # Filter other loads leaving only base load, aux heat and garage heater
    filtered = ( myData['W_HOUSE'] +
                 pvSynched / 1000.0 -
                 myData['W_HP'] -
                 myData['W_DHW'] -
                 myData['C_HRV'] * lineVoltage * pf / 1000.0 -
                 myData['C_F1'] * lineVoltage * pf / 1000.0 -
                 myData['C_P1'] * lineVoltage * pf / 1000.0 )
    
    # Filter estimated baseloads
    filtered = filtered - controls - monitoring - alarmPower
    #Filter the air cleaner for times when the HRV is on
    filtered[myData['C_HRV'] > 0.0] -= airCleaner
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    # Filter the recirculation mode of the heat pump fan (only while HP is off)
    filtered[myData['W_HP'] == 0.0] -= hpFan
    # Filter the inverter power draw (only while inverter is generating)
    #filtered[pvSynched > 0.0] -= invPower
    # Set the previously marked points to zero and unmark myData
    filtered[filtered > 800.0] = 0.0
    myData['W_HOUSE'][myData['W_HOUSE'] == 1000.0] = 0.0
    
    # Any negative numbers now are due to error introduced because of the
    # different sampling frequencies of the inverter vs HQ
    #filtered[filtered < 0.0] = 0.0
    
    #===============================================================================
    # Auxiliary electric heat on heatpump
    #===============================================================================
    print '   Filtering auxuliary heating events...'
    # Locations of auxiliary heater events after Dec 10, 2010 (add as many
    # more as might be required)
    auxHeaterLocs = [ ('2009-12-16 07:12:00', '2009-12-16 08:12:00'),
                      ('2009-12-19 16:24:00', '2009-12-19 16:50:00'),
                      ('2009-12-22 16:06:00', '2009-12-22 16:24:00'),
                      ('2009-12-29 07:30:00', '2009-12-29 08:26:00'),
                      ('2010-01-09 07:11:00', '2010-01-09 08:33:00'),
                      ('2010-01-12 18:55:00', '2010-01-12 19:09:00'),
                      ('2010-01-14 07:11:00', '2010-01-14 08:27:00'),
                      ('2010-01-23 07:09:00', '2010-01-23 08:21:00'),
                      ('2010-01-29 06:11:00', '2010-01-29 06:19:00'),
                      ('2010-02-01 07:25:00', '2010-02-01 08:35:00'),
                      ('2010-02-02 07:11:00', '2010-02-02 08:45:00'),
                      ('2010-02-02 20:49:00', '2010-02-02 21:11:00'),
                      ('2010-02-04 07:11:00', '2010-02-04 08:39:00'),
                      ('2010-02-05 20:37:00', '2010-02-05 20:51:00'),
                      ('2010-02-06 19:41:00', '2010-02-06 19:55:00') ]
    auxHeaterLocs  =  [(ts.Date('T',  loc1),  ts.Date('T',  loc2))  for  loc1,  loc2  in
auxHeaterLocs]
    # Find aux heater start and end points for the inputed period of time
    auxEndPeaks = []
    auxStartPeaks = []
    for item in auxHeaterLocs:
        if item[0] >= startDate and item[1] <= endDate:
            startLoc = myData.date_to_index(item[0])
            endLoc = myData.date_to_index(item[1])
            startVal = filtered[startLoc]
            endVal = filtered[endLoc]
            auxStartPeaks.append((startVal, startLoc))
            auxEndPeaks.append((endVal, endLoc))
    # Cycle through the aux heater peaks and subtract 9.6 (coil kW)
    auxHeaterPower = np.zeros(len(filtered))
    if len(auxEndPeaks) > 0:
        for i, tup in enumerate(auxEndPeaks):
            # Find the equation of a line to use here for linear interpolation
            slope = ( (auxEndPeaks[i][0] - auxStartPeaks[i][0]) /
                  (auxEndPeaks[i][1] - auxStartPeaks[i][1]) )
            yint = auxEndPeaks[i][0] - slope * auxEndPeaks[i][1]
            baseLoad = lambda x: slope * x + yint
            # Cycle through each data point between the peak start and peak end
            peakWidth = auxEndPeaks[i][1] - auxStartPeaks[i][1]
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            for j in range(1, peakWidth):
                if filtered[tup[1]-j] - 9.6 >= 0:
                    filtered[tup[1]-j] -= 9.6
                    auxHeaterPower[tup[1]-j] = 9.6
                else:
                    auxPower = filtered[tup[1]-j] - baseLoad(tup[1]-j)
                    filtered[tup[1]-j] = baseLoad(tup[1]-j)
                    auxHeaterPower[tup[1]-j] = auxPower
    #===============================================================================
    # Electric Garage Heater
    #===============================================================================
    print '   Filtering garage heater events...'
    # Locate garage heater peaks
    temp = -1000
    garEndPeaks = []
    garStartPeaks = []
    for i in range(len(filtered)-6):
        n = filtered[i]
        n1 = filtered[i+1]
        n2 = filtered[i+2]
        n3 = filtered[i+3]
        n4 = filtered[i+4]
        n5 = filtered[i+5]
        n6 = filtered[i+6]
        # Filter out any peaks during warm weather or that start with a dip
        if myData['outdoor_temperature'][i] > 5.0 or n > n1: #12.83
            continue
        # 7 points with no appliances
        if 3.0 < n2 and 3.0 < n3 and 3.0 < n4 and n < 1.5 and n6 < 1.5 and n1 - n > 0.25
and n5 - n6 > 0.25:
            if i - temp >= 14:
                garStartPeaks.append((n, i))
                garEndPeaks.append((n6, i+6))
                temp = i
        # 6 points with no appliances
        elif 3.0 < n2 and 3.75 < n3 and n < 1.5 and n5 < 2.1 and n1 - n > 0.25 and n4 -
n5 > 0.25:
            if i - temp >= 14:
                garStartPeaks.append((n, i))
                garEndPeaks.append((n5, i+5))
                temp = i
        # 5 points with no appliances, point on front of peak
        elif 3.0 < n1 and 3.0 < n2 and n < 1.5 and n4 < 1.5 and n1 - n > 1.0 and n3 - n4
> 0.25:
            if i - temp >= 14:
                garStartPeaks.append((n, i))
                garEndPeaks.append((n4, i+4))
                temp = i
        # 5 points with no appliances, point on back of peak
        elif 3.0 < n2 and 3.0 < n3 and n < 1.5 and n4 < 1.5 and n1 - n > 0.25 and n3 - n4
> 0.25:
            if i - temp >= 14:
                garStartPeaks.append((n, i))
                garEndPeaks.append((n4, i+4))
                temp = i
        # 4 points with no appliances, point on front of peak
        elif 4.5 < n1 and n < 1.0 and n3 < 1.0 and n1 - n > 1.0:
            if i - temp >= 14:
                garStartPeaks.append((n, i))
                garEndPeaks.append((n3, i+3))
                temp = i
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        # 7 points with appliances
        if 4.5 < n3 and 4.5 < n4 and 4.5 < n5 and n < 2.5 and n6 < 4.5 and n1 - n > 0.35
and n2 - n1 > 1.0 and n4 - n5 > 1.5 and n5 - n6 > 0.15:
            if i - temp >= 14:
                garStartPeaks.append((n, i))
                garEndPeaks.append((n6, i+6))
                temp = i
        # 6 points with appliances
        elif 5.0 < n2 and 5.0 < n3 and n < 4.5 and n5 < 4.5 and n1 - n > 0.25 and n4 - n5
> 1.25:
            if i - temp >= 14:
                garStartPeaks.append((n, i))
                garEndPeaks.append((n5, i+5))
                temp = i
        # 5 points with appliances, point on front of peak
        elif 4.5 < n2 and 4.25 < n3 and n < 3.5 and n4 < 6.75 and n1 - n > 0.25 and n3 -
n4 > 1.25:
            if i - temp >= 14:
                garStartPeaks.append((n, i))
                garEndPeaks.append((n4, i+4))
                temp = i
        # 5 points with appliances, point on back of peak
        elif 4.5 < n1 and 4.5 < n2 and n < 3.25 and n4 < 3.0 and n1 - n > 3.25 and n3 -
n4 > 1.25:
            if i - temp >= 14:
                garStartPeaks.append((n, i))
                garEndPeaks.append((n4, i+4))
                temp = i
    # Cycle through the gar heater peaks and subtract the gar heater consumption
    garHeaterPower = np.zeros(len(filtered))
    if len(garEndPeaks) > 0:
        for i, tup in enumerate(garEndPeaks):
            # Find the equation of a line to use here for linear interpolation
            slope = ( (garEndPeaks[i][0] - garStartPeaks[i][0]) /
                  (garEndPeaks[i][1] - garStartPeaks[i][1]) )
            yint = garEndPeaks[i][0] - slope * garEndPeaks[i][1]
            baseLoad = lambda x: slope * x + yint
            # Cycle through each data point between the peak start and peak end
            peakWidth = garEndPeaks[i][1] - garStartPeaks[i][1]
            for j in range(1, peakWidth):
                if filtered[tup[1]-j] - 5.0 >= 0:
                    filtered[tup[1]-j] -= 5.0
                    garHeaterPower[tup[1]-j] = 5.0
                else:
                    garPower = filtered[tup[1]-j] - baseLoad(tup[1]-j)
                    filtered[tup[1]-j] = baseLoad(tup[1]-j)
                    garHeaterPower[tup[1]-j] = garPower
    # Reinterpolate to 1 minute intervals before returning values
    print '   Reinterpolating to 1 minute intervals...'
        
    #===========================================================================
    #     Reinterpolate for filtered power data
    #=========================================================================== 
    
    # If the first value in the list is not genuine, there will be no data
    # available to interpolate it, therfore fill them with the first genuine
    # values. This introduces a small amount of error, but is unavoidable.
    if genuineMask[0] != 0:
        for j in range(genuineMask[0]):
            filtered_temp[j] = filtered[j]             
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    # Cycle through each point in the genuine mask (from original data)
    for i in range(len(filtered)-1):
        val1 = filtered[i]
        val2 = filtered[i+1]
        span = genuineMask[i+1] - genuineMask[i]  
                
        # Find equation of a line for linear interpolation
        slope = (val2 - val1) / np.float(span)
        yint = val2 - slope * np.float(span)
        fillVal = lambda x: np.float(slope * x + yint)        
                
        # Put the new values into the temp list
        for m in range(span):
            filtered_temp[genuineMask[i]+m] = fillVal(m)
        
    # If the last value in the list is not genuine, there will be no data
    # available to interpolate it, therfore fill them with the last genuine
    # values. This introduces a small amount of error, but is unavoidable.
    if genuineMask[-1] != len(filtered_temp)-1:
        for k in range(len(filtered_temp) - genuineMask[-1]):
            filtered_temp[genuineMask[-1]+k] = filtered[-1]
    #===========================================================================
    #     Reinterpolate for garHeaterPower data
    #=========================================================================== 
    
    # If the first value in the list is not genuine, there will be no data
    # available to interpolate it, therfore fill them with the first genuine
    # values. This introduces a small amount of error, but is unavoidable.
    if genuineMask[0] != 0:
        for j in range(genuineMask[0]):
            garHeaterPower_temp[j] = garHeaterPower[j]             
    
    # Cycle through each point in the genuine mask (from original data)
    for i in range(len(garHeaterPower)-1):
        val1 = garHeaterPower[i]
        val2 = garHeaterPower[i+1]
        span = genuineMask[i+1] - genuineMask[i]  
        
        # Find equation of a line for linear interpolation
        slope = (val2 - val1) / np.float(span)
        yint = val2 - slope * np.float(span)
        fillVal = lambda x: np.float(slope * x + yint)        
                
        # Put the new values into the temp list
        for m in range(span):
            garHeaterPower_temp[genuineMask[i]+m] = fillVal(m)
        
    # If the last value in the list is not genuine, there will be no data
    # available to interpolate it, therfore fill them with the last genuine
    # values. This introduces a small amount of error, but is unavoidable.
    if genuineMask[-1] != len(garHeaterPower_temp)-1:
        for k in range(len(garHeaterPower_temp) - genuineMask[-1]):
            garHeaterPower_temp[genuineMask[-1]+k] = garHeaterPower[-1]
    
    #===========================================================================
    #     Reinterpolate for auxHeaterPower data
    #===========================================================================
    
    # If the first value in the list is not genuine, there will be no data
    # available to interpolate it, therfore fill them with the first genuine
    # values. This introduces a small amount of error, but is unavoidable.
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    if genuineMask[0] != 0:
        for j in range(genuineMask[0]):
            auxHeaterPower_temp[j] = auxHeaterPower[j]             
    
    # Cycle through each point in the genuine mask (from original data)
    for i in range(len(auxHeaterPower)-1):
        val1 = auxHeaterPower[i]
        val2 = auxHeaterPower[i+1]
        span = genuineMask[i+1] - genuineMask[i]  
        
        # Find equation of a line for linear interpolation
        slope = (val2 - val1) / np.float(span)
        yint = val2 - slope * np.float(span)
        fillVal = lambda x: np.float(slope * x + yint)        
                
        # Put the new values into the temp list
        for m in range(span):
            auxHeaterPower_temp[genuineMask[i]+m] = fillVal(m)
        
    # If the last value in the list is not genuine, there will be no data
    # available to interpolate it, therfore fill them with the last genuine
    # values. This introduces a small amount of error, but is unavoidable.
    if genuineMask[-1] != len(auxHeaterPower_temp)-1:
        for k in range(len(auxHeaterPower_temp) - genuineMask[-1]):
            auxHeaterPower_temp[genuineMask[-1]+k] = auxHeaterPower[-1]
    
    #===========================================================================
    #     # Return results
    #===========================================================================
    print '-> Returning filtered power data...'
    return filtered_temp, garHeaterPower_temp, auxHeaterPower_temp
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# -*- coding: ASCII -*-
"""
Find daily average outdoor temps and het pump consumptions, then find
balance point for use with heating degree days.
Query required for this file:
SELECT
data_date_time, W_HP, outdoor_temperature, temperature_ext, BT_IN, BT_OUT,
B_FR, pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance, irradiance
WEHRE





import numpy as np
import datetime as dt
from scipy import stats
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib as mpl
import matplotlib.font_manager as font_manager
# Process the timestamp into a datetime object
lam = lambda S: dt.datetime.strptime(S, "%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S.%f")
convertDict = {0:lam}
    
# Get data from the file
fileName = 'data/HDD dec 10 to jun 9.tsv'
#fileName = 'data/ET apr 20 to apr 26.tsv'
myData = np.genfromtxt(fileName,
                       delimiter = "\t", 
                       names = True,
                       dtype = None,
                       converters = convertDict)
# Strip NaN values (replace them with zeroes)
fieldList = ['W_HP', 'BT_IN', 'BT_OUT', 'B_FR']
for field in fieldList:
    myData[field][np.isnan(myData[field])] = 0
# Correlation for density of water (kg/m3)
rhoWater = lambda temp: -0.0041 * pow(temp, 2.0) - 0.0432 * temp + 1000.6
# Correlation for density of methanol (kg/m3)
rhoMeth = lambda temp: -0.8914 * temp + 808.83
# Correlation for Cp of water (kJ/kgC)
cpWater = lambda temp: -0.0000003 * pow(temp, 3) + 0.00005 * pow(temp, 2) - 0.0024 * temp
+ 4.2133
# Correlation for Cp of methanol (kJ/kgC)
cpMeth = lambda temp: 0.0034 * temp + 1.3704















percentWaterWeight = 0.75        # percent of water by weight
percentMethWeight = 0.25        # percent of methanol by weight




# Filled/corrected temperature (fill missing SBRN data with inveter data)
for i, row in enumerate(myData['outdoor_temperature']):
    if np.isnan(row):
        myData['outdoor_temperature'][i] = myData['temperature_ext'][i]
        
# Filled/corrected irradiance (fill missing SBRN data with inveter data)
for i, row in enumerate(myData['pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance']):
    if np.isnan(row):
        myData['pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance'][i] = myData['irradiance'][i]
# Loop through the data
for i, row in enumerate(myData):  
    # Modulus of i used to denote a day (1440 minutes)
    modDay = i % 1440.0
    
    # reset for this row
    qW = 0.0
    heatPumpEnergyRow = 0.0
        
    if row['W_HP'] > 0.0:
        # Average temp of ground loop
        avgTemp = (row['BT_IN'] + row['BT_OUT']) / 2.0
        # Calculate percent methanol by volume for current conditions
        volWater = percentWaterWeight / rhoWater(avgTemp)
        volMeth = percentMethWeight / rhoMeth(avgTemp)
        percentMeth = volMeth / (volWater + volMeth)
        percentWater = 1.0 - percentMeth
        rhoMix = (percentMeth  * rhoMeth(avgTemp)) + (percentWater * rhoWater(avgTemp))
        # Find energy removed from ground loop water (kWh)
        m = row['B_FR'] * gpm_to_m3s * rhoMix
        deltaT = row['BT_IN'] - row['BT_OUT']
        if deltaT > 0:
            Cp_water_meth  =  (percentMeth  *  cpMeth(avgTemp))  +  (percentWater  *
cpWater(avgTemp))
            qW = m * Cp_water_meth * deltaT / 60.0
            qHPList.append(qW)
            qDT.append(deltaT)
            heatPumpEnergyRow = row['W_HP'] / 60.0
    
    # Add this row to the previous row
    if not np.isnan(row['outdoor_temperature']):
        sumOATDaily += row['outdoor_temperature']
        sumLoadDaily += (qW + heatPumpEnergyRow)
        sumRadDaily += row['pv_roof_global_solar_irradiance']
        
    # If a day has passed (modDay) then add the results to the list and reset
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    if modDay == 0 and i > 0.0 or i == len(myData)-1:
        
        # Average daily outdoor air temperature and irradiance
        sumOATDaily /= 1440.0
        sumRadDaily /= 1440.0
        #if sumOATDaily < 15.0:
        if sumOATDaily <= 15.0: # and sumLoadDaily > 0:
            dailyHeatingLoad.append(sumLoadDaily)
            dailyHeatingOAT.append(sumOATDaily)
            dailyHeatingRad.append(sumRadDaily)
            
        # Reset
        sumLoadDaily = 0.0
        sumOATDaily = 0.0
        sumRadDaily = 0.0
        sumLoadDailyAdj = 0.0
# Find the equation of a line that fits these points
slope,  intercept,  r_value,  p_value,  std_err  =  stats.linregress(dailyHeatingOAT,
dailyHeatingLoad)
yVal = lambda x: slope * x + intercept
xVal = lambda y: (y - intercept) / slope
# The balance temp 12.93
balanceTemp = xVal(0)
# Heating degre days for this period
hdd = balanceTemp - np.array(dailyHeatingOAT)
hdd18 = 18.0 - np.array(dailyHeatingOAT)
# Total heating degree days for this period
totalHDD = sum(hdd)
totalHDD18 = sum(hdd18)
# kWh energy input per HDD
kWh_per_HDD_in = sum(myData['W_HP']) / 60.0 / totalHDD
# kWh load per HDD
kWh_per_HDD = sum(dailyHeatingLoad) / totalHDD
# COP overall
hpCOP = sum(dailyHeatingLoad) / (sum(myData['W_HP']) / 60.0)
# CUSUM
predictedLoad = kWh_per_HDD * hdd
diff = dailyHeatingLoad - predictedLoad
cusum = np.cumsum(diff)
# Create an adjusted CUSUM normalized to daily solar radiation
cusumAdj = np.cumsum(diff) / dailyHeatingRad
# Print results
print '\n------------------------------------------------'
print ' EcoTerra HDD Analysis for the period of:'
print '  Dec 10, 2009 to Jun 9, 2010'
print '------------------------------------------------'
print '       Balance Temperature: {0:>7.2f} C'.format(balanceTemp)
print '                       R^2: {0:>7.2f}'.format(r_value**2)
print '           HDDs for period: {0:>7.2f}'.format(totalHDD)
print ' HDDs for period (Base 18): {0:>7.2f}'.format(totalHDD18)
print '            kWh/HDDs Input: {0:>7.2f} kWh/HDD'.format(kWh_per_HDD_in)
print '             kWh/HDDs Load: {0:>7.2f} kWh/HDD'.format(kWh_per_HDD)
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print '                       COP: {0:>7.2f} '.format(hpCOP)
print '------------------------------------------------'
# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Plot a graph of the heating load values, and balance point
# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Plot the results
fig1 = plt.figure(num=1, figsize=(6,4.29))




xRange = np.arange(-22.0, 15.0, (37.0)/len(dailyHeatingOAT))
plt.plot(xRange, yVal(xRange))
plt.grid(True)
plt.text(0.5, 93.0, 'Balance Temperature: {0:>2.2f} C'.format(xVal(0)))
plt.text(0.5, 88.0, 'R^2: {0:>2.2f}'.format(r_value**2))
plt.ylabel('Daily average heating load (kWh)')





# Plot a CUSUM analysis
# -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
datesRaw  =  [dt.datetime(2008,  12,  10,  0,  0,  0)  +  dt.timedelta(days=i)  for  i  in
range(len(dailyHeatingLoad))]
dates = mpl.dates.date2num(datesRaw)
fig2 = plt.figure(num=2, figsize=(6,4.29))
fig2.subplots_adjust(left=0.1, bottom=0.13, right=0.91, top=0.96)
mpl.rcParams['font.size'] = 10.0
ax2 = fig2.add_subplot(111)
line1  =  ax2.plot_date(dates,  cusum,  linestyle='-',  label='CUSUM',  color='blue',
marker='', linewidth=2.0)
line2  =  ax2.plot_date(dates,  cusumAdj,  linestyle='--',  label='CUSUM',  color='green',
marker='', linewidth=1.5)
ax2.set_ylabel('Cumulative Difference in Heating Load (kWh)')
ax2.grid(True)
ax2.set_xlabel('Time (Months)\nDecember 10, 2009 to June 10, 2010')
ax2a = ax2.twinx()
line3  =  ax2a.plot_date(dates,  dailyHeatingRad,  linestyle='-',  label='Insolation',
color='red', marker='', linewidth=0.9)
ax2a.set_ylabel('Average Daily Solar Radiation (W/m2)')
plt.figlegend((line1, line2, line3),
              ('CUSUM', 'Norm CUSUM', 'Avg Daily Insolation'),
              (.11,.89), prop=font_manager.FontProperties(size=10), ncol=3)




































































































































































































Volumetric Flow Rate (cfm)
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Properties of Air at Various Conditions












































Properties of Water at Various Conditions











































































Properties of Methanol at Various Conditions


















































































































































The   temperature   setpoint   for   the   roof   air   cavity   is  maintained   by   continuously
modulating the speed of the fan VA1 between 40% and 80% of maximum based on the
output of a PI controller. The maximum is limited to 80% to reduce noise from the fan.





























over   the   current   preheat   tank   temperature,   preheat   tank   charging   shall   be   disabled.
Preheat tank charging shall be re­enabled once the roof cavity air temperate rises to 10 °C















The dampers  D4,  D5,  and D6 are  controlled   to  divert   air  coming  from  the roof
depending on the demand. If there is demand for slab charging, dampers D5 and D6 shall





















rises   above   the   slab   setpoint.   There   is   no   longer   demand   once   the   average   slab
temperature drops more than 2 °C below the slab setpoint.


















The  domestic   hot  water   system   is   always   enabled.  The   primary   tank   cycles   its
heating elements based on its own internal controls to maintain its setpoint of 55 °C.



































Morning 07:00 AM 20 23
Daytime 10:00 AM 18 25
Evening 5:00 PM 20 23
Night 11:00 PM 18 24
Weekends
Morning 07:00 AM 20 23
Daytime 10:00 AM 20 23
Evening 5:00 PM 20 23
Night 11:00 PM 18 24
Vacation
Morning 07:00 AM 16 26
Daytime 10:00 AM 16 26
Evening 5:00 PM 16 26
Night 11:00 PM 16 26
D.4.2  Heat Pump Operating Modes



















heating   setpoint   has   still   not   been   reached,   the   auxiliary  heating   (2   electric   coils   in
parallel) may be permitted to operate if any of the following conditions are true:
• The outdoor air temperature low limit flag is set. This flag is set when the outdoor






























































































































































Controls Aux HP Heater Light, App, Plug Fan, Misc Equip Monitoring
Dec 10 to Jan 9 1921.28 12.21 686.93 105.37 83.81 0.00 331.98 25.00 35.61 567.52 97.27 158.35
Jan 10 to Feb 9 1558.14 84.68 609.04 92.17 83.08 0.00 216.90 25.00 68.42 443.73 104.48 158.35
Feb 10 to Mar 9 1046.22 145.03 388.55 93.79 73.74 8.47 132.34 22.58 0.00 365.70 106.08 143.02
Mar 10 to Apr 9 806.19 253.37 182.72 133.72 80.65 22.09 62.99 25.00 0.00 412.60 139.79 158.35
Apr 10 to May 9 535.27 303.05 116.50 138.49 77.19 19.96 2.36 24.19 0.00 313.46 146.17 153.24
May 10 to Jun 9 382.03 379.50 26.98 137.29 79.85 22.02 0.00 25.00 0.00 314.97 155.42 158.35
Jun 10 to Jul 9 500.59 333.87 51.28 151.18 84.65 16.52 0.00 24.19 0.00 361.86 144.78 153.24
Jul 10 to Aug 9 550.54 327.50 14.56 171.34 92.20 22.68 0.00 25.00 0.00 398.73 153.53 158.35
Aug 10 to Sep 9 555.97 324.41 0.00 200.69 96.59 10.96 0.00 25.00 0.00 392.28 154.86 158.35
Sep 10 to Oct 9 654.62 190.77 31.09 162.52 108.53 9.72 0.00 24.19 0.00 358.00 151.34 153.24
Oct 10 to Nov 9 881.33 130.61 202.07 96.15 83.61 4.47 11.68 25.00 0.00 451.81 137.15 158.35
Nov 10 to Dec 9 925.38 85.02 348.38 95.51 78.39 5.47 4.52 24.19 0.00 334.16 119.78 153.24
Subtotals 10,318 2,570 2,658 1,578 1,022 142 763 294 104 4,715 1,611 1,864
Gross 12,888
Energy Collected and Generated (kWh)
DHW Preheat Desuperheater % of HP Slab PV Generation PV Export BIPV/T Fan DHW Pump Total DHW  Demand Savings
Dec 10 to Jan 9 0 142.3 20.7% 0 12.21 0.44 0 0 0 0
Jan 10 to Feb 9 0 148.19 24.3% 0 84.68 9.56 0 0 0 0
Feb 10 to Mar 9 0 70.5 18.1% 37.01 145.03 23.67 8.47 0 37.01 0
Mar 10 to Apr 9 30.86 46.64 25.5% 102.91 253.37 44.53 20.74 1.35 133.77 0.03
Apr 10 to May 9 23.4 33.39 28.7% 33.59 303.05 75.94 17.98 1.98 56.99 0.08
May 10 to Jun 9 53.1 7.91 29.3% 27.6 379.50 102.14 18.91 3.11 80.7 0.06
Jun 10 to Jul 9 48.25 10.67 20.8% 32.36 333.87 68.64 14 2.52 80.61 0.41
Jul 10 to Aug 9 60.83 1.37 9.4% 64.07 327.50 32.41 18.78 3.9 124.9 0.11
Aug 10 to Sep 9 5.11 0 0.0% 0.28 324.41 36.3 0.99 9.97 5.39 1.51
Sep 10 to Oct 9 20.4 10.33 33.2% ­0.05 190.77 11.47 7.71 2.01 20.35 0
Oct 10 to Nov 9 2.87 46.91 23.2% 11.45 130.61 4.87 4.15 0.32 14.32 0
Nov 10 to Dec 9 0.14 83.45 0.239537287 20.54 85.02 0.54 5.41 0.04 20.68 0


















0 0 0 0 849.32 0 0 54.78 23.78 0 0 5.38
0 0 0 1 2087.14 0 0 51.05 22.16 0 0 6.9
3.37 0.18 22.85 4.54 3037.52 1002.43 124 36.65 15.75 0 3.1 2.4
5.25 22.22 46.03 32.31 4770.15 2447.78 306.54 26.59 11.32 2.72 6.38 2.16
4.67 58.03 43.04 50.47 5622.83 2122.1 236.38 20.59 8.72 1.92 3.42 1.94
0.1 129.35 11.41 29.34 7283.04 2444.42 249.05 12.22 5.13 3.21 3.55 0.99
0 131.33 0 1.24 6301.4 1713.55 168.54 0 0 3.26 3.85 1.16
0 130.8 0 0.02 6080.14 2217.78 217.86 0 0 3.58 5.15 0.26
0 14.53 0 0.24 6068.47 90.7 11.1 0 0 1.38 0.24 0
0.52 18.6 6.63 10.49 3498.25 887.78 101.87 16.33 6.85 1.91 0.15 1.13
5.2 11.83 19.08 22.55 2431.3 452.15 56.94 28.69 12.2 0.62 1.72 2.15
4.32 7.15 19.02 16.5 1890.85 467.43 73.13 36.87 15.83 0.16 2.24 2.89

























kWh/m²/d kWh/m²/d $/MWh MWh
January 1.61 2.81 1.0 0.207
February 2.63 4.07 1.0 0.269
March 3.91 5.06 1.0 0.367
April 4.46 4.83 1.0 0.336
May 5.27 5.24 1.0 0.374
June 5.49 5.26 1.0 0.362
July 5.51 5.37 1.0 0.381
August 4.67 4.85 1.0 0.345
September 3.56 4.11 1.0 0.284
October 2.30 3.05 1.0 0.220
November 1.41 2.15 1.0 0.151
December 1.28 2.29 1.0 0.168
Annual 3.51 4.09 1.00 3.465
Annual solar radiation - horizontal MWh/m² 1.28
Annual solar radiation - tilted MWh/m² 1.49
Photovoltaic
Type a-Si




Nominal operating cell temperature °C 45
Temperature coefficient % / °C 0.11%
Solar collector area m² 45
Control method




Miscellaneous losses % 5.0%
Summary
Capacity factor % 13.8%
Electricity delivered to load MWh 0.000
Electricity exported to grid MWh 3.465
Fuel rate - proposed case power system $/MWh 0.00
Electricity export rate $/MWh
Show alternative units




Maximum power point tracker
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District solar heat / 
coldWater conservation 
measures
The intention is that always the way behind the measure and energy source is described.  So the energy collection about tanks, the energy change about the technology, 
the energy storage and if necessary the distribution and the handing over. Please mark the used sources or strategies with "X" in the according field and describe them in 
the text fields at the middle of the current page. See even the example at the right side of sheet "3 - supply methods".









For questions or comments please contact: 
Please send the document back as an excel file and a pdf file to the following addresses:
emusall@uni-wuppertal.de   and   garde@univ-reunion.fr








Click in the field to be able to select from a drop down menu
White field for entering texts - suitably to the heading or with notes to the used / marked passive or efficiency methods or supply options. Sometimes 
proposals are given on the right side
Field for entering information or values or mark with "X" when these strategy, technology or method is used. Then please describe these strategies in 
the text fields at the middle of the current page
Field with an unit. You don´t have to type anything
Field for entering data. Please change the written numbers. This field is not shown in the printed sheet but it is used in a chart and for background 
information
Placing of pictures is mandatory for the site plan at the respective place, only. Nevertheless, it is important that the respective drawings (floor plan, 
cross section, elevation) are inserted and the main relevant pictures or graphics are shown
Please notice that only those fields are selectable on which you should or have to put down information or in which you can take a choice
Comments and critics to this spreadsheet and its methology
Automatically generated calculation result
IEA Task 40 / Annex 52 "Towards net zero energy solar buildings" Subtask C - Advanced building design and engineering Eike Musall, M.Sc.arch. -  NZEB Research Spreatsheet - EcoTerra R2.xls, Introduction
General information   
IEA SHC Task 40 – ECBCS Annex 52 EcoTerra
Towards Net Zero Energy Solar Buildings Eastman, Quebec, Canada
Typology: Single residential building Equilibrium building





Projects impact on the architecture scene
Importance of  architecture for NZEB status
Weekly utilisation period
South View of EcoTerra House
"The  ÉcoTerra is a detached house built by Alouette Homes – a 
prefabricated home manufacturer - in a wooded area in the Mont 
Orford area, Eastman,Quebec. The floor area is about 140 m2 plus a 90 
m2 heated basement floor and a non-heated garage. The lowest 
monthly average dry bulb temperature is  10.9°C in January and the 
highest is 18.3°C in July. The heating design temperature is –28°C 
(Sherbrooke city). The house aims at fulfilling the objectives of the 
EQuilibrium Initiative: to provide a healthy and comfortable living space 
for its occupants, while reaching the goal of annual net-zero energy 
consumption through environmentally sound strategies. The ÉcoTerra 
has been developed through the efforts of a team led by Alouette 
Homes, a major prefabricated home manufacturer in Quebec. The 
energy system of the house and its integrated control strategy have 
been designed by a Concordia University team. Major attention was 




Quantity and quality of available data
Demonstration project









Sort of available data
Demonstration or test building
Main actor of the project
Research / test project
rural
Status of the project
high
Total primary energy consumption
Total primary energy delivered to the grids
Insert site plan with north arrow
Insert overall image of the project. The objective is to give a whole idea 
of the building
































Envelope to volume ratio








- The roof slope is an important factor in the design of the house. The 
slope of the roof at EcoTerra is approximatley 30 degrees, which is not 
optimal. 45 degree would be better and would increase energy 
production in the winter as there would be less snow collection.
floor plan or cross section or elevation
floor plan or cross section or elevation
North Elevation
Lessons learned
given to optimizing the window area on the south facing façade and the 
solar roof design." - Dr. Athienitis, EcoTerra Feature Sheet


















Conditioned net floor area
IEA Task 40 / Annex 52 "Towards net zero energy solar buildings" Subtask C - Advanced building design and engineering Eike Musall, M.Sc.arch. -  NZEB Research Spreatsheet - EcoTerra R2.xls, General information
General information   
Information and background page
General information
For choosing the different climate classifications use this map. Please choose the main climate and the subgroups in the sheet
Input: Project description
Please make notes to following points:
1. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING with content of the CONCEIVING
IEA Task 40 / Annex 52 "Towards net zero energy solar buildings" Subtask C - Advanced building design and engineering Eike Musall, M.Sc.arch. -  NZEB Research Spreatsheet - EcoTerra R2.xls, General information
Input: Lessons learned
Please describe your experiences (lessons learned, highlights, results)
- how, why and by whom is the project conceived?
- how the idea of the building was born (public initiative, private initiative, research project, competition…)
- if some strategies to get the building accepted by the inhabitants have been considered: for example interaction of occupants or participations
- if some of the features of the building were required by the “call” for example the use of special materials or energy system as one of the requirements set by the 
client, or by the competition. If yes, which?
- Analysis steps
- Integral planning
- Construction tradition and construction culture
- if retrofit, please describe in detail how the retrofit is conceived (change in function, envelope maintenance, energetic improvement….)
2. HOW THE NET-ZERO AIM IS REACHED
- all over strategies, passive solar use, active solar use: what and how
- LCA methods / label applied 
- Spatial identity / recognition / individual creation
- Mixture of utilisation
- Structural fabric / raw materials and building materials
3. SPECIFIC ASPECTS IN DESIGN PHASE AND YARD
- how the NZEB aim has influenced urban and architectual design
- architectural main features, building technologies ecological concepts, energy standards, low budget building, environmental design…
- special accuracy in the yard, such as: the way the parts of the envelope have been built; the building sequence; the way the yard team is organized
4. BUILDING OPERATION
- commissioning, verifications, monitoring, control systems, post occupancy evaluation
- Facility management or contracting
5. GENERAL INFORMATION / OTHER INTERESTING ASPECTS
- Local public infrastructure and mobility / ambiance and location
- Building cost, special costs because of net zero energy aim, investments, life cycle costs, external costs
- Free surfaces and building area
Passive + efficiency methods    
IEA SHC Task 40 – ECBCS Annex 52 EcoTerra
Towards Net Zero Energy Solar Buildings Eastman, Quebec, Canada
Typology: Single residential building
Climate type: snow Dfd
1 Efficiency measures
1.1 Advanced thermal insulation X
1.2 Efficient solar shading
Moveable shading elements X
Fixed shading elements X
1.3 Advanced day lighting measures
1.4 Advanced active energy storage
Thermal storage X
Electricity storage 
1.5 Advanced controls 
Integrated Monitoring X
Energy / load management X
Others
1.6 Efficient equipment
Efficient household appliances X
Efficient office equipment
1.7 Efficient lighting X
1.8 Efficient HVAC equipment X
1.9 Occupant information system X
1.10 Water conservation measures X
1.11 Hot water heat recovery X
1.12 Ventilation heat recovery X
NZEB-label:
Status:
Efficiency and passive solar measures
Equilibrium building
new
"Space planning and building form:
The house is oriented due south. The footprint is roughly a rectangle 
with an aspect ratio of about 1.4. The south façade of the house (and 
hence the roof as well) is longer to receive more direct solar radiation.
A family room with large glazing area (13 m2) is located in the south 
portion of the ground floor. It is the main direct gain zone for passive 
solar heating. Open space layout and forced-air HVAC system design 
allow the heat gain to be 
"Thermal mass:
The main direct gain zone that stores the solar gains is in the family 
room. The floor mass consists of 15 cm thick concrete slab covered with 
medium brown coloured ceramic tiles. The tiles have a solar 
absorptance of 0.6-0.7, which is recommended to facilitate absorption 
of solar gains into the mass, while also providing good daylighting 
performance. The 15 cm concrete mass is cast directly on the plywood 
subfloor supported by wood trusses. Additional mass also includes two 
short walls (0.3 m thick and 4 m high versus 1 m high above the ground 
floor) separating the family room from the other areas. The floor slab in 
the basement also receives significant passive solar gains that can also 
be stored in that location. There is a hollow core slab that is also 
actively charged by heated air from the BIPV/T roof. Although the 
charging is active, the heat release into the living space is passive.
"Natural lighting:
A skylight window with an area of about 1 m2 located above the 
stairways brings in daylight for the kitchen and dining area. All rooms 
are equipped with windows except the north portion of the basement, 
where the mechanical room is located. Large south-facing windows and 
open space architectural layout help improve daylight distribution.
"Passive cooling:
Percentage of windows per facade area
Percentage of openable windows / facade 























1.13 Natural or hybrid ventilation
1.14 Cross natural ventilation
1.15 Passive cooling
1.16 Architectural measures X
Others and innovations
1.17 Building-integrated PV/Thermal Roof X
1.18 Ventilated Concrete Slab X
1.19
2 Passive solar measures
2.1 Increased passive solar gains X
2.2 Advanced passive thermal storage
Heavy weight construction X
Phase change materials
2.3 Architectural measures X
Others and innovations
2.4 Motorized window overhangs X








Arrangements beyond the building
The optimal length of the overhangs (e.g. soffit) over the south-facing 
windows was calculated. It blocks most of the direct solar radiation in 
the summer season, but allows the window to be fully exposed to direct 
solar radiation as much as possible in the winter season. 
All the windows are operable. This enables cross ventilation for passive 
free cooling. "
- Dr. Athienitis, EcoTerra Features Sheet
- "The hollow-core slab stores the heat from the air heated by the 
BIPV/T roof during the heating season and the coolness from the night 
time outdoor cool air during the cooling season. Due to the large 
amount of concrete (~5 m3) and the concrete’s high thermal capacity 
(~2100 kJ/m3K), the slab can store about 3 kWh of thermal energy for 
every degree Celsius change." - Dr. Athienitis, EcoTerra Features Sheet
- " The BIPV/T roof includes amorphous silicon photovoltaic laminates 
directly attached to a metal roof, with air passing under the metal to 
recover heat that can in turn be used for space or water heating. By 
building such a roof, the costs of a hybrid electric/thermal system can 
be significantly lowered through mass production, and quality control 
can be enhanced through construction under controlled factory 
conditions." - Dr. Athienitis, EcoTerra Features Sheet
Upper Floor Plan
image or diagramme or other  illustration
image or diagramme or other  illustration
Research findings and innovations
Main Floor Plan
image or diagramme or other  illustration
Stair Section
IEA Task 40 / Annex 52 "Towards net zero energy solar buildings" Subtask C - Advanced building design and engineering Eike Musall, M.Sc.arch. -  NZEB Research Spreatsheet - EcoTerra R2.xls, Passive + efficiency methods
Passive + efficiency methods    
Information and background page
Passive + efficiency methods
Surface north facade 49.42 m²  Surface of windows at north facade 0.65 m² Distribution 1.32 %
Surface east facade 39.90 m² Surface of windows at east facade 6.67 m² Distribution 16.72 %
Surface south facade 52.64 m² Surface of windows at south facade 20.90 m² Distribution 39.70 %
Surface west facade 58.93 m² Surface of windows at west facade 5.20 m² Distribution 8.82 %
Sum facade surfaces 200.89 m² 33.42 m² Distribution 16.64 %
Surface north facade 49.42 m²  Facade openings at north facade 0.33 m² Distribution 0.66 %
Surface east facade 39.90 m² Facade openings at east facade 3.34 m² Distribution 8.36 %
Surface south facade 52.64 m² Facade openings at south facade 10.45 m² Distribution 19.85 %
Surface west facade 58.93 m² Facade openings at west facade 2.60 m² Distribution 4.41 %
Sum facade surfaces 200.89 m² 16.71 m² Distribution 8.32 %
Sum surfaces of windows 
Input: Efficiency and passive solar measures
Please make notes to the used strategies and aspects from the left side. Add information about the architectual integration of used methods. 
Describe the interaction of the different used strategies and technical innovations or special ideas.
Distribution of the window surfaces per facade area
Please fill in the values for facade and window surfaces and change the red numbers in the marked fields. In this case it makes no difference whether the windows are 
openable or not. The graphic will provide itself
Percentage of openable windows / facade openings per facade area - facade prorsity
Please fill in the values for facade and openable window respectively facade opening surfaces and change the red numbers in the marked fields. The graphic will 
provide itself
Sum surfaces of facade openings
IEA Task 40 / Annex 52 "Towards net zero energy solar buildings" Subtask C - Advanced building design and engineering Eike Musall, M.Sc.arch. -  NZEB Research Spreatsheet - EcoTerra R2.xls, Passive + efficiency methods
Input: Research findings and innovations
Please describe news about innovative technologies, special research findings, advanced integration of different techniques, new concepts or innovative architectual 
drafts. 
Supply methods   
IEA SHC Task 40 – ECBCS Annex 52 EcoTerra
Towards Net Zero Energy Solar Buildings Eastman, Quebec, Canada
Typology: Single residential building Equilibrium building
Climate type: snow Dfd new
4 Energy Supply The way to the net zero energy aim







Electricity mix from the grid X
"Green" electricity from the grid
Off-site electricity sources
4.3 Heat / cold sources
Local heat / cold renewable
Local solar heat / cold X
Local CHP renewable
District heat / cold renewable




Solar radiation X System Schematic
Geothermal energy X
Local CHP non or partly renewable
District heat / cold non or partly 
renewable
District CHP non or partly renewable
Energy supplies to the house include the building-integrated 
photovoltaic/thermal roof, the ground (via heat pump) and the 
electrical grid.
The photovoltaic panels also export electricity to the grid.
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4.5 Building-integrated PV/Thermal Roof X
4.6 Ventilated Concrete Slab
4.7
Ventilated Concrete Slab Section
5 Grid interaction
5.1 Gas grid
5.2 Electricity grid X
Electricity input to the grid X
5.3 District heating / cooling grid
Heat input into the grid
5.4 Energy missmatch
Detailed System Schematic
6 Other balance methods
6.1 Certificate or emission trading
6.2 Embodied energy
6.3 Others and innovations




Bio fuels / -mass
Embodied energy BIPV/T Roof
Special primary energy factors
image or diagramme or other  illustration 
(sankey diagramme, charts, details…)
CO2 factors were taken from a publication called: "CANADIAN GHG 
CHALLENGE REGISTRY GUIDE TO ENTITY & FACILITY-BASED 






Ventilation Channel (air cavity)
M etal Mesh (8mm (1/4"))
Vapor Barrier
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Supply methods   








Building with national building code fulfilled + typical user related loads
Example for filling inand describe the energy supply options
In case of using photovoltaik arrays to generate renewable electricity please mark the source "solar radiation" under item 4.4 natural sources and describe in the text 
field "energy supply, grid interaction and balance  methods" that pv-cells are used, where they are used (roof top, parking lot, off-site...) and add any other information 
for which you think they are important (size, adjustment, inclination, change judge etc.).
Do the same for any other supply method, sourc and equipment.
Input: Energy supply, grid interaction and balance  methods 
Please make here notes to the main strategies and aspects from the left side. Add information about the architectual integration and the interaction of the different 
used methods.
Make notes to points like energy offer, Availability of raw materials, available radiation anf how these facts influenced the project
Call for example the portion of CHP or renewables in the heating grid or the connection and location of external arrangements to the building. 
The way to the net zero energy aim
Please fill in the different energy standards and change the red numbers in the marked fields. 
The graphic will provide itself
Feed credit for energy input into the grid (PV-power, wind power,…)
Use of  renewable and efficient energy supply
Use of efficiency measures, reducing demand
Power saving household (efficient appliances, efficient lighting,…)
Improved buildings energy standard (passive house, etc.)
IEA Task 40 / Annex 52 "Towards net zero energy solar buildings" Subtask C - Advanced building design and engineering Eike Musall, M.Sc.arch. -  NZEB Research Spreatsheet - EcoTerra R2.xls, Supply methods
Input: Special primary energy factors
What source of information have you used for your primary energy and/or CO2 factors? In case of using special energy sources (like rape oil, bio ethanol…) or special 
calculation factors for primary energy and CO2 (public or local specialities), please describe these factors, how and why they are used and if you had your own resource 
for calculation (for example gemis - Global Emission Model for Integrated Systems).
Describe how you calculated the embodied energy (factors, tools, values).
Tools, software + monitoring    
IEA SHC Task 40 – ECBCS Annex 52 EcoTerra
Towards Net Zero Energy Solar Buildings Eastman, Quebec, Canada
Typology: Single residential building Equilibrium building











Commercial control system based on the BACNet protocol was used for 
control. Monitoring is accomplished using Agilent data aquesition 
systems and a laptop computer. There is also a National Instruments 
image or diagramme or other  illustration 
(software output, calculation sheet,...)
image or diagramme or other  illustration 
(software output, calculation sheet,...)
Monitoring and energy control
Various software tools were used during the design process including 
HOT2000, custom MathCAD models and RETScreen.
NZEB-label:




Simulation tools or software



















Temperature 4.11 ° C
Wind speed 2.62 m/s
Relative humidity 82.66 %
10.2 Annual sum
Global radiation 50 kWh/m²y
Heating degree d Kd/a
Cooling degree d Kd/a
10.3
Preparation of measured data
Occupant information system
Load management
Possibility of engagement 
Energy control / management
data aquesition system. The tools are internet-connected and data is 
retrieved and stored in a database remotely.
image or diagramme or other  illustration 
(software output, calculation sheet,...)
Charts of weather data
                Temperature and humidity profilesWind speed and global radiation profiles
Weather data is from Environment 
Canada archives. Weather is for city of 
Sherbrooke since it is the closest 
weather station for which data is 
available.
















Ja Fe Mr Ap Ma Jn Jl Au Se Ok No De
m/s kWh/m²m
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Tools, software + monitoring    
Information and background page
Tools and software
Input: Tools and software during the design process
Please make notes about tools and software which you have applied to check the overall building energy balance considering the aim of a net zero energy building. 
Name them and describe your experiences. 
Describe at which stage of the the building design process you first created an energy model and what fraction of total building design time you spend on energy 
modeling / using this tool.
Indicate which feature of each tool you have used and how suitable these tools were or how and why you had to combine different tools and software.
Input: Monitoring and energy control
Please make some short notes about the energy control, the energy management and the interaction of the different plants and equipment. 
IEA Task 40 / Annex 52 "Towards net zero energy solar buildings" Subtask C - Advanced building design and engineering Eike Musall, M.Sc.arch. -  NZEB Research Spreatsheet - EcoTerra R2.xls, Tools, software + monitoring
Ja Fe Mr Ap Ma Jn Jl Au Se Ok No De
-5.70 -3.90 2.10 9.90 18.10 22.10 24.70 23.30 18.30 11.90 4.40 -2.70 °C
-18.00 -16.70 -9.90 -1.70 4.00 8.80 11.40 10.40 5.60 0.30 -4.70 -13.50 °C
-11.90 -10.40 -3.90 4.10 11.10 15.50 18.10 16.90 12.00 6.10 -0.20 -8.10 °C
74.40 73.60 75.90 78.00 80.30 85.40 88.80 92.00 92.30 86.60 84.60 80.00 %
3.10 4.30 5.10 4.80 5.00 4.90 5.00 4.80 4.40 3.50 2.50 2.50 kWh/m²
3.00 2.89 3.11 3.03 2.64 2.31 2.08 1.97 2.17 2.56 2.89 2.78 m/s
Alternative calculation method: use a source for DD data www.degreedays.net
Average monthly relative humidity
Average monthly global radiation
Average monthly wind speed
Heating Degree-days (HDD12/20) - Unit: Kd/a [Kelvin.day/year]
Tindoor = 20°C average indoor temperature - no internal gains 
Toutdoor = daily average outside temperature
Tlimit = 12°C 
If    Toutdoor  <  Tlimit  → hdegree-day = (Tindoor – Toutdoor)  [K.d], HDDharm = 1-h (Tindoor – Toutdoor) [K.d/a], h Number of days with Toutdoor  <  Tlimit
HDDharm……Heating degree-days harmonized
Cooling Degree-days (CDDharm,20) - Unit: Kd/a [Kelvin.day/year]
Toutdoor, av = daily average outside temperature 
Tindoor = 20°C* average indoor temperature - no internal gains –-above this temperature limit a building might be cooled. The degree days are now calculated based 
on the daily difference.
Cdegree-day  = (Toutdoor, av. – Tindoor)   [K.d], If cdegree-day > 0  then: CDDharm = 1-c (Toutdoor – Tindoor) [K.d/a], cdegree-day  Negative results are not considered 
!, CDDharm,20  Cooling degree-days harmonized
Weather data
Please fill in the different values for the weather data and change the red numbers in the marked fields. As a resource you could use, for example, the software 





Data   
IEA SHC Task 40 – ECBCS Annex 52 EcoTerra




-1,650.20 1.50 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0474 -78.14 €/y
-968.80 1.50 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0474 -45.88 €/y
-196.90 1.50 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0474 -9.32 €/y
-294.30 1.50 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0474 -13.94 €/y
-211.60 1.50 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0474 -10.02 €/y
-1,073.90 1.50 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0474 -50.85 €/y
-1,390.80 1.50 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0474 -65.86 €/y
12
2,505.00 1.50 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0474 118.62 €/y
0.00 1.00 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0000 0.00 €/y
0.00 1.00 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0000 0.00 €/y
0.00 1.00 kWh/y 9 kg/y 0.0000 0.00 €/y
13
kWh/y kg/y -274.01 €/y
kWh/y kg/y 118.62 €/y
kWh/y kg/y -155.39 €/y
14
Embodied energy in the building kWh/y kg/y 0.00 €/y




















































Generation sectors: energy delivered 



























Consumption sectors: energy / non 




Annual net zero balance
Quality aspects / values
Embodied energy
Net zero balance with embodied e.
primary energy
















primary energy CO2-emissions energy costs
















Non electric energy 
































15.4 Quality  attributes
Air leakage rate 0.85 1/h
Air change rate (oh) 0.3 1/h
Air change rate (uh) 0.25 1/h
Solar shading class
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Data   













Source: EN 15603:2008 Annex E and GEMIS 4.5


















Monitored values of the different consumption and generation sectors
Please fill in the monitored values of the different areas of energy consumption and generation in the spreadsheet. The graphics below will provide itself


















































El. from hydraulic power plantElectricity
CHP-coal condensation 79%, oil 30%
El. Mix UCPTE
CHP-coal condensation 35%, oil 65%




Electric energy delivered to the grid kWh/y
Ja Fe Mr Ap Ma Jn Jl Au Se Ok No De
-1.70 -1.25 -0.80 -0.16 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.27 -0.10 -0.51 -1.01 -1.35 kWh/m²
-0.28 -0.41 -0.54 -0.36 -0.32 -0.32 -0.31 -0.42 -0.31 -0.31 -0.32 -0.30 kWh/m²
-0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.62 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.05 -0.02 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 kWh/m²
-0.11 -0.10 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 kWh/m²
0.00 -0.05 -0.10 -1.71 -0.12 -0.07 -0.13 -0.08 -0.08 -0.10 -0.02 -0.01 kWh/m²
-0.11 -0.27 -0.43 -0.11 -0.02 -0.58 -0.87 -0.84 -0.61 -0.34 -0.28 -0.20 kWh/m²
-0.67 -0.73 -1.25 -0.72 -0.50 -0.19 -0.22 -0.75 -0.15 -0.10 -0.29 -0.46 kWh/m²
0.04 0.30 1.20 1.37 1.33 1.37 1.24 1.54 1.15 0.81 0.34 0.19 kWh/m²
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 kWh/m²
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 kWh/m²
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 kWh/m²
Monthly net zero balance -2.85 -2.53 -2.06 -2.43 0.23 0.08 -0.42 -0.97 -0.23 -0.67 -1.69 -2.26 kWh/m²
2,505.00
End energy chart
Please fill in the different consumptions and generations and change the red numbers in the marked fields. The graphic will provide itself
Non electric energy delivered to the grid
Electric energy consumption



















Monthly distribution of primary energy of the consumption and generation areas




EcoTerra BIPV/T Roof Model (Steady State)
Citation for Model: Chen, Y., Athienitis, A.K. & Galal, K., 2010. Modeling, design and thermal
performance of a BIPV/T system thermally coupled with a ventilated concrete slab in a low
energy solar house: Part 1, BIPV/T system and house energy concept. Solar Energy, 84(11),
pp.1892-1907.
Variables











isection 1 NoSection..:= υcp.air 1200:=




























































Coeftemp 0.286:= ... 
W
K









Ia is in W/m2; Tpv is in K
αpv 0.9:= Fn_ηpv Tpv( )
Pmax Coeftemp Tpv 25 273.15+( )− ⋅−
1000 Areapanel⋅
:= Fn_ηpv 303( ) 0.062=
Data Input, to verify the model with measured data
DAS




1 0 2.4 2.9
0.933 0 2.333 2.867
0.867 0 2.267 ...
:=
... specify the input data wind, solar radiation, exterior temp, attic temp for last
column
Vwind DAS
1〈 〉:= Isolar DAS







































































... CHTC in the air cavity
Fn_hc_rf wind( ) 4.2 wind 3.5⋅+( ):=
Vair.PVT 0.85:= ... m/s
( )































Tprevious 300← Tcurrent 301←, 
Tprevious Tcurrent←
trace Tcurrent( )





















































































































































































































15 273.15+( ) BIPVTupwind
i









Energy that could be collected assuming constant, maximum flow rate, constant air
properties, and 4.4 increase in inlet temperature over ambient.
i
Qall
i∑ 136.42= kWh Assuming all energy is used (even when the outlettemperature is very low).
Assuming collection of energy only when the outlet






i∑ 25.389= kWh Assuming collection of energy only when the outlettemperature is above 30 C.
i
Qlimited1520







 PremiumG SERIES SPECIFICATION CATALOG















Full 8 950 31,000 25.8 25,800 5.1 27,800 19.0 18,900 4.1
Part 7 750 23,000 33.5 19,500 5.7 22,000 28.0 16,000 4.5
Full 9 1200 43,200 24.1 35,800 4.9 39,900 19.8 25,700 4.2
Part 8 1000 31,000 31.2 25,600 5.3 30,800 28.0 22,500 4.8
Full 12 1500 54,600 22.7 48,300 4.7 51,300 18.3 37,600 4.1
Part 11 1300 42,500 29.6 36,100 5.1 41,300 25.0 31,400 4.5
Full 16 1800 74,800 22.2 59,300 4.4 67,800 17.5 47,000 3.9
Part 14 1500 55,800 29.0 42,500 4.6 51,000 24.8 36,000 4.1
Full 18 2000 81,800 21.6 73,400 4.5 73,900 16.5 54,400 3.6
Part 16 1500 62,600 27.6 53,000 4.6 58,400 23.1 44,000 4.0
022 Single 8 850 25,500 32.2 20,600 5.4 22,000 22.0 14,600 4.0
030 Single 8 900 31,300 30.0 27,000 5.1 29,000 21.2 20,000 3.9
036 Single 9 1200 38,800 29.8 32,500 5.2 35,000 21.8 24,000 4.2
042 Single 11 1300 47,000 29.5 37,500 5.1 42,000 22.2 28,500 4.1
048 Single 12 1500 55,000 27.0 48,500 4.9 48,500 19.5 37,600 4.0
060 Single 15 1800 72,200 25.5 59,400 4.6 65,800 19.2 45,000 3.8






























Full 0.5 448.4 9,086 7.6 7,562 5.1 8,148 5.6 5,539 4.1
Part 0.4 354.0 6,741 9.8 5,715 5.7 6,448 8.2 4,689 4.5
Full 0.6 566.4 12,661 7.1 10,492 4.9 11,694 5.8 7,532 4.2
Part 0.5 472.0 9,086 9.1 7,503 5.3 9,027 8.2 6,594 4.8
Full 0.8 708.0 16,002 6.7 14,156 4.7 15,035 5.4 11,020 4.1
Part 0.7 613.6 12,456 8.7 10,580 5.1 12,104 7.3 9,203 4.5
Full 1.0 849.6 21,923 6.5 17,380 4.4 19,871 5.1 13,775 3.9
Part 0.9 708.0 16,354 8.5 12,456 4.6 14,947 7.3 10,551 4.1
Full 1.1 944.0 23,974 6.3 21,512 4.5 21,659 4.8 15,944 3.6
Part 1.0 708.0 18,347 8.1 15,533 4.6 17,116 6.8 12,896 4.0
022 Single 0.5 401.2 7,474 9.4 6,038 5.4 6,448 6.4 4,279 4.0
030 Single 0.5 424.8 9,174 8.8 7,913 5.1 8,499 6.2 5,862 3.9
036 Single 0.6 566.4 11,372 8.7 9,525 5.2 10,258 6.4 7,034 4.2
042 Single 0.7 613.6 13,775 8.6 10,991 5.1 12,309 6.5 8,353 4.1
048 Single 0.8 708.0 16,120 7.9 14,215 4.9 14,215 5.7 11,020 4.0
060 Single 0.9 849.6 21,161 7.5 17,409 4.6 19,285 5.6 13,189 3.8
070 Single 1.1 944.0 23,564 7.1 20,487 4.5 21,454 5.2 15,826 3.7
9/29/06
Cooling capacities based upon 80.6°F/27°C DB, 66.2°F/19°C WB entering air temperature
Heating capacities based upon 68°F/20°C DB, 59°F/15°C WB entering air temperature
All ratings based upon 208V operation










Ground Loop Heat Pump













Ground Water Heat Pump
English (IP) Units
15
 PremiumG SERIES SPECIFICATION CATALOG
Notes: Sizes 038, 049 available with 1HP blower motor.
026 038 049 064 072
Compressor (1 each) Copeland 2-speed Scroll, UltraTech
ICM Fan Motor & Blower
Fan Motor Type/Speeds ICM Variable Speed
Fan Motor- hp [W] 1/2    [373] 1/2    [373] 1/2    [373] 1 [746] 1 [746]
Blower Wheel Size (Dia x W), in. [mm]
9 x 7
[229 x 178]
11 x 10                          
[279 x 254] 
11 x 10                          
[279 x 254] 
11 x 10                          
[279 x 254] 
11 x 10                 
[279 x 254] 
Coax and Water Piping
Water Connections Size - Swivel - in [mm] 1" [25.4] 1" [25.4] 1" [25.4] 1" [25.4] 1" [25.4]
HWG Connection Size - Swivel - in [mm] 1" [25.4] 1" [25.4] 1" [25.4] 1" [25.4] 1" [25.4]
Coax & Piping Water Volume - gal [l] 0.7  [2.6] 1.3  [4.9] 1.6  [6.1] 1.6  [6.1] 2.3  [8.7]
Vertical
Factory Charge R410a, oz [kg] 62  [1.76] 78  [2.21] 89  [2.52] 122  [3.46] 140  [3.97]











Air Coil Total Face Area, ft2 [m2] 3.9 [0.362] 4.9 [0.451] 5.6 [0.570] 6.3 [0.641] 6.3 [0.641]
Air Coil Tube Size, in [mm] 3/8  [9.5] 3/8  [9.5] 3/8  [9.5] 3/8  [9.5] 3/8  [9.5]
Air Coil Number of rows 3 3 3 4 4












Weight - Operating, lb [kg] 305  [138] 370  [168] 420  [190] 465  [211] 480  [218]
Weight - Packaged, lb [kg] 315  [143] 380  [172] 430  [195] 475  [215] 490  [222]
Horizontal
Factory Charge R410a, oz [kg] 60  [1.70] 76  [2.15] 89  [2.52] 124  [3.52] 160  [4.54]











Air Coil Total Face Area, ft2 [m2] 3.9 [0.362] 4.9 [0.451] 5.6 [0.570] 6.3 [0.641] 6.3 [0.641]
Air Coil Tube Size, in [mm] 3/8  [9.5] 3/8  [9.5] 3/8  [9.5] 3/8  [9.5] 3/8  [9.5]
Air Coil Number of rows 3 3 3 4 4
Filter Standard - 1" [51mm] Pleated MERV7 
Throwaway, in [mm]
1 - 18 x 32
[457 x 813]
1 - 20 x 37
[686 x 940]
1 - 20 x 20
[508 x 508]
1 - 20 x 22
[508 x 559]
1 - 20 x 25
[508 x 635]
1 - 20 x 22
[508 x 559]
1 - 20 x 25
[508 x 635]
1 - 20 x 22
[508 x 559]
Weight - Operating, lb [kg] 307  [139] 375  [170] 425  [193] 470  [213] 485  [220]
Weight - Packaged, lb [kg] 322  [146] 390  [177] 440  [200] 485  [220] 500  [227]
10/2/06
Model DUAL CAPACITY
Physical Data (Dual Capacity)
17
 PremiumG SERIES SPECIFICATION CATALOG
Auxliary Heat Ratings
Auxiliary Heat Electrical Data
KW BTU/HR Min Envision Series Compatibility
Model 208V 230V Stages 208V 230V CFM 022 026 - 030 036 - 049 060 - 072
EAM(H)5 3.6 4.8 1 12,300 16,300 450
EAM(H)8 5.7 7.6 2 19,400 25,900 550
EAM(H)10 7.2 9.6 2 24,600 32,700 650
EAL(H)10 7.2 9.6 2 24,600 32,700 1100
EAL(H)15 10.8 14.4 3 36,900 49,100 1250
EAL(H)20 14.4 19.2 4 49,200 65,500 1500
"H" is used in part number for horizontal units
MODEL SUPPLY CIRC
HEATER AMPS MIN CIRC AMP FUSE (USA) FUSE (CAN) CKT BRK (CAN)
208 V 240 V 208 V 240 V 208 V 240 V 208 V 240 V 208 V 240 V
SINGLE SPEED
EAM(H)5 Single 17.3 20.0 26.7 30.0 30 30 30 30 30 30
EAM(H)8 Single 27.5 31.7 39.3 44.6 40 45 40 45 40 45
EAM(H)10 Single 34.7 40.0 48.3 55.0 50 60 50 60 50 60











































































































































Notes: All heaters rated single phase 60 cycle and include the unit fan load.  All fuses type “D” time delay (or HACR 
circuit breaker in USA).  Supply wire size to be determined by local codes.
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OnOffA 12-position DIP switch package on the control allows the airflow levels to be set for low, medium, 
and high speed when using the ECM2 blower motor.  Only three of the DIP switches can be in the 
"on" position. 
• The first "on" switch (the lowest position number) determines the low speed fan setting. 
• The second "on" switch determines the medium speed fan setting.
• The third "on" switch determines the high speed fan setting.
The example to the right shows SW1 on the control board configured for the following 042  
airflow settings.
• Low Speed Fan: 900 CFM
• Medium Speed Fan: 1150 CFM
• High Speed Fan: 1450 CFM
Single Speed
Dual Capacity
MAX AIR FLOW DIP SWITCH SETTINGS
ESP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200
L M H
400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200
L M H
650 750 850 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
L M H
036 800 1000 1100 1300 1500 1600 1800
w/1hp* L M H
650 800 900 1050 1150 1250 1350 1450 1550
L M H
042 800 900 1000 1200 1400 1600 1700 1850 2000 2200 2300 2400
w/1hp* L M H
650 800 900 1050 1150 1250 1350 1450 1550
L M H
048 800 900 1000 1200 1400 1600 1700 1850 2000 2200 2300 2400
w/1hp* L M H
800 950 1100 1300 1500 1750 1950 2100 2300
L M H
800 950 1100 1300 1500 1750 1950 2100 2300
L M H
5/30/06
Factory settings are at recommended L-M-H DIP switch locations CFM is controlled within ±5% up to the maximum ESP
M-H settings MUST be located within boldface CFM range Max ESP includes allowance for wet coil and standard filter
Lowest and Highest DIP switch settings are assumed to be L and H respectively
MAX AIR FLOW DIP SWITCH SETTINGS
ESP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200
L M H
650 750 850 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
L M H
038 800 1000 1100 1300 1500 1600 1800
w/1hp* L M H
650 800 900 1050 1150 1250 1350 1450 1550
L M H
049 800 900 1000 1200 1400 1600 1700 1850 2000 2200 2300 2400
w/1hp* L M H
800 950 1100 1300 1500 1750 1950 2100 2300
L M H
800 950 1100 1300 1500 1750 1950 2100 2300
L M H
5/30/06
Factory settings are at recommended L-M-H DIP switch locations CFM is controlled within ±5% up to the maximum ESP
M-H settings MUST be located within boldface CFM range Max ESP includes allowance for wet coil and standard filter





















PremiumG SERIES SPECIFICATION CATALOG
GT038 Low Speed
Capacity Data (1050 CFM)
WPD HEATING - EAT 70°F COOLING - EAT 80/67 °F

































20 6.0 1.7 4.0
8.0 2.9 6.7 900 15.6 1.38 10.9 86.0 3.32 2.5
1050 16.2 1.41 11.4 84.3 3.37 2.2
4.0 0.9 2.0
30 6.0 1.7 3.9 900 17.3 1.36 12.6 87.8 3.72 2.4 900 28.6 18.1 0.63 0.76 31.2 37.6 0.7
1050 18.0 1.40 13.2 85.9 3.78 2.2 1050 29.4 20.1 0.68 0.78 32.1 37.9 0.8
8.0 2.8 6.5 900 18.4 1.39 13.6 88.9 3.87 2.5 900 29.1 18.6 0.64 0.76 31.7 38.5 0.7
1050 19.2 1.43 14.3 86.9 3.92 2.3 1050 29.9 20.6 0.69 0.77 32.5 38.8 0.7
4.0 0.8 1.9
40 6.0 1.6 3.8 900 20.4 1.39 15.7 91.0 4.32 2.5 900 29.8 19.4 0.65 0.83 32.6 36.1 0.7
1050 21.1 1.41 16.3 88.6 4.38 2.3 1050 30.7 21.5 0.70 0.84 33.5 36.4 0.8
8.0 2.7 6.3 900 21.5 1.42 16.7 92.1 4.44 2.6 900 30.3 19.9 0.66 0.82 33.1 37.0 0.7
1050 22.3 1.45 17.3 89.6 4.51 2.4 1050 31.2 22.0 0.71 0.83 34.0 37.4 0.8
4.0 0.8 1.9 900 22.5 1.41 17.7 93.1 4.67 2.6 900 30.8 20.8 0.67 0.94 34.0 32.8 1.0
1050 23.2 1.43 18.3 90.5 4.75 2.4 1050 31.7 23.0 0.73 0.96 34.9 33.1 1.0
50 6.0 1.6 3.7 900 23.3 1.41 18.5 94.0 4.83 2.7 900 31.1 20.9 0.67 0.92 34.2 34.0 0.9
1050 24.0 1.43 19.1 91.2 4.91 2.5 1050 32.0 23.1 0.72 0.93 35.1 34.2 1.0
8.0 2.6 6.1 900 24.4 1.45 19.4 95.1 4.94 2.8 900 31.6 21.4 0.68 0.91 34.7 34.8 0.8
1050 25.1 1.46 20.1 92.1 5.03 2.5 1050 32.5 23.7 0.73 0.92 35.6 35.1 0.9
4.0 0.8 1.8 900 25.4 1.44 20.5 96.1 5.17 2.8 900 29.6 20.0 0.68 1.05 33.2 28.2 1.3
1050 26.0 1.45 21.0 92.9 5.26 2.6 1050 30.4 22.2 0.73 1.07 34.1 28.4 1.4
60 6.0 1.5 3.6 900 26.4 1.44 21.5 97.1 5.38 2.9 900 29.9 20.1 0.67 1.02 33.3 29.2 1.2
1050 27.0 1.44 22.1 93.8 5.48 2.7 1050 30.7 22.3 0.73 1.04 34.2 29.4 1.3
8.0 2.5 5.9 900 27.3 1.47 22.3 98.1 5.45 3.0 900 30.3 20.7 0.68 1.01 33.8 29.9 1.1
1050 27.9 1.48 22.9 94.6 5.54 2.8 1050 31.2 22.9 0.73 1.03 34.7 30.2 1.3
4.0 0.8 1.8 900 28.2 1.46 23.2 99.0 5.64 3.1 900 29.2 20.3 0.69 1.19 33.3 24.5 1.8
1050 28.7 1.46 23.7 95.3 5.75 2.9 1050 30.0 22.5 0.75 1.21 34.2 24.7 1.9
70 6.0 1.5 3.5 900 29.4 1.46 24.4 100.2 5.91 3.2 900 29.5 20.4 0.69 1.16 33.4 25.4 1.7
1050 29.9 1.46 25.0 96.4 6.03 3.0 1050 30.3 22.6 0.75 1.18 34.3 25.6 1.9
8.0 2.5 5.7 900 30.2 1.49 25.1 101.0 5.94 3.3 900 30.0 20.9 0.70 1.15 33.9 26.1 1.6
1050 30.7 1.49 25.6 97.1 6.05 3.1 1050 30.8 23.2 0.75 1.17 34.8 26.3 1.8
4.0 0.7 1.7 900 30.8 1.49 25.7 101.7 6.06 3.5 900 28.1 19.9 0.71 1.36 32.7 20.7 2.5
1050 31.2 1.48 26.2 97.6 6.18 3.3 1050 28.9 22.0 0.76 1.38 33.6 20.9 2.7
80 6.0 1.4 3.3 900 32.3 1.48 27.3 103.2 6.39 3.6 900 28.4 20.0 0.71 1.32 32.9 21.5 2.3
1050 32.7 1.47 27.7 98.8 6.52 3.4 1050 29.2 22.1 0.76 1.35 33.7 21.7 2.5
8.0 2.4 5.5 900 32.8 1.51 27.6 103.7 6.35 3.7 900 28.8 20.5 0.71 1.31 33.3 22.0 2.2
1050 33.1 1.50 28.0 99.2 6.48 3.5 1050 29.6 22.7 0.77 1.33 34.2 22.2 2.4
4.0 0.7 1.6 900 33.4 1.52 28.3 104.4 6.47 4.0 900 26.0 18.6 0.71 1.54 31.3 16.9 3.3
1050 33.7 1.50 28.6 99.7 6.60 3.7 1050 26.8 20.6 0.77 1.57 32.1 17.0 3.5
90 6.0 1.4 3.2 900 35.2 1.50 30.0 106.2 6.86 4.1 900 26.3 18.7 0.71 1.50 31.4 17.5 3.1
1050 35.4 1.48 30.3 101.2 7.00 3.8 1050 27.0 20.7 0.77 1.53 32.2 17.6 3.4
8.0 2.3 5.3 900 35.3 1.53 30.1 106.3 6.75 4.2 900 26.7 19.2 0.72 1.49 31.8 17.9 2.9
1050 35.5 1.51 30.3 101.3 6.89 3.9 1050 27.5 21.2 0.77 1.52 32.6 18.1 3.2
4.0 0.7 1.6
100 6.0 1.3 3.1 900 25.4 19.0 0.75 1.72 31.2 14.8 4.1
1050 26.1 21.0 0.81 1.75 32.0 14.9 4.4
8.0 2.2 5.1 900 25.8 19.5 0.76 1.70 31.6 15.1 3.8
1050 26.5 21.6 0.81 1.74 32.4 15.3 4.2
4.0 0.7 1.5
110 6.0 1.3 3.0 900 22.7 17.9 0.79 1.95 29.4 11.6 5.1
1050 23.4 19.8 0.85 1.99 30.2 11.7 5.6
8.0 2.1 4.9 900 23.1 18.3 0.79 1.94 29.7 11.9 4.8
1050 23.8 20.3 0.85 1.97 30.5 12.0 5.3
4.0 0.6 1.5
120 6.0 1.2 2.9 900 21.5 17.7 0.82 2.22 29.1 9.7 6.4
1050 22.1 19.6 0.88 2.26 29.8 9.8 6.9
8.0 2.0 4.7 900 21.9 18.1 0.83 2.20 29.4 10.0 5.9











IMPORTANT NOTE: Refer to page 19 (Notes to Capacity Tables) for additional information.
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WPD HEATING - EAT 70°F COOLING - EAT 80/67 °F

































20 7.0 2.3 5.2
9.0 3.5 8.1 1050 22.2 1.93 15.6 89.6 3.37 2.8
1250 23.0 1.99 16.2 87.0 3.38 2.6
5.0 1.2 2.9
30 7.0 2.2 5.1 1050 25.6 1.97 18.9 92.6 3.81 3.0 1050 37.3 22.1 0.59 1.40 42.1 26.8 1.5
1250 26.3 2.03 19.4 89.5 3.81 2.8 1250 39.5 24.7 0.63 1.48 44.5 26.7 1.6
9.0 3.4 7.9 1050 26.0 1.99 19.2 92.9 3.84 3.1 1050 37.6 24.4 0.65 1.35 42.2 27.8 1.4
1250 26.9 2.05 19.9 89.9 3.84 2.8 1250 39.8 27.1 0.68 1.44 44.8 27.6 1.5
5.0 1.2 2.8
40 7.0 2.1 4.9 1050 29.9 2.09 22.8 96.4 4.20 3.4 1050 38.8 23.7 0.61 1.54 44.0 25.2 1.6
1250 30.8 2.13 23.5 92.8 4.24 3.1 1250 40.9 26.4 0.65 1.62 46.4 25.2 1.7
9.0 3.3 7.6 1050 30.5 2.11 23.3 96.9 4.24 3.5 1050 39.1 25.7 0.66 1.50 44.2 26.1 1.4
1250 31.5 2.15 24.1 93.3 4.29 3.2 1250 41.3 28.6 0.69 1.59 46.7 26.0 1.6
5.0 1.2 2.7 1050 32.4 2.14 25.1 98.6 4.44 3.7 1050 39.0 24.7 0.63 1.83 45.2 21.3 1.9
1250 33.4 2.17 26.0 94.7 4.51 3.4 1250 41.1 27.5 0.67 1.92 47.6 21.4 2.0
50 7.0 2.1 4.8 1050 33.6 2.19 26.1 99.6 4.50 3.8 1050 39.8 25.0 0.63 1.72 45.7 23.1 1.8
1250 34.6 2.22 27.1 95.7 4.58 3.5 1250 41.9 27.8 0.66 1.81 48.1 23.2 1.9
9.0 3.2 7.4 1050 34.3 2.21 26.8 100.3 4.56 3.9 1050 40.2 26.7 0.66 1.68 46.0 23.9 1.6
1250 35.4 2.24 27.8 96.2 4.64 3.6 1250 42.4 29.7 0.70 1.76 48.4 24.0 1.8
5.0 1.1 2.6 1050 35.7 2.24 28.1 101.5 4.67 4.1 1050 38.6 25.3 0.66 1.95 45.2 19.8 2.3
1250 36.9 2.26 29.2 97.3 4.79 3.8 1250 40.5 28.1 0.70 2.03 47.4 19.9 2.4
60 7.0 2.0 4.6 1050 37.3 2.31 29.5 102.9 4.74 4.2 1050 39.5 25.6 0.65 1.85 45.8 21.4 2.1
1250 38.5 2.32 30.6 98.5 4.86 3.9 1250 41.4 28.4 0.69 1.93 48.0 21.5 2.3
9.0 3.1 7.2 1050 38.2 2.33 30.3 103.7 4.81 4.4 1050 39.9 27.0 0.68 1.80 46.0 22.1 2.0
1250 39.5 2.34 31.5 99.3 4.94 4.0 1250 41.9 29.9 0.71 1.89 48.3 22.2 2.2
5.0 1.1 2.5 1050 39.1 2.36 31.1 104.5 4.85 4.6 1050 38.6 26.2 0.68 2.14 45.8 18.1 2.8
1250 40.5 2.36 32.4 100.0 5.02 4.3 1250 40.2 29.1 0.72 2.22 47.8 18.2 3.0
70 7.0 1.9 4.5 1050 41.1 2.44 32.8 106.3 4.94 4.8 1050 39.5 26.5 0.67 2.04 46.5 19.3 2.6
1250 42.5 2.44 34.1 101.5 5.10 4.4 1250 41.2 29.3 0.71 2.12 48.5 19.5 2.8
9.0 3.0 6.9 1050 42.2 2.47 33.8 107.2 5.00 4.9 1050 39.9 27.5 0.69 1.99 46.8 20.0 2.4
1250 43.6 2.46 35.2 102.3 5.19 4.5 1250 41.7 30.5 0.73 2.07 48.8 20.1 2.7
5.0 1.1 2.5 1050 41.6 2.46 33.2 106.7 4.96 5.2 1050 37.2 25.8 0.69 2.32 45.1 16.0 3.5
1250 43.1 2.44 34.7 101.9 5.17 4.8 1250 38.7 28.7 0.74 2.39 46.8 16.2 3.7
80 7.0 1.9 4.3 1050 44.0 2.56 35.3 108.8 5.04 5.3 1050 38.2 26.1 0.68 2.24 45.9 17.1 3.3
1250 45.5 2.53 36.9 103.7 5.27 4.9 1250 39.8 29.0 0.73 2.31 47.6 17.2 3.6
9.0 2.9 6.7 1050 45.3 2.59 36.4 109.9 5.12 5.5 1050 38.6 26.8 0.69 2.19 46.1 17.6 3.0
1250 46.8 2.55 38.1 104.7 5.38 5.1 1250 40.2 29.7 0.74 2.26 47.9 17.8 3.4
5.0 1.0 2.4 1050 44.2 2.57 35.4 108.9 5.03 5.8 1050 35.1 25.1 0.71 2.51 43.7 14.0 4.4
1250 45.7 2.53 37.1 103.9 5.29 5.4 1250 36.4 27.9 0.77 2.57 45.1 14.2 4.6
90 7.0 1.8 4.2 1050 46.9 2.69 37.8 111.4 5.12 6.0 1050 36.2 25.4 0.70 2.44 44.5 14.9 4.1
1250 48.6 2.64 39.6 106.0 5.40 5.5 1250 37.5 28.2 0.75 2.50 46.0 15.0 4.4
9.0 2.8 6.5 1050 48.4 2.73 39.1 112.7 5.20 6.2 1050 36.6 25.7 0.70 2.39 44.8 15.3 3.8
1250 50.1 2.66 41.0 107.1 5.52 5.7 1250 37.9 28.4 0.75 2.45 46.3 15.5 4.2
5.0 1.0 2.3
100 7.0 1.7 4.0 1050 34.9 25.2 0.72 2.72 44.1 12.8 5.0
1250 36.0 28.0 0.78 2.76 45.4 13.0 5.5
9.0 2.7 6.2 1050 35.2 25.1 0.71 2.67 44.3 13.2 4.7
1250 36.4 27.8 0.76 2.71 45.6 13.4 5.2
5.0 1.0 2.2
110 7.0 1.7 3.9 1050 31.9 23.7 0.74 2.97 42.0 10.7 6.1
1250 32.8 26.3 0.80 2.99 43.0 11.0 6.7
9.0 2.6 6.0 1050 32.2 23.4 0.73 2.91 42.2 11.1 5.7
1250 33.1 25.8 0.78 2.95 43.1 11.2 6.3
5.0 0.9 2.1
120 7.0 1.6 3.7 1050 30.0 23.2 0.77 3.31 41.3 9.1 7.4
1250 30.7 25.8 0.84 3.31 42.0 9.3 8.0
9.0 2.5 5.8 1050 30.3 22.6 0.75 3.26 41.4 9.3 6.9











IMPORTANT NOTE: Refer to page 19 (Notes to Capacity Tables) for additional information.
GT038 High Speed






























•  High Temperature and Low Light Performance
•  5-Year Limited Product Warranty
•  Limited Power Output Warranty:
   92% at 10 years, 84% at 20 years, 80% at 25 years (of minimum power)
•  Quick-Connect Terminals and Adhesive Backing
•  Bypass Diodes for Shadow Tolerance
Performance Characteristics
Rated Power (Pmax):     136 Wp
Production Pmax Tolerance:   ± 5 %
Construction Characteristics
Dimensions:   Length: 5486  mm (216”), Width: 394  mm (15.5”), Depth: 4  mm (0.2”),
 16  mm (0.6”) including potted terminal housing assembly 
Weight:   7.7  kg (17.0 lbs)
Output Cables:   4 mm2 (12 AWG) cable with weatherproof DC-rated quick-connect terminals
 560 mm (22“) length
Bypass Diodes:   Connected across every solar cell
Encapsulation:   Durable ETFE high light-transmissive polymer
Adhesive:    Ethylene propylene copolymer adhesive sealant with microbial inhibitor
Cell Type:  22 triple junction amorphous silicon solar cells 356 mm x 239  mm 
 (14” x 9.4”) connected in series
Qualifications and Safety
       UL 1703 Listed by Underwriters Laboratories for electrical and fire safety (Class A Max.    
       Slope 2/12, Class B Max. Slope 3/12, Class C Unlimited Slope fire ratings) for use in
       systems up to 600 VDC.
        IEC 61646 and IEC 61730 certified by TÜV Rheinland for use in systems up
        to 1000 VDC.
Laminate Standard Configuration 
Photovoltaic laminate with potted terminal housing assembly with output cables and quick-connect
terminals on top.
Application Criteria*
• Installation temperature between 10 °C - 40 °C (50 °F - 100 °F)
• Maximum roof temperature 85 °C (185 °F)
• Minimum slope: 3° (1/2:12) 
• Maximum slope 60° (21:12)
• Approved substrates include certain membrane and metal roofing products. See United Solar for  
     details.
*Detailed installation requirements are specified in United Solar installation manuals.
Electrical Specifications 
STC 
(Standard Test Conditions) 
(1000  W/m2, AM 1.5, 25 °C Cell Temperature)
 
Maximum Power (Pmax): 136  W
Voltage at Pmax (Vmp): 33.0  V  
Current at Pmax (lmp): 4.13  A 
Short-circuit Current (Isc): 5.1  A 
Open-circuit Voltage (Voc): 46.2  V 
Maximum Series Fuse Rating: 8  A
Temperature Coefficients
(at AM 1.5, 1000  W/m2 irradiance)
Temperature Coefficient (TC) of Isc: 0.001/°K(0.10%/°C)
Temperature Coefficient (TC) of Voc: -0.0038/°K (-0.38%/°C)
Temperature Coefficient (TC) of Pmax: -0.0021/°K (-0.21%/°C)
Temperature Coefficient (TC) of Imp: 0.001/°K (0.10%/°C)
Temperature Coefficient (TC) of Vmp: -0.0031/°K (-0.31%/°C)
     y = yreference • [1 + TC • (T- Treference)]
NOCT
(Nominal Operating Cell Temperature)
(800  W/m2, AM 1.5, 1 m/sec. wind)
Maximum Power (Pmax): 105  W
Voltage at Pmax (Vmp): 30.8  V
Current at Pmax (lmp): 3.42 A
Short-circuit Current (Isc): 4.1  A
Open-circuit Voltage (Voc): 42.2  V
NOCT: 46 °C
Global Headquarters
United Solar Ovonic LLC
2956 Waterview Drive
Rochester Hills, MI 48309
Tel: 248.293.0440
Fax: 248.844.1214
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IV Curves at various Levels of Irradiance at  
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PVL-136
Notes:
1.  During the first 8-10 weeks of operation, electrical output exceeds specified ratings. Power output may be higher  
 by 15%, operating voltage may be higher by 11% and operating current may be higher by 4%.
2.  Electrical specifications are based on measurements performed at standard test conditions of 1000 W/m2    
 irradiance, Air Mass 1.5, and cell temperature of 25 °C after stabilization.
3.  Actual performance may vary up to 10% from rated power due to low temperature operation, spectral and other related effects. 
Maximum system open-circuit voltage not to exceed 600 VDC per UL, 1000 VDC per TÜV Rheinland.
4.   Specifications subject to change without notice.
Your UNI-SOLAR® Distributor:
FRONIUS IG
GRID-TIED INVERTERS FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS
Light Weight At 26 lbs, the FRONIUS IG inverters are the lightest grid-connected 
inverters making them easy and cost effective to install.
Flexible The wide voltage range of 150-500 V allows you to use different types
of modules and system configuration possibilities.
Lower Cost Integrated UL approved DC & AC disconnects which reduce installation
time and complexity - often eliminating the need for additional disconnects.
LCD Display User-friendly and comes standard with every FRONIUS IG; tracks
more than 20 critical system performance parameters.
Plug-and-Play Expansion slots in the inverter allow you to easily upgrade the inverter 
with data communication options.
Reliable Fronius has been in business for over 60 years and has more than 
200,000 FRONIUS IG inverters installed worldwide.
Warranty 10 year Premium Warranty.





















































































































































FRONIUS IG 2000 / 3000 / 2500-LV - Specifications
DC Input Data FRONIUS IG 2000 FRONIUS IG 3000 FRONIUS IG 2500-LV
Recommended PV power 1500 – 2500 Wp 2500 – 3300 Wp 1800 – 3000 Wp 
Max. DC input voltage 500 V 500 V 500 V
Operating DC voltage range 150 – 450 V 150 – 450 V 150 – 450 V
Max. usable DC input current 13.6 A 18 A 16.9 A
AC Output Data FRONIUS IG 2000 FRONIUS IG 3000 FRONIUS IG 2500-LV
Maximum output power @40° C 2000 W 2700 W 2350 W
Nominal AC output voltage 240 V 208 V
Utility AC voltage range 212 – 264 V (240 V +10% / -12%) 183 - 227 V
Maximum AC current 8.35 A 11.25 A 11.25 A
Maximum utility back feed current 0.0 A 0.0 A 0.0 A
Operating frequency range 59.3 – 60.5 Hz (60 Hz nom)
Total Harmonic Distortion THD < 5%
Power Factor (cos phi) 1
General Data FRONIUS IG 2000 FRONIUS IG 3000 FRONIUS IG 2500-LV
Max. efficiency 95.2% 95.2% 94.4%
Consumption in stand-by < 0.15 W (night)
Consumption during operation 7 W
Enclosure NEMA 3R
Size  (l x w x h) 18.5 x 16.5 x 8.8 inches  (470 x 418 x 223 mm)
Weight 26 lbs.  (11.8 kg)
Ambient temperature range -5 to 122 °F  (-20 to +50 °C)
Cooling controlled forced ventilaton
Integrated AC and DC disconnects standard UL approved DC & AC disconnects
Protections
Ground fault protection Internal GFDI, in accordance with UL 1741
DC reverse polarity protection Internal diode
Islanding protection Internal, in accordance with UL 1741, IEEE 1547
Over temperature Output power derating
Surge protection Internal DC & AC protection, Tested to 6 kV
Compliance
Safety UL 1741
EMI FCC Part 15; Class A & B
Anti-Islanding protection UL 1741, IEEE 1547
Ground fault detector and interrupter Compliant with NEC Art. 690 requirements, UL 1741
Miscellaneous    
Maximum AC over current protection Two-pole, 15 / 20 A circuit breaker
AC wire sizing Use maximum AWG 6 194°F (90 °C) copper wire
DC wire sizing Use maximum AWG 8 194°F (90 °C) copper wire
AC disconnect 16 A
DC disconnect 25 A
Warranty 10 year Premium Warranty is Standard
HARD WORKING. LONG LASTING.
HERE’S WHY:
• Galvanized steel housing
• External rotor motor with built-in thermal
overload protection and automatic reset
• Mixed flow impeller
• Permanently lubricated sealed ball bearings
• Excellent heat dissipation to ensure long motor life
• Suitable for airstream temperatures up to 140° F
• 100% speed controllable
• Terminal box with prewired electrical strip
• Three-year warranty
I M P R O V I N G  I N D O O R  A I R  Q U A L I T Y  T H R O U G H  B E T T E R  V E N T I L A T I O N





12 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM:
• 8" to 20" duct diameters
• 836 to 6291 CFM
• 100% speed controllable
• Rated for airstream temperatures up to 140° F
• Three-year factory warranty
FKD 10
Fantech, Inc. and Fantech
Limited certify that the FKD
Series shown herein is licensed
to bear the AMCA Seal. The rat-
ings shown are based on tests
and procedures performed in
accordance with AMCA
Publication 211 and AMCA
Publication 311 and comply with




ROUND INLINE MIXED FLOW 
CENTRIFUGAL FANS
Fantech FKD direct drive, mixed flow centrifugal fans blend the high flow
of axial fans with the higher pressure, non-overloading characteristics of
backward curved impellers.  An excellent choice for exhaust or supply
applications where quieter performance and easy installation are
important.  Perfect for commercial and institutional structures such
as offices, hospitals, beauty salons, veterinary clinics as well as
residential applications such as kitchen range hood exhaust.
FKD straight-through inline design fans are available in a wide range
of sizes for easy installation in duct sizes from 8” to 20”. Fans can be
mounted at any angle at any point along the duct work. Motors are
capable of operating in airstream temperatures up to 140° F. Motor
bearings are permanently sealed, self lubricating ball type. 
100% Speed Controllable
All FKD fans are 100% speed controllable through voltage reduction




All FKD Series fans utilize our unique external rotor motors. The
motor’s enclosed design allows the fan to operate in high moisture,
lint and dust laden air. The motors are a permanent split capacitor
type, with automatic reset thermal overload
protection and sealed ball bearings.
These features ensure long life
and maintenance free operation. 
All motors and impellers are
designed as one integral unit,
allowing for excellent motor heat






INLINE MIXED FLOW DUCT FANS
Performance certified is for installation type D - Ducted inlet, Ducted outlet. Speed (RPM) shown is nominal. Performance is based on actual speed of test. Performance ratings do not include the effects of appurtenances (accessories). 
† The sound ratings shown are loudness values in fan sones at 5ft. (1.5m) in hemispherical free field calculated per AMCA Standard 301. Values shown are for installation Type D: ducted inlet hemispherical fan sone levels. Ratings do not
include the effect of duct end correction. All sone values shown are calculated at 0.5” (static pressure in inches W.G.). Note: Three phase motors are wound for 230/460 volt. Motors are prewired for 460 volts but may be delivered as 230 volt
or may be rewired in the field. 1 Recommended speed control rating 5A. 2 Recommended speed control rating 10A. 3 Recommended speed control rating 15A.
PERFORMANCE DATA (For sound performance data refer to publication FKD0808.)
Fan                                                            Rated    Max. Static Pressure in Inches W.G. Max Ps. Duct Sones†
Model RPM Voltage Watts   Amps 0” 0.125” 0.25” 0.375” 0.5” 0.75” 1.0” 1.25” 1.5” 2.0” 2.50” Dia.
FKD 8XL 2700 115 327 2.991 836 799 761 720 680 595 499 393 286 — 2.59” 8” 14.1
FKD 10 2700 115 329 3.011 910 873 836 795 752 653 547 432 342 — 2.60” 10” 15.3
FKD 10XL 2850 115 529 4.842 1266 1226 1187 1147 1100 1006 911 810 696 460 3.08” 10” 21.0
FKD 12 2900 115 531 4.862 1305 1266 1228 1189 1145 1054 948 833 712 479 3.08” 12” 23.0
FKD 12XL 1700 115 500 4.802 2016 1920 1832 1746 1649 1423 1066 606 — — 1.52” 12” 18.7
FKD 14 1700 115 495 4.762 2156 2061 1965 1868 1764 1520 1193 623 — — 1.52” 14” 18.4
FKD 14XL 1550 115 738 7.122 2619 2517 2416 2303 2180 1936 1662 1294 843 — 1.94” 14” 19.0
FKD 16 1600 115 742 6.392 2952 2831 2707 2580 2445 2144 1804 1306 774 — 1.90” 16” 18.5
FKD 16XL 1600 115 1421 12.403 4274 4144 4014 3880 3743 3452 3137 2794 2379 1242 2.42” 16” 25.0
FKD 18 1600 115 1411 12.043 4448 4992 4130 3991 3871 3583 3239 2843 2380 1231 2.51” 18” 24.0
FKD 18XL 1700 460/3 2208 3.75 6236 6115 5995 5874 5754 5500 5199 4909 4602 3703 3.24” 18” 32.0
FKD 20 1750 460/3 2218 3.73 6291 6174 6054 5933 5829 5617 5307 4987 4667 3757 3.27” 20” 33.0
United States 10048 Industrial Blvd. • Lenexa, KS 66215 • 1.800.747.1762 • www.fantech.net
Canada 50 Kanalflakt Way • Bouctouche, NB E4S 3M5 • 1.800.565.3548 • www.fantech.ca

























































Model A A1 A2 C D E F
FKD 8XL 8 – – 12¹⁄₂  15¹⁄₂ 7 –
FKD 10 10 – – 12¹⁄₂ 12¹⁄₂ 7 –
FKD 10XL 10 – – 14 15 8 –
FKD 12 12 – – 14 12¹⁄₂ 8 –
FKD 12XL 12 12 14 17⁷⁄₈ 18⁷⁄₈ ⁷⁄₈ 1₅⁄₈
FKD 14 14 12 14 17⁷⁄₈ 17¹⁄₄ 1 1₅⁄₈
FKD 14XL 14 14 16 19³⁄₄ 20¹⁄₄ 1¹⁄₂ 1¹⁄₂
FKD 16 16 14 16 19³⁄₄ 18³⁄₄ 1¹⁄₂ 1₅⁄₈
FKD 16XL 16 16 18 22¹⁄₈ 23¹⁄₄ 1¹⁄₄ 1₅⁄₈
FKD 18 18 16 18 22¹⁄₈ 21³⁄₄ 1¹⁄₄ 1₅⁄₈
FKD 18XL 18 18 20 22¹⁄₄ 29¹⁄₄ 2 1³⁄₄
FKD 20 20 18 20 22¹⁄₄ 27¹⁄₄ 2 1³⁄₄
³⁄₄"









fy that the FKD Series
shown herein is
licensed to bear the
AMCA Seal. The rat-
ings shown are based










All dimensions in inches. 
General details of the 
TD-MIXVENT range
Low profile mixed flow fans, manufactured in plastic 
material (up to model 200) or in galvanized steel 
sheet protected with Epoxy paint (model 250 and 
up), with external terminal box, removable motor-
impeller assembly and adjustable single-phase motor, 
Class B, IP44.
The extensive range of the TD-MIXVENT series makes it an effective solution for 
a wide range of residential and light commercial ventilation installations.
100 100x 125 150 200 200x 250 315 355 400
Polypropylene housing • • • • • •
Steel housing with epoxy coating • • • •
ABS fan blades • • • • •
Aluminum fan blades • • • • •
Thermal link via fuse • • •
Thermal link with automatic reset • • • • • • •
Permanently lubricated ball bearings • • • • • • • • • •










































Ins.0” 0.125” 0.25” 0.375” 0.5” 0.75” 1.0”
TD-100
2431 120 23 LS 97 81 51 - - - - .4 104 2 4”
2516 120 26 HS 101 85 57 - - - - .4 104 2 4”
TD-100x
1556 120 20 LS 100 77 48 - - - - .375 104 4.4 4”
2096 120 33 HS 135 113 90 53 - - - .55 104 4.4 4”
TD-125
1633 120 24 LS 149 110 73 - - - - .35 104 4.4 5”
2146 120 38 HS 197 168 133 86 22 - - .55 104 4.4 5”
TD-150
1709 120 54 LS 218 193 163 128 105 24 - .8 140 4.4 6”
2289 120 65 HS 293 273 250 227 206 131 35 1.15 140 4.4 6”
TD-200
2322 120 139 LS 476 422 373 317 260 40 - 1.38 140 8.8 8”
2781 120 184 HS 538 495 458 418 367 190 10 1.625 140 8.8 8”
TD-200x
1935 120 122 LS 419 393 363 327 295 215 107 1.4 140 8.8 8”
2467 120 169 HS 478 457 432 402 372 285 192 1.75 140 8.8 8”
TD-250
2400 115 162 LS 541 475 418 355 295 218 170 2.03 140 19.8 10”
3200 115 241 HS 754 715 680 640 606 520 405 2.53 140 19.8 10”
TD-315
2000 115 208 LS 751 670 545 420 285 190 130 1.62 140 30.9 12.4”
2500 115 335 HS 1050 990 932 850 770 600 420 2.95 140 30.9 12.4”
TD-355 1400 115 464 - 1829 1740 1620 1530 1450 1190 - 1.1 140 43 14”
TD-400 1400 115 756 - 2630 2490 2360 2240 2100 1750 350 1.2 140 58 16”
C URUL S
All models include a direct two speed motor connection, except TD-355 and 400.
Dimensions (inches/mm)
Model X A B C D E F G H
TD-100
5 15/16
     151
9 1/8
     232
5 7/16
     138
3 3/4






































































































































































Soler & Palau USA certifies 
that the TD range shown 
herein is licensed to bear 
the AMCA Seal. The rat-
ings shown are based on 
tests and procedures per-
formed in accordance with 
AMCA Publication 211 
and comply with the re-
quirements of the AMCA 
Certified Ratings Program.
TD 250 & 315 are UL listed for outdoor use.
The TD-MIXVENT 
Series fans are 
California Title 24 
compliant and meet 
ASHRAE 62.2 when 
installed with 3 way 
switch and remotely 
mounted speed 
control.
















































Fan sound levels are measured in sones. At this time there are no sone level test standards available through HVI due to the fact that remote 
mounted fan noise levels are in proportion to the following: type of duct, length of duct, fan distance from the intake source and other 
miscellaneous factors. However, it is generally accepted that remote mounted venting is usually quieter than standard (in room) venting.
101-028
Model 006 Cartridge Circulator
Effective: September 21, 2009                                                                                         Supersedes: March 15, 2004
Submittal Data Information
Job: Engineer: Contractor: Rep:
ITEM NO. MODEL NO. IMP. DIA. G.P.M. HEAD/FT. H.P. ELEC. CHAR.
Do it Once. Do it Right.®
TACO INC., 1160 Cranston Street, Cranston, RI 02920     Telephone: (401) 942-8000      Fax: 942-2360
TACO (Canada), Ltd., 6180 Ordan Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L5T 2B3      Telephone: (905) 564-9422      Fax: (905) 564-9436





The Taco 006 is designed for circulating hot or chilled fresh water in open or closed loop
applications.  Typical uses include hydronic heating, domestic hot water recirculation, hydro-
air heating/cooling, heat recovery units, water source heat pumps, drain down open loop 
Solar systems and potable water applications.  The unique, replaceable cartridge contains 
all of the moving parts and allows for easy service instead of replacing the entire circulator.  
The compact, low power consumption design is ideal for high efficiency jobs.
FLOW-GPM




























































































































B      -  Bronze, 3/4" Sweat
  "#      "RONZE  3WEAT 0ANEL -OUNT
ST    -  Stainless Steel
  "#   "RONZE 5NION 0ANEL -OUNT
Variations:
Z  -  Zoning Circulator
VS  -  6ARIABLE 3PEED 3ET 0OINT
VR  -  6ARIABLE 3PEED /UTDOOR 2ESET









For Indoor use only
F
     !  "  #  $  &  '   3HIP 7T
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Taco Inc., 1160 Cranston Street. Cranston, RI 02920 / (401) 942-8000 / Fax (401) 942-2360 


























Flow range: 0-37 U.S. gpm
Head range: 0-37 feet
Motors: 2-pole, single-phase
Max. liquid temperature: 150 °F (65 °C)
Min. liquid temperature: 32 °F (0 °C)
Max. system pressure: 145 psi
Closed system (F) and Open system (BF)
Model Volts Amps Watts Hp Capacitor
UP 26-116F/BF 230 1.8 385 1/6 2.5μF/380 V















Model type Product number A B C D E F Connection typeand size
Shipping weight 
[lbs]
UP 26-116F 52722377 6 1/2 6 3/8 5 1/16 4 1/8 3 1/2 3 5/32 GF 15/26 flange(2) 1/2" dia. bolt boles 12 1/2 lbs
UP 26-116BF 52722393 6 1/2 6 3/8 5 1/16 4 1/8 3 1/2 3 5/32 GF 15/26 flange(2) 1/2" dia. bolt boles 12 1/2 lbs
UP Series
UP 26-116F/BF











THERMALLY CONDUCTIVE, PATENTED ALUMINUM CORE
The cross-flow heat recovery core transfers heat between the two airstreams. It is easily
removed for cleaning or service.
MOTORS AND BLOWERS
High effficiency electronic comutated ECM motor for maximum energy savings. Each air
stream has one centrifugal blower. 5 speed fan operation driven by one double shaft
motor. 120 VAC, 1.0 Amps.
FILTERS
Washable air filters in exhaust and supply air streams.
MOUNTING THE HRV
Four threaded inserts at corners of case designed to accept four reinforced polyester
straps that are supplied with the unit.
DEFROST




Twenty gauge prepainted galvanized steel (G60) for superior corrosion resistance.
Insulated to prevent exterior condensation. Drain connections 2 - 1/2" (12 mm) OD.
Door balancing ports.
CONTROLS
ControlAir 15 - Standby/ON mode, 20 ON/ 40 OFF mode, 20 ON/40 Recirculation
mode, Recirculation mode (each mode has 5 speeds). Control pad can be removed
from HRV and remotely mounted.

























*NOTE: Front clearance of 25 inches (635 mm)  







99-350 Lifestyle Ventilation Control 7/24 programmable ventilation, (3 wire) 20
gauge wire (min.) 100’ length
99-109 Air Sentry Air Quality Monitor designed to accept remotely mounted
Control Pad, (3 wire) 20 gauge wire (min.) 100’ length
99-250 Ventilation Dehumidistat designed to accept remotely mounted Control
Pad, (4 wire) 20 gauge wire (min.) 100’ length
OPTIONAL TIMERS
99-104 Digital Electronic Timer - initiates high speed ventilation for 20, 40 or 60
minutes, (3 wire) 20 gauge wire (min.) 100’ length
99-101 Crank Timer - Initiates high speed ventilation for up to 60 minutes, (2 wire)
20 gauge wire (min.) 100’ length
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
99-163 Duct Heater w/ Electronic SCR Thermostat, 1 Kw, 6” (150 mm)
99-164 Duct Heater w/ Electronic SCR Thermostat, 2 Kw, 6” (150 mm)
99-185 Weatherhoods, Two - 6” (150 mm) c/w 1/4” (6 mm) mesh screen
DIMENSIONS 155ECM inches (mm)
Model 155ECM
All units conform to
CSA and UL standards.
The ECM motor produces a tone that some may 
find objectionable. We recommend the 
installation of the optional 99-SILENCER6 on the 
‘Stale Air from Inside’ and ‘Fresh Air to Inside’ 
ducts. 
ATTENTION
*Sensible Efficiency – thermal **Latent Efficiency – moisture
Note: Effectiveness - based on temp. differential between the 2 airstreams
Efficiency – takes into account all power inputs
Performance (HVI certified)
Net supply air flow in cfm (L/s) against external static pressure
E.S.P
(external static pressure) [cfm (L/s)]
@ 0.1" (25 Pa) 164 (77)
@ 0.2" (50 Pa) 157 (74)
@ 0.3" (75 Pa) 147 (69)
@ 0.4" (100 Pa) 146 (69)
@ 0.5" (125 Pa) 140 (66)
@ 0.6" (150 Pa) 138 (65)
@ 0.7" (175 Pa) 131 (62)
@ 0.8" (200 Pa) 121 (57)
Max. Temperature Recovery 79%
Sensible Effectiveness
@ 66 cfm (31 L/s) 32°F (0°C) 72%
*Sensible Efficiency
@ 66 cfm (31 L/s) 32°F (0°C) 66%
*Sensible Efficiency
@ 66 cfm (31 L/s) -13°F (-25°C) 67%
VAC @ 60HZ 120
WATTS / Low speed. 34
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5 - High Speed 
*4 - Medium High Speed
*3 - Medium Speed
*2 - Medium Low Speed
*1 - Low speed
* Manufacturers Data
WARRANTY
Units carry a LIFETIME warranty on the heat
recovery core and a 5 year replacement parts war-
ranty.
4Model TFP 3000 & TFPC3000 Particle Capture Rate
• A human hair is 100
microns wide.
• Spores and pollen
are all larger than 8
microns.
• A micron is 1/1000 of
a millimetre, or less




(406 mm) required 
for service















5 or more 99%
2 - 3 97%
1 95%
0.5 - 0.9 90%
Motors and Blowers
2 speed, high efficiency PSC Motor - 150 cfm/75 cfm.
110 watts - 120 VAC - standard three prong plug to receptacle.
The TFP is equipped with a standard power supply on 5’5” (1.6
meters) cable.
OFF/LOW/HIGH Speed Selector Switch
Select 75 cfm (Low) or 150 cfm (High).
Airflow
150cfm @ .4" WC (High Speed)
75 cfm @ .4" WC (Low Speed)
Collectors
Model TFP3000 - Two replaceable TFP collectors
Model TFPC3000 CONSOLE - Two replaceable TFP collectors
• Easy to remove for cleaning and replacement
• Annual inspection recommended
Case
Twenty gauge prepainted galvanized steel (G60) for superior 
corrosion resistance
Weight
55 lbs. (24.4 Kgs)
Electrical Codes
Conforms to CSA and UL standards
Mounting the Wholehouse TFP - very flexible
a.  Mount to the furnace return
b.  Mount between the HRV and the furnace
c.  Hang from a joist and duct to the furnace
d.  Stand alone installation
Warranty
Units carry a five year warranty on all replacement 
parts except the collectors/filters.
Options
65-503R - One replacement TFP Collector
65-502R - One replacement HEPA filter
Optional Installation Kit: Part # 99-TFP
Includes - two 7” Duct Connection Collars
- 12.5’ of 7” Non-insulated Flex Duct

















 ENGINEERING SUBMITTAL DATA SHEET  
 
C191.1 TOP ENTRY  
RESIDENTIAL ELECTRIC WATER HEATERS 
MODELS 172ETE 
62.5 IMPERIAL GALLONS / 284 LITRES  
INSULATED WITH 2" ECO-FRIENDLY    
 
All models meet or exceed NRCan energy efficiency requirements  
 
Storage capacity Diameter (A) Height (B) C F Est. ship. wt. Model 
Imp. gal. Litres 





172ETE-1F7M 62.5 284 1,500W 120V 89W 23½/60 60/152 2⅛/5 45º 4/10 ¾" NPT 197/89 
172ETE-2F7M 62.5 284 4,500W 208V 89W 23½/60 60/152 2⅛/5 45º 4/10 ¾" NPT 197/89 
172ETE-3F7M 62.5 284 4,500W 240V 89W 23½/60 60/152 2⅛/5 45º 4/10 ¾" NPT 197/89 
 
 
JOB TITLE:     DATE SUBMITTED:     
ADDRESS:     PRODUCT REQUIRED:     
     MODEL NO.  SIZE  QUANTITY 
          
CONTRACTOR:          
ADDRESS:          
          
          
ENGINEER:     DATE REQUIRED:     
 
Giant Factories Inc. 
40 Avenue Lesage, Montreal-East, Quebec, Canada H1B 5H3 
Telephone: (514) 645-8893    Fax: (514) 640-0969    www.giantinc.com 
 
Giant Factories Inc. reserves the right to make product changes or improvements at any time without notice. 
 
Rev. 1: 01/07/2007 
©2008 RenewABILITY Energy                   www.renewability.com                    toll free: 1-877-606-5559                   Version: 2.3 
 By: 
 
Backgrounder: For Homes 
 
Water heating is the second most costly energy 
demand in homes, accounting for 20-30% of 
energy consumption.  Furthermore, showering 
is typically the highest hot water load and about 90% 
of the energy used to heat water in a home  
is wasted out to the sewer.   
 
Drain Water Heat Recovery (DWHR) units such 
as the Power-Pipe

 recapture some or most of this 
valuable energy and use it to heat cold fresh water. 
The result is savings on your energy costs. 
 
 
What does the Power-Pipe

 look like? 
Falling Film Heat Exchangers like the 
Power-Pipe have copper tube wrapped very 
tightly around an inner copper drainpipe.  
Our competitions’ “First Generation” units 
consist of a single tube wrapped on the 
drainpipe resulting in high pressure loss in 
freshwater supply thereby causing flow 
problems in homes.  Their “Second 
Generation” units have 2 or more “single” 
tubes wrapped at a time on the drainpipe 
thereby making them non-counter flow heat 
exchangers that result in low performance.  
Independent testing* has proven that the 
patent-pending Power-Pipe design is far 
superior because it has multiple coils 
wrapped together around the inner pipe thereby achieving the highest 




 Installation is Simple: 
The Power-Pipe becomes a part of your drainage stack, usually in your 
basement, by cutting your drainpipe and using the supplied connectors.  
The coils become a part of your freshwater supply line by diverting it to 
the Power-Pipe.  For more information please download the Power-Pipe Installation Manual from our 
website www.renewability.com. 
 
How Does the Power-Pipe

 Work? 
Fresh water from the city supply is quite cold and a lot of energy is required 
to heat that water to the comfortable temperature required for showering.  
Without the Power-Pipe you are wasting all of that valuable energy down 
the drain.  Drain water naturally clings to the inner wall of the Power-Pipe
 
in a very thin film that falls quickly.  As you take a shower this thin film of 
warm drain water readily transfers its heat energy to the inner wall of the 
Power-Pipe.  The Power-Pipe safely transfers that heat energy to the cold 
freshwater flowing through the outer tubes.  No pumps are needed, no 
maintenance is required, and the Power-Pipe will have a very long service 
life in your home. 
©2008 RenewABILITY Energy                   www.renewability.com                    toll free: 1-877-606-5559                   Version: 2.3 
Should we be concerned about a Loss of  
Water Pressure when using the Power-Pipe

?  
No.  The Power-Pipe was specifically designed to 
cause an insignificant loss in water pressure in a 
typical home.  Before developing the Power-Pipe, 
we sold a 1
st
 Generation single coil DWHR unit 
but quickly stopped as customers were not able to 
attain sufficient flow in their homes.  
Measurements undertaken by the Canadian 
Government illustrate the huge gap in pressure 
loss between DWHR unit designs.  
 
 
How Efficient is the Power-Pipe

?  
Efficiency at a given equal flowrate is the standard 
for comparison between units.  Heat exchanger 
effectiveness is used by some of our competitors 
and misrepresents performance.   
 
The Power-Pipe is second to none in efficiency 
(according to a study* completed by the 
Government of Canada) primarily because it is a 
counter-flow heat exchanger.   
 
It should be mentioned that efficiency is also 
dependent upon the length, the diameter, and the 
water flowrate. The shortest unit that should be considered is 30in, however we suggest that you consider 
installing the longest Power-Pipe that you can fit into your home (up to 6 feet in length).  Large sizes are 
also available.  A 60in (152cm) long Power-Pipe unit can bring the cold water temperature from 50°F 
(10°C) up to about 77°F (25°C) under equal flow conditions.  If connected to only the water heater or 
only the cold side of the water fixtures (unequal flow conditions), the savings are less, but the temperature 
of the cold water is brought up to about 82°F (28°C). 
 
How Much Does the Power-Pipe

 Cost and How Much Does it Save? 
The total installed cost for a Power-Pipe is normally between $600 and $1,200.  With an annual “return 
on investment” in the range of 15-50%, the Power-Pipe is normally at least 4x more cost effective than 
solar water heating.  In a typical home the Power-Pipe will save 25%-40% on water heating.  This 
primarily depends upon the efficiency of the unit, how it is installed (refer to our Installation Manual), 
and how hot water is used. 
 
There are many other benefits from owning a Power-Pipe

, including: 
● you will likely never run out of hot water because your hot water capacity will be much greater (it takes 
less energy and time to heat the water since the incoming water is preheated by the Power-Pipe). 
● a Power-Pipe will reduce your family’s greenhouse gas emissions by up to 1 ton/year 
● the Power-Pipe works great in combination with “instantaneous” (on demand) water heaters which 
sometimes have difficulty in meeting demand either in the winter or when two showers are running 
● the Power-Pipe reduces “sweating” on your cold water pipes in your home 




RenewABILITY Energy: We design, manufacture and sell the patent pending Power-Pipe

 Drain Water Heat Recovery system 
and are the . recognized leader in this field.  There are Power-Pipes installed in many homes and apartment buildings in Canada, 
the U.S., Europe and Asia.   The company was founded in July 2000. 
 
*Reference: “Drain Water Heat Recovery Characterzation and Modeling”, Charles Zaloum et al, Sustainable Buildings and 
Communities Group, Natural Resources Canada, Ottawa, July 19, 2007 
Reported Pressure Loss of Drain Water Heat Recovery units 











































1st Generation units cause   
VERY high water pressure loss
Insignificant water pressure 
loss with 2nd Generation 





Reported Efficiency of Drain Water Heat Recovery units 




























The Power-Pipe multi-parallel 
coil design has the Highest 
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the   period,   but   there   is   still   some  under­performance   in   the  month   of   January.  The
CUSUM analysis demonstrates that for a building like ÉcoTerra, designed to rely on solar
radiation as a heating source, the performance of the heating system is directly linked to
the amount of solar radiation available.
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